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Abstract
This thesis is guided by curiosity regarding the possibility of incorporating
Authentic Movement into a neuro-rehabilitation treatment program. Using Authentic
Movement as part of one client's dance/movement therapy treatment, this qualitative case
study explores and documents how mover consciousness, the first layer of Authentic
Movement, develops and is taught to one client surviving brain injury. Data includes the
researcher's journal entries, embodied knowledge, and notes written using a technique
called embodied writing, as well as client journal entries, verbal responses, and the art
work produced during each session. Data were analyzed by reviewing the material,
embodying the data in my personal Authentic Movement practice, and composing the
therapeutic process using embodied writing. The process revealed the researcher's ability
to modify the first layer of Authentic Movement with one client surviving brain injury.
Future studies are needed to assess the generalizability of this work. If Authentic
Movement can be modified to address the various needs of those sustaining brain injury,
its application and effect on neuroplasticity within the neuro-rehabilitation process, can
be explored.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
It's like a puzzle being built as you are moving. You don't have the picture in front of
you, but you are building it as you go along. Like a puzzle in progress, you know.
Ely
I love brains. I am enchanted by their mystery, power, and inherent quest for
wholeness. The brain is a wrinkled mass responsible for individual and collective reality,
emotional regulation, conscious and unconscious behavior. It conducts the complex
orchestration of human life. Its brilliance is revealed covertly as billions and trillions of
neurons fire, weaving energetic neural networks connecting mind and body, mind and
mind, mind and brain. The brain is responsible for the entire functioning of one person.
The responsibility is so great that any injury to it carries the possibility of irrevocably
altering the life it sustains. Its vulnerability is also its resilient strength.
My desire to explore Authentic Movement as a therapeutic technique to be used
within a neuro-rehabilitation program stems partly from my interest in the magnificent
capability of the human brain. During my internship at a brain injury rehabilitation
center, I witnessed people whose brain's had been bruised, bumped, banged, deprived of
oxygen, and flooded with toxic blood. Even after suffering a hurt, the brain has a
beautifully remarkable ability to heal. This healing savvy is called neuroplasticity which
is the brain's continual ability to change structure and function through the growth and
modification of neural synapses and the potential growth of new neurons (Badenoch,
2008; Siegel, 1999, 2006, 2007a, 2007b, 2010). My research also stems from my desire
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to improve brain injury rehabilitation, to find a way to individualize treatment to meet the
many needs of each survivor. It also was inspired by my love of the practice of Authentic
Movement. Thus, I began this research ambitious to see if Authentic Movement could be
modified and taught to people diagnosed with brain injury.
I was introduced to glimpses of Authentic Movement in 2007 when I began
studying and pursuing a graduate degree in Dance/Movement Therapy and Counseling.
Authentic Movement is a practice involving the relationship between a mover and a
witness. The mover moves from an intention of mindfulness, following and responding to
inner impulses, thoughts, feelings, and/or sensations through movement. Mindfulness is
defined as the purposeful, non-judgmental focusing of one's awareness of the present
moment experience (Siegel, 2006, 2007b). The witness is responsible for creating a safe
environment, maintaining an awareness of time, and for non-judgmentally witnessing the
mover. These responsibilities are in part referred to as “holding the space” and
maintaining an outer consciousness. After moving, both mover and witness speak. The
mover verbally expresses his or her experience, using present tense language to name the
physical movements, sensations, thoughts, feelings, and impulses that arose during the
movement experience. This detailed way of speaking is also known as tracking. The
witness speaks after the mover, verbally naming the mover's observed physical
movement while speaking of his or her own internal reactions and sensations that arose in
response to watching the mover. For each, the whole process and practice of Authentic
Movement is centered around the formation of the inner witness, or consciousness (Adler
1987, 1992, 2002; Gjernes, 2003, Musicant, 1994; Wyman-McGinty, 1998).
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My first experience as mover in Authentic Movement was profound. My heart
sent cascades of tingles through my body, little messages informing me I had fallen in
love with the clarity, surrender, honesty, and intensity of this work. At the time of this
writing, I have been practicing Authentic Movement for a year and a half. I intentionally
step into the space and unfold into an unplanned experience originating from my desire to
make what is unknown known. I am continually astounded by the depth of information
and wisdom stored in my body and in the collective bodies of those surrounding me.
Each time I move in front of a grounded and present witness, I engage in the process of
unearthing and honoring my truths, nurturing the growth of my inner witness, learning
how I am seen by others in hopes that this self-knowledge will allow me to see others
more clearly. My engagement in this practice has become essential in my growth as a
person, therapist, researcher, and witness.
Authentic Movement is steeped in the relationship between mover and witness.
Based upon the idea that developing consciousness requires the presence of another, the
practice of Authentic Movement honors the interpersonal flow of energy and information.
It is this interpersonal flow that enables the formation and awareness of intrapersonal
processes, or consciousness. I wonder if Authentic Movement, a mindful moving
exploration between movers and witnesses, which encourages the development of
consciousness, could potentially effect neurological changes in those diagnosed with
brain injury. Although there is not yet research to suggest this, I am interested in how the
development of a mindful, intentional relationship between mover and witness, therapist
and client, can heal and enhance the neuroplasticity of an injured brain.
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Each year, millions of people incur some type of brain injury. Causes of injuries
include, but are not limited to, strokes, aneurysms, oxygen deprivation, blunt force
physical trauma, falls, and violence. The impact of each injury ranges from mild to
severe. The literature on brain injury reveals a tendency for the general public to remain
unaware of the magnitude of this epidemic. With symptoms ranging from headaches,
memory loss, mood swings, anxiety, and dizziness to paralysis, impaired speech,
cognitive deficits, and personality changes, survivors are often left struggling to get their
needs met, needs that typically remain throughout their lifetime. While symptoms can be
generalized from one brain injury survivor to another, each neurological trauma manifests
differently in each individual. The location of the injury, the severity, the inherent nature
of each person all play a part in determining the expressed symptoms, coping abilities,
levels of recovery, and types of effective treatment.
With over a million people recovering and surviving a neurological trauma yearly,
there is a need to improve neuro-rehabilitation treatment. Rehabilitation is a distinct
process for each person. Due to the wide range of symptoms, the often lifelong need for
assistance, and the individual nature of each injury, it is difficult to determine the most
effective treatment. Most programs include a variety of therapies – physical,
occupational, psychotherapy, expressive and recreational – along with community reentry and cognitive training – to attempt to address the many different areas affected by a
brain injury (Brain Injury Association of America, BIAUSA, n.d.). Accessibility,
efficiency, and individually tailored holistic healing are few of the many factors to
consider in creating treatment programs that will return a sense of independence to each
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survivor and meet their numerous short and long term needs (Brain Injury Association of
Illinois, BIAIL, n.d.; BIAUSA, n. d.; Coezter, 2008). An injury to the brain affects so
many areas of a person's life that a multi-faceted, multi-disciplinary treatment approach
seems appropriate in meeting the various needs of each brain injury survivor.
The malleable nature of the brain lends validity to theories of neuroplasticity,
interpersonal neurobiology, and the efficacy of the therapeutic process as it relates to
change. Interpersonal neurobiology is a multidisciplinary neuroscientific approach to the
mind and mental health suggesting the brain and mind develop through a combination of
genetics and interpersonal relationships. The flow of energy and information within and
between minds allow for change in the structure and function of the brain (Badenoch,
2008; Siegel, 1999, 2006, 2007a, 2007b, 2010). The plasticity of the brain and its ability
to heal depends on many factors - age, type and location of injury, severity of the injury
among other extraneous variables. With this is mind, it is my hope that Authentic
Movement, used as a dance/movement therapy (DMT) technique within a neurorehabilitative program, might offer a new way to support and treat survivors of brain
injury. Dance/movement therapy is defined as “the psychotherapeutic use of movement
as a process which furthers the emotional, cognitive, social, and physical integration of
the individual” (Levy, 2005, p. 11). It has been used as method to foster healing with
many different types of people including those with mental illnesses, cognitive and
physical disabilities, and people diagnosed with brain injury.
As I read the literature on Authentic Movement, interpersonal neurobiology, and
mindfulness I am struck by the similar use of language, ideas, and beliefs. It is as though
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they are connected by conceptual words but lack the integrative, scientific research to
support the connection. In my interpretation, some similarities among theories are the
intentional focusing of attention, mindfulness in the present moment, the belief that the
cultivation of this mindful state is the core of health and wellness. In essence, the practice
of mindfulness promotes conscious awareness, this conscious awareness creates new
neural networks, and the structure and function of the brain shifts. The flexibility of the
brain to shift in response to practicing mindfulness is one component of health and
wellness.
This research was guided by my own deep seated love of the brain, flow,
genuineness, authentic healing relationships, and mindful movement. My overarching
desire was to see if Authentic Movement could be modified and taught to people
diagnosed with brain injury. By incorporating this practice into the dance/movement
therapy component of a treatment plan, my research explored and documented how
mover consciousness, the first layer of Authentic Movement, might be taught and
develop for one client surviving brain injury. Mover consciousness is the ability to
engage in a movement experience, remember this experience, and speak about it
afterwards with an external witness using first person, present tense language (Adler,
1987, 1992, 2002). I am curious about the ability of mindful movement to vertically
integrate (see Appendix A) the brain - enabling one to notice physical sensations,
evaluate them, and remember and reflect upon them. Is it possible to integrate the
functioning of the two cerebral hemispheres by engaging in a movement practice to
activate the right hemisphere then verbally describing the movement experience which
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involves more left hemisphere processing? I wonder if Authentic Movement will increase
conscious awareness and enhance self-awareness. Does practicing Authentic Movement
increase memory, concentration, emotional regulation in one surviving a brain injury?
Theoretical Framework
The brain: A beautiful, flexible structure from which the mind emerges and guides
the flow of energy and information. Interpersonal neurobiology: an approach to mental
health and the mind suggesting the brain and mind develop through a combination of
genetics and interpersonal relationships and that the flow of energy and information
within and between minds allow for change in the structure and function of the brain
(Badenoch, 2008; Siegel, 1999, 2006, 2007a, 2007b, 2010). Dance/movement therapy: a
field assuming a mind body connection, believing shifts through the body effect shifts in
the mind, using this assumption to fervently support the field's therapeutic healing
efficacy. As a budding therapist and novice researcher I am working from my belief that
a psychoneurological approach in dance/movement therapy provides a truly integrative
framework which is supported by theoretical assumptions made by Berrol (1990, 1992,
2006), Chambliss (1982), and Siegel (1999, 2006, 2007a, 2007b, 2010). I am combining
theories of interpersonal neurobiology and DMT in order to create my personal
theoretical framework.
To date, there is not an official framework which combines theories of
interpersonal neurobiology and DMT. Berrol (1990, 1992, 2006) and Chambliss (1982)
have used neurophysiological principles to support the efficacy of dance movement
therapy, to scientifically link mind and body. Siegel (1999, 2006, 2007a, 2007b, 2010)
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has identified interpersonal neurobiology as a holistic approach which involves mind,
body, and interpersonal relationships. By combining tenets of each field, this working
approach rests on the idea that change is possible, not only possible but inherently
hardwired into the self-actualizing brain – a brain that, through the genetic, experience
dependent, interpersonal regulatory processes of the emerging mind, has the capacity for
neuroplasticity. It relies upon the mind/body connection. Dance, movement, and
increasing conscious awareness of the body are capable of moving the entire system
(body, mind, spirit) towards integration and health.
This framework is guided by the flow of movement through all livingness, the
flow of energy and information, the universal flow connecting mind and body, mind and
mind, mind and brain. It honors the individual nature of each person while realizing that
interpersonal relationships have the power to effect change. It supports the individual
natural movement towards well-being while honoring the power of the therapeutic
presence.
Conclusion
As I am interested in this continual flow of energy and information between
minds and in the non-linear process of developing consciousness, I present the results of
this work using a technique called embodied writing (Anderson, 2001, 2002a, 2002b),
inviting the reader to step into the role of witness. This style of writing may also appear
in other sections briefly. I write from my bones, forming words with the truth of my body
in hopes that embodied writing, designed to convey the lived experience by evoking
kinesthetic and sympathetic resonance in the reader, will honor the authenticity,
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mindfulness, the necessary slowing, and cyclical nature of the entire thesis process. Just
as the mover influences the witness and the witness' presence influences the mover, I
hope my my words will effect the reader. I write knowing this thesis will be read, thus
already feel shifts in my body as I write to and for an audience. It is this cyclic, reciprocal
process, inherent throughout my thesis work, that I hope flows from my writing.
I use colors and fonts to represent the voices that emerged organically as I began
to describe the journey shared by Ely, a bravely determined brain injury survivor who
was willing to dive in to the unknown and fit the puzzles pieces together as they surfaced,
and me, a novice researcher, witness, and therapist. This is our puzzle, created moment
by moment, built as we flowed through relationship, Authentic Movement,
consciousness, and brain injury.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
In the following pages I present literature from the fields of brain injury,
neuroscience, interpersonal neurobiology, dance/movement therapy and Authentic
Movement. This is not an exhaustive list of resources on these subjects, in fact the scope
of my review is limited as I will describe only the most basic elements of each theory and
topic. The exploration of each field reveals a complexity and depth that increases and
evolves as new knowledge is unearthed. The short term, small scale parameters of this
thesis lead me to review literature that helps illustrate the ways in which I feel the fields
are interrelated and connected. The literature will: provide an overview of brain injury;
define the basic parts of the brain and how they function, define neuroplasticity; describe
and express the concept of mindfulness and how it relates to neuroplasticity, integration,
DMT, and Authentic Movement; provide a definition of DMT and explore the
connections of this work to neurobiology; and explain the structure and practice of
Authentic Movement, modifications to teaching.
The Brain
In this section I will present literature on brain injury – the definitions, incidence
rates, and the symptoms. Information regarding the basic structure of the brain and how it
works and functions, will also be included.
Brain Injury
Definition and Incidence. The Brain Injury Association of Illinois (BIAIL) (n.d.)
has defined acquired brain injury (ABI) as “an injury to the brain that has occurred after
birth and which is not hereditary, congenital or degenerative” (para. 12). Oxygen
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deprivation or anoxia, stroke, blunt head trauma, concussion, and aneurysms exemplify a
minority of acquired brain injuries. Traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) are a type of acquired
brain injury “caused by an external physical force that may produce a diminished or
altered state of consciousness” (para. 12). Car accidents, falls, and violence cause the
majority of TBIs.
Rutland-Brown, Langlois, Thomas, and Xi (2006) cited reports from the Center of
Disease Control (CDC) that show over 1,000,000 people each year sustained traumatic
brain injury in 2003. The BIAIL (n.d.) reported at least 2 million people incur a brain
injury each year. Despite the magnitude of this situation, Rutland-Brown, et al. (2006)
stated that “. . .TBI is often referred to as the 'silent epidemic' because the general public
remains largely unaware of it and because of the disabilities that result are often
invisible” (p. 544). In 2006, this lack of cognizance rendered at least 5.3 million people
sustaining brain injury scrambling to get their long term needs for daily living met. One
year post brain injury, 40% of people hospitalized with TBI were still dealing with at
least one unmet need most often in areas of increasing memory and problem solving
abilities, stress management and emotional regulation, anger management, and vocational
rehabilitation (BIAUSA, n.d.).
With two million people incurring brain injury yearly, a need exists to improve
accessibility and efficiency in treatment and rehabilitation, in effort to heal the body and
the mind, to meet unmet needs, and to return a sense of independence to each individual
(BIAIL, n.d.; BIAUSA, n.d; Coezter, 2008). The wide range of symptoms, types of brain
injury, and injury's level of severity challenge the creation of an effective approach. To
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address this barrier, researchers (Berrol, 1990; Coezter, 2008) have suggested
approaching brain injury from a multidisciplinary, holistic perspective. Berrol (1990)
used neurological theory to link mind and body and suggested dance/movement therapy
as a potential beneficial incorporation into a traditional rehabilitation program. Coezter
(2008) identified lack of identity and self-awareness as major symptoms and suggested a
holistic approach to neuro-rehabilitation to address the amalgamation of emotional,
cognitive, and behavioral symptoms that coexist. Both authors suggested a need to
examine the plethora of potential symptoms arising from a brain injury to better
determine a healing approach to rehabilitation.
Symptoms. The unique nature of each person, each brain, each injury allows a
wide range of variability in symptoms, coping abilities, and levels of recovery. According
to the BAIL (n.d.), BIAUSA (n.d.), Coetzer (2008), Crimmins (2008), and Taylor (2006),
impairments span behavioral, cognitive, emotional, psychosocial, and physical realms.
Memory deficits, diminished ability to maintain focus and attention, slow thinking,
deficits in information processing, paralysis, balance and coordination impairments,
speech, vision, and sensory difficulties, lack of self-awareness, mood swings, inability to
regulate emotions, depression, anxiety, self-centeredness, denial, low self-esteem, and
difficulty relating to others represent only a few possible effects of a sustained brain
injury. The type of injury, location of injury, and the degree of severity (mild, moderate,
severe) all influence the collage of presenting symptoms (BIAIL, n.d.; BIAUSA, n.d.;
Coetzer, 2008; Crimmins, 2000; Taylor, 2006).
According to Coezter (2008), “One of the most perplexing symptoms after
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acquired brain injury is impaired self-awareness” (p. 767). Prigatano (as cited in Coezter,
2008) defined self-awareness as “. . . the ability to consciously process information about
the self in a way that reflects a relatively objective view, while maintaining a unique
phenomenological experience or sense of self” (p. 768). While he acknowledged not all
people diagnosed with brain injury lack self-awareness, the ramifications of this deficit
affect personal identity and recovery. Coezter recognized cognitive, emotional, and
behavioral impairments but suggested that lack of self-awareness and identity loss are
foundational symptoms. Meaning that “impaired self-awareness may make it difficult for
the individual to accurately process and come to terms with these changes” (p. 769). In
argument for holistic neuro-rehabilitation from a multidisciplinary approach, Coezter
suggested the possibility that symptoms like depression, anxiety, irritability, emotional
regulation, fatigue, and low initiation and motivation are related to and emerge from the
overriding loss of identity.
Cathy Crimmins (2003) was thrown into the world of TBI after her husband was
run over by a motor boat. The impact caused his brain to bounce around inside his skull,
bruising and bumping, severely damaging the frontal lobes, causing trauma to the entire
brain. The results were a “. . .diffuse axonal injury - with subdural hematomas all over his
frontal lobes” (p. 31). She wrote:
The axons are the connecting parts of the neurons that send the messages that let
us think, talk, and walk. The neurons and the axons are the brain's 'fiber-optic'
system, through which information passes. Diffuse axonal injury means that
axons all over Al's head have been jangled, perhaps sheared off. He has pools of
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blood and swollen tissue all over his brain, but particularly in his frontal lobes, the
area of the brain that governs speech, memory, movement, and personality. The
frontal lobes are the part of the brain, essentially, that makes us who we are. (p.
32)
In her memoir, Crimmins (2003) detailed the progression of symptoms her
husband manifested during the differing stages of recovery: physical disability, lack of
spatial awareness, inattention, memory problems, inability to focus, lack of selfawareness, perseveration, confabulation, fatigue, emotional outbursts, disinhibition,
reduplicative paramnesia, incontinence, self-centeredness, sexual dysfunction, difficulty
with initiation and motivation, rigidity, concrete thinking, and lack of emotional and
intellectual flexibility. Often symptoms reflect the stages of recovery, some stages
overlapping, some symptoms increasing, decreasing, returning and coexisting.
The loss of identity and lack of self-awareness were particularly trying for both of
them as they mourned the loss of who he had been. Crimmins' husband referred to
himself as the “defective Al” and the “second Al.” In the final chapter, the author
sprinkled paragraphs with “the Old Al” and the “New Al.”
TBI is like an incomplete death: you've lost a person, or parts of that person, but
he's still here. Do people grasp how precarious and mutable the human personality
can be? . . . The Ghost of Alan Past. . . . The worst thing you can do, says the
literature aimed at families, is to remind the brain-injured person of what he was
like before, of what he could do back then that he can't do now. But how can you
help remembering? (p. 218-219)
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Jill Bolte Taylor (2006), a neuroanatomist who experienced a severe stroke in the
left hemisphere of her brain, described her lack of self-awareness and forced reidentification process. In addition to her personally influenced, rich descriptions of the
multiple symptoms resulting from brain trauma, Taylor metacognitively witnessed parts
of her self vanish in response to the destruction. She began her book with a chapter
outlining her identity prior to her hemorrhage. The subsequent chapters reveal her
journey of self re-creation. She wrote:
The signals between my brain and body were so defective that I couldn't
recognize my physical form. . . . I had become a pile of waste, leftovers, but I still
retained consciousness. A consciousness that was different from the one I had
known before, however, because my left hemisphere had been packed with details
about how to make sense of the external world. . . Here, in the absence of that
circuitry, I felt inanimate and awkward. My consciousness had shifted. I was still
in here - I was still me, but without the richness of emotional and cognitive
connections my life had known. So, was I really still me? How could I still be Dr.
Jill Bolte Taylor, when I no longer shared her life experiences, thoughts, and
emotional attachments? (p. 66-67)
She continued explaining her perceived identity:
I existed in some remote space that seemed to be far away from my normal
information processing, and it was clear that the “I” whom I had grown up to be
had not survived this neurological catastrophe. I understood that Dr. Jill Bolte
Taylor died that morning, and yet, with that said, who was left? (p.67)
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Taylor (2006) honored the enormity of her identity loss, acknowledging the loss
and mourning of her previous self, saying, “Although I experienced enormous grief for
the death of my left hemisphere consciousness – and the woman I had been, I
concurrently felt tremendous relief” (p. 68). Rather than viewing this loss of identity as a
deficit, impairment, or problem to be solved as Coetzer (2008) and Crimmins (2003)
describe it, she likened it to a shift in perception of conscious awareness, new insight, a
revelation that her right hemisphere consciousness imbued in her a sense of oneness and
universality. Bliss. “For me, hell existed inside the pain of this wounded body as it failed
miserably in any attempt to interact with the external world, while heaven existed in a
consciousness that soared in eternal bliss” (p. 73).
Her experience is subjective and personally biased as her knowledge of the brain,
its structures, functions, and magnificence, bestowed upon her the ability to witness her
process with an awareness uncommon to a non-neuroanatomist brain injury survivor.
Thus, giving her an entirely different perspective of recovery from the beginning. This
witnessing implies perhaps a loss of identity but not a lack of self-awareness. Does
Taylor's ability to witness herself suggest that others with brain injuries may be able to
develop an inner witness and mover consciousness?
The multitude of symptoms arising from any given brain injury, emerge from the
inherent structure of the brain. It is a mass made up of many parts that function and
process in similar and different ways, parts that ultimately complement the whole. While
each part can be analyzed and discussed separately, they do not function in isolation.
Their functions are interconnected and interdependent upon each other. It is useful to first
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look at them separately while keeping in mind that in reality, they are embedded and
integrated in the entire functioning of the brain as a whole. (Siegel, 1999).
Brain Structure and Function
Multiple researchers ground descriptions of brain anatomy in an evolutionary
based triune perspective, citing differences in information processing, intelligence,
structure, and function for each of the three divisions (Badenoch, 2008; Berrol, 2006;
Chambliss, 1982; Ogden, Minton, & Pain, 2006; Siegel, 1999). The three regions are
labeled differently by each scholar. Chambliss (1982) and Ogden, et al. (2006) refer to
the three regions as the oldest or reptilian brain, the paleomammalian or limbic brain, and
the neomammalian or neocortex. Brainstem, limbic, and cortex (Badenoch, 2008; Berrol,
2006) and lower structures, limbic, and higher structures (Siegel, 1999) represent the
variety of other labels for the same respective parts. Ogden et al. (2006) proposed a
relationship between levels of information processing - cognitive, emotional, and
sensorimotor - and the three brain levels - cortex, limbic system, and brainstem respectively. Despite the variety in names, descriptions of each region are similar among
authors. For ease and readability, brainstem, limbic system, and cortex will be used here
to identify and describe each region. Cortex and neocortex will be used interchangeably.
The brainstem is the only brain region fully developed at birth (Badenoch, 2008)
and is responsible for coordinating the unconscious vital elements that perpetuate life –
respiration, temperature regulation, heart rate, sleep/wake cycles, arousal and
consciousness, body equilibrium, and blood pressure (Badenoch, 2008; Berrol, 2006;
Siegel, 1999). Behaviors identified with this brain region tend to be instinctual and
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nonconscious, reptilian in nature (Chambliss, 1982), reactive and “loosely related to the
sensorimotor level of information processing, including sensation and programmed
movement impulse” (Ogden, et al., 2006). Its position on top of the spinal cord and at the
lower most region of the brain render it a major relay station between the brain and body.
Berrol (2006) stated it “receives incoming stimuli from sensory receptors located in the
various sense organs of the body. . .” and acts as a “filtering station, determining whether
incoming impulses will be inhibited or potentiated for further neural networking” (p.
306). Siegel (1999) and Chambliss (1982) expand the description of further the brainstem
by identifying the thalamus – as an area on top of the brain stem that connects the stem
with the neocortex. The thalamus is “an area that serves as a gateway for incoming
sensory information and has extensive connections to other regions of the brain,
including the neocortex just above it” (Siegel, 1999, p. 10).
The limbic system is located in the center of the brain, a mid point between the
stem and the neocortex, a hot bed of emotions, memory, social learning, expression, and
goal directed behavior (Badenoch, 2008; Berrol, 2006; Chambliss, 1982; Ogden, et al.,
2006; Siegel, 1999). Siegel (1999) stated:
The centrally located 'limbic system' . . . plays a central role in coordinating the
activity of higher and lower brain structures. The limbic regions are thought to
mediate emotion, motivation, and goal directed behavior. Limbic structures
permit the integration of a wide range of basic mental processes, such as the
appraisal of meaning, the processing of social experience (called 'social
cognition'), and the regulation of emotion. (p. 10)
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The neocortex is arguably the most evolutionary advanced portion of the human
brain. The cortex as a whole is a “more complex” (p. 10) information processor,
responsible for self-awareness, conscious thought, executive functions, problem solving,
thinking, reasoning and perception, consolidation of information between hemispheres
and lobes, personality, decision making, concentration, relational abilities, and abstract
thinking (Badenoch, 2008; Berrol, 2006; Ogden, et al., 2006; Siegel, 1999, Taylor, 2006).
It makes up the bulk of the brain and is divided into right and left hemispheres and
separated into four lobes: parietal, temporal, frontal, and occipital (Badenoch, 2008;
Berrol, 2006; Ogden, et al., 2006; Siegel, 1999, Taylor, 2006).
Each lobe and each hemisphere function as somewhat separate entities which
complement the whole system. Interestingly, each lobe is actually divided into two lobes
that exist in both the right and left hemispheres, and thus function a little differently in
terms of perceiving experiences and information processing depending on which
hemisphere is being looked at. For example, the occipital lobe links pieces visual input
into a whole picture, the parietal lobes negotiate information about “touch, pressure,
temperature, pain, where we are in space, sensory comprehension, understanding speech,
reading, and visual functions. . . (Badenoch, 2007, p. 18). The temporal lobes deal not
only with smells and sounds but carry out a number of integrative functions of memories,
perception, comprehension, language, and visual processing. The frontal lobes are also a
region with highly integrative powers responsible for motor control and motor planning,
“concentration, organization, reasoning, judgment, decision-making, creativity,
personality, abstract thinking, emotional abilities, relational abilities . . .” (Badenoch,
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2008, p. 18). Examples of broad hemispheric differences will be discussed later. Again,
the separation of function can't be dissected so literally as each lobe and each hemisphere
are complementary to the whole brain.
While the brain has been described in parts and sections with each part
exemplifying differing characteristics, Siegel (1999) reiterated “the brain as a whole
functions as an interconnected and integrating system of subsystems” (p. 11). Though the
whole brain is greater than its parts, Berrol (1992) mentioned that dysfunction or
disruption in any single area or part of the brain may affect numerous behaviors.
“Consequently, when any neuropathological event occurs, corollary disruption is
manifested in motoric as well as behavioral responses, i.e. both in soma and psyche” (p.
21). Thus, injury in any area potentially effects the entire system. The complexity and
richness of the brain can be found in its ability to heal through its self-organizing push to
link and integrate its parts, thus reinforcing its inherent dynamism and quest for health
and wholeness.
Interpersonal Neurobiology
In this section I will define interpersonal neurobiology and outline some important
tenets of this theory. Neuroplasticity and mindfulness will also be discussed as they are
important concepts which support the efficacy of interpersonal neurobiology as a
approach to mental health. The concept of integration will also be described to further
explain interpersonal neurobiology and the therapeutic process.
Definition
Interpersonal neurobiology is a multidisciplinary neuroscientific approach to
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understanding the mind and mental health. It is an approach that “examines independent
fields of knowing to find the common principles that emerge to paint a picture of the
“larger whole” of human experience and development” (Siegel, 2006, p. 248). Pulling
from over a dozen scientific disciplines, interpersonal neurobiology provides a
framework which combines the objectivity of science with the subjectivity of human
experience. The hope is that professionals from a variety of different disciplines can use
the tenets of this theory and apply them in their own work with human development,
health, and well being (Siegel, 2006).
The overarching idea of interpersonal neurobiology suggests the brain and mind
develop through a combination of genetics and interpersonal relationships and that the
flow of energy and information within and between minds allows for change in the
structure and function of the brain (Badenoch, 2008; Siegel, 1999, 2006, 2007a, 2007b,
2010). Badenoch defined energy as “the firing of synapses (which ones and how strong)
in the brain” and information as “the mental representations (from simple objects to
sophisticated concepts to emotional experience) that are the content of those firings” (p.
48).
In line with concept of the brain and mind as dynamic, complex, evolving
systems, these foundational principles have shifted and evolved over time and through
interpersonal discussions. The working principles of interpersonal neurobiology are
currently:
1) The mind can be defined as a process that regulates the flow of energy and
information; 2) The mind emerges in the transaction of at least neurobiological
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and interpersonal processes; 3) The mind develops across the lifespan as the
genetically programmed maturation of the nervous system is shaped by ongoing
experience; and 4) An interpersonal neurobiology view of well-being holds that
the complex, non-linear system of the mind achieves states of self-organization by
balancing the two opposing processes of differentiation and linkage. (Siegel,
2006, p. 248-249)
Interpersonal neurobiology is centered around the principle of self-organization,
that dynamic, interactive brains use their self-regulatory circuits to move toward
increasing complexity. The core of this theory is “the awareness that mental health,
defined as individual well-being and fulfilling relationships, emerges from brains that are
becoming more integrated (Badenoch, 2008, p. xxii). The mind regulates the flow of
energy and information which enables the continual rewiring of neural networks or
energetic patterns so that the structure and function of the brain maintain the ability to
shift throughout the life span (Badenoch, 2008; Siegel, 1999, 2006, 2007a, 2007b). “By
altering both the activity and the structure of connections between neurons, experience
directly shapes the circuits responsible for such processes as memory, emotion, and selfawareness” (p. 2). This ability to shift and rewire is referred to as neuroplasticity.
Neuroplasticity
“As a trained neuroanatomist, I believed in the plasticity of my brain – its ability
to repair, replace, and retain its neural circuitry” (Taylor, 2006, p. 35-36). Within an eight
year time span Taylor moved through all the developmental, physical, cognitive, and
emotional stages; as if the stroke reduced her to an adult infant, she had to re-learn
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everything. By the end of her eighth post-stroke year, Taylor's brain had recovered to the
point where she was able to work again as a neuroanatomist, engage in exercise and
sports, explore artistic pursuits, write books, and verbally present her story to the world.
Neuroplasticity is defined as the brain's continual ability to change structure and
function through the growth and modification of neural synapses and the potential growth
of new neurons (Siegel, 1999, 2007b, 2010). Badenoch (2008) described neuroplasticity
in terms of synaptogenesis or the ability to create new synaptic connections and modify
existing networks, and neurogenesis or the differentiation of neural stem cells resulting in
an original stem cell and a new cell.
The wiring of the brain is infinitely complex. Not only are there are over one
hundred billion neurons, each neuron has thousands of synaptic connections linking them
to other neurons. The vast number of neurons and neuronal connections, paired with the
concepts of synaptogensis and neurogenesis, render the communication networks in the
brain innummerable (Siegel, 2010). This inherent neural intricacy “gives us virtually
infinite choices for how our mind will use those firing patterns to create itself” (p. 38).
Neuroplasticity is a hardwired in function of the brain. Although hardwired, the brain's
plasticity is also dependent on different experiences. “Mental activity stimulates brain
firing as much as brain firing creates mental activity” (Siegel, 2010, p. 39). Exercise
(Badenoch, 2008; Taylor, 2006), new experiences, interpersonal relationships, focusing
attention, and increasing conscious awareness all seem to induce shifts and foster the
brain's adaptability and flexibility (Badenoch, 2008; Johanson, 2006; Siegel, 1999, 2006,
2007a, 2007b).
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The potential for neuroplasticity is occurring all the time. Practice or repetitive
rehearsal, emotional arousal, newness, and the intentional focusing of attention are a few
specific conditions that lead to the strengthening of synaptic connections. Thus, in order
to create a long lasting shift in the structure and function of the brain, at least one of the
above conditions is necessary (Siegel, 1999, 2010).
The level of plasticity is arguable and depends upon age, the presence of an ABI
or TBI, the type and location of injury if one is present, and other extraneous factors
(Siegel, 1999, 2007b, 2010).
Mindfulness
Mindfulness is defined as purposefully focusing non-judgmental awareness on the
present moment experience (Siegel 2006, 2007a, 2007b, 2010). “In general, a mindful
state of consciousness is characterized by awareness turned inward toward the present felt
experience. It is passive, alert, open, curious, and exploratory” (Johanson 2006, p. 16). In
contradiction to Johanson's description of mindfulness as a passive process, Siegel
emphasized the active element of focusing attention, developing the ability to witness the
witnessing, the importance of not only immersing the self in sensation but developing the
capacity to utilize executive and regulatory functions of the brain and mind to integrate
and alter the flow of energy and information. “Two of the essential elements of all mindful
awareness practices appear to be an awareness of awareness itself and a focus of attention
on intention” (Siegel, 2007b, p. 176). Badenoch (2008) called this synthesis the ability to
hold the brain in one's mind. Siegel (1999) described “thinking about thinking itself;
forming a representation of one's own mind; becoming aware of sensations, images, and
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beliefs about the self; and reflecting on the nature of emotion and perception” as
metacognition (p. 267).
Five tenets of mindfulness outlined by Baer, Walsh, and Lykins (2009) include
observing, describing, acting with awareness, nonjudging of inner experience, and
nonreactivity to inner experience.
Observing includes noticing or attending to internal and external stimuli, such as
sensations, emotions, cognitions . . . Describing refers to labeling observed
experiences with words. Acting with awareness includes attending to the activities
of the moment and can be contrasted with automatic pilot, or behaving
mechanically, without awareness of one's actions. Nonjudging of inner experience
refers to taking a nonevaluative stance toward cognitions and emotions.
Nonreactivity to inner experience is the tendency to allow thoughts and feelings to
come and go, without getting carried away by them or caught up in them. (p. 158)
According to Siegel (2007a), “the first step in mindfulness is to become aware of
the difference between bottom-up sensory experience and the top-down chatter of our
narrative minds” (p. 260). The linking of bottom up and top down processing also refers
to vertical integration. He described seven types of sensory information. The first five,
sight, sound, touch, taste, smell, enable us perceive the physical world. The sixth sense
“allows us to perceive our internal bodily states – the quickly beating heart that signals fear
or excitement, the sensation of butterflies in our stomach. . .” (Siegel, 2010, p. xiii).
Mindsight is the seventh sense and refers to the reflective ability to peer inside and observe
the mind and our experience. After discerning and building an awareness of the senses, the
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next step involves becoming aware of what one is sensing in the experience of the present
moment (Siegel, 2006, 2007a, 2007b).
Sensorimotor psychotherapy theorists encouraged developing a mindful,
nonjudgmental state by tuning into the bottom-up types of processing while keeping the
neocortex engaged, paying attention to internal body sensations, the five sense
perception, and movement (Ogden et al., 2006). Ogden et al. described internal body
sensations as the “myriad of physical feelings that are continually created by movement
of all sorts within the body” (p. 15). The five sense perception refers to the physical act of
sensing and the individual's perception of incoming sensory information from the
external world though the five senses – touch, taste, vision, hearing, and smell.
Movement is somatically grounded and includes voluntary and involuntary, conscious
and unconscious actions. It takes into account brainstem based movements like
respiration, heart rate, and the reaction to basic tactile sensations as well as more directed,
intentional movement originating from the motor and pre-motor cortex in the frontal
lobes (Ogden et al., 2006).
Johanson (2006) also encouraged the development of mindfulness by attending to
anything in the present moment like breath, locomotion patterns and ways of moving,
sensations, emotions, and thoughts.
Siegel (2007a) summed up mindfulness and its implications as:
The essential capacities to monitor one's own intentional states and the focus of
awareness onto itself are central features of mindful practice. These prefrontal
abilities, combined with the additional frontal use of linguistic centers to describe
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internal experience as one observes ongoing states, are fundamental to mindful
awareness. In these ways, mindfulness is clearly an integrated state of mental
processing that involves a wide range of attentional, emotion regulating, conceptual
and observational processes that are harnessed in a flexible and adaptive manner. (p.
261)
Mindfulness and Neuroplasticity
Mindfulness is inherently linked with neuroplasticity. As stated above, many
different kinds of experiences can encourage neuroplasticity, mindfulness is simply one
type of experience. Mindfulness practices foster the ability to “. . . use the focus of the
mind to change the function and ultimately the structure of the brain” (Siegel, 2007a, p.
260). Siegel (2006) connected the concepts of mindfulness and neuroplasticity through
attentional processes. “Where attention goes, neural firing occurs. And when neurons
fire, new connections can be made” (p. 251). Intentionally focusing attention is “actually
a form of self-directed experience: It stimulates new patterns of neural firing to create
new synaptic linkages” (Siegel, 2010, p. 41). Thus, mindfulness, if practiced regularly, is
thought to enhance the neuroplasticity of the brain. This form of awareness may enhance
the ability to vertically and horizontally integrate the brain as the ability to observe
sensations is coupled with the linguistic ability to describe and reflect upon.
Integration, Interpersonal Neurobiology, and Therapy
“An interpersonal neurobiology view of well-being holds that the complex, nonlinear system of the mind achieves states of self-organization by balancing the two
opposing processes of differentiation and linkage” (Siegel, 2006, p. 249). This concept
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honors the uniqueness of each brain region as it specializes then links through a variety of
integrative processes to create an even stronger, coherent, whole. Siegel (2006) described
this integrated state as being “flexible, adaptable, coherent, energized, and stable” (p.
249). Integration involves a continuous flow of energy and information between the brain
and mind and between minds. A non-integrated system manifests as either rigidity or
chaos, and is expressed symptomatically as incoherence, inflexibility, instability,
dysregulation, etc.
The application of interpersonal neurobiology to therapy encourages well-being
through integration. Although looked at separately as embodying differing functions and
realities, the entire brain communicates with and complements all its parts; controversy
arises when attempts are made to rigidly segregate the extremely “interconnected” brain
(Siegel, 1999). The integrative functions of the brain rely upon one another to integrate.
Integration refers to the “collaborative, linking functions that coordinate various
levels of processes within the mind and between people” (Siegel, 1999, p. 301). Siegel
also said “One of the mind's most robust features is its capacity to interconnect a range of
processes within its present activity, as well as its functioning across time” (p. 301). The
brain achieves integration on many levels: vertical, lateral, narrative, memory, temporal,
transpirational, interpersonal, and state integration, and integration of consciousness
(Badenoch, 2008, Siegel 2006, 2010). Lateral integration is also called bilateral or
horizontal integration (Badenoch, 2008; Siegel, 2006, 2007a, 2007b). In regard to this
thesis, vertical, lateral, interpersonal integration and integration of consciousness, will be
illuminated in effort to address questions regarding Authentic Movement as a technique
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to promote well-being among survivors of brain injury.
Vertical Integration. The division of the brain into three general categories –
brainstem, limbic system, and cortex – describes the vertical orientation of information
processing. “Vertical integration is the integration of the 'lower' functions of the
brainstem and limbic regions with the 'higher' operations of the frontal neocortex such as
cognitive and motor planning” (Siegel, 1999, p. 302). Badenoch (2008) stated that this
process of connecting the body (brainstem level processes), limbic system, and neocortex
occurs in each hemisphere, reinforcing the idea of interdependency among brain regions.
Vertical integration is happening to some extent all the time, mostly on an unconscious
level. Badenoch (2008) described some benefits of encouraging a more conscious
awareness of this process:
People established in vertical integration can listen to their feelings through
awareness of their bodies, and can often tolerate a broad range of emotions
without becoming dysregulated. . . As therapists, vertical integration grounds our
ability to use the wisdom of our bodies and feelings to stay in attunement with our
patients (Schore, 2003b; Schore 2007), even when the interactions are happening
very rapidly at a nonconscious level. (p. 34)
Lateral Integration. Lateral integration broadly refers to the notion of
synthesizing the connections between the right and left hemispheres. As stated above, the
cortex is divided into two hemispheres. Each hemisphere is believed to function and
process information differently, although scholars disagree on the division of functions
and the degree of separateness that actually exists. Siegel (2007b) described this type of
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integration as linking the “logical, linguistic, linear, and literal output of the left side with
the visuospatial imagery, nonverbal, holistic, emotional/visceral representations of the
right” (p. 303). This type of connectedness encourages an expansion of our sense of self,
a “new way of knowing, a bilateral consciousness” (p. 303).
Taylor (2006) adamantly supported the notion of differing hemispheric realities,
stating that “virtually every cognitive behavior we exhibit involves activity in both
hemispheres – they simply do it differently” and is best viewed as “two complementary
halves of a whole rather than as two individual entities or identities” (p. 29). In her
experience, the right hemisphere parallel processes sensory information in the present
moment, thinks creatively and intuitively, is spontaneous, carefree, artistic, and
imaginative. The right hemisphere is wired towards the big picture rather than details.
The left hemisphere orients experience in linear time – dividing moments into past,
present, and future, is detail oriented and structured, employs language to analyze and
describe all events in life in an attempt to define the self, is the home of the ego and the
creator of individual identity. It is categorical and judgmental. The conscious integration
of these two hemispheres with their unique methods of processing “increase our brain's
capacity to experience the world around us and increase our chances of survival as a
species” (Taylor, 2006, p. 29).
Integration of Consciousness. The integration of consciousness refers to the ways
in which attentional processes direct the flow of energy and information of the mind. It
involves “cultivating the capacity to flexibly direct our attention to the internal and
external world in ways that promote well-being and interpersonal harmony” (Badenoch,
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2008, p. 37). Integrating consciousness requires developing the “executive forms of
attention” needed for self-awareness, emotional regulation, efficient responses to stress,
and increasing social skills (Siegel, 2006, p. 250). This type of integration is often related
to increased emotional regulation, stability, self-awareness, well-being, mental
coherence, and the development of mindsight. “With the integration of consciousness, we
actually build the skills to stabilize attention so that we can harness the power of
awareness to create choice and change” (Siegel, 2010, p. 71).
Mindfulness and mindful awareness practices aid in developing these flexible
attention capabilities. Thus, integrated consciousness has a direct and profound effect on
neuroplasticity, as it encourages a detour away from automatic engrained neural patterns
while enabling the neural networks to re-pattern and shift. Within the therapeutic process,
clients are typically asked to focus on different areas – mental, emotional, somatic,
cognitive. As attention is mindfully directed to these areas, the brain has an opportunity
to create new healthier, flexible, coherent neural networks (Siegel 2006).
Siegel (2006) summed up the connection between integrated consciousness,
neuroplasticity, mindfulness, and the therapeutic process as such:
Where attention goes, neural firing occurs. Where neurons fire, new connections
can be made. In this manner, learning a new way to pay attention within the
integration of consciousness enables an open, receptive mind within therapy to
catalyze the integration of new combinations of previously isolated segments of
our mental reality. (p. 251)
Interpersonal Integration. Interpersonal integration recognizes the importance of
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relationship in the quest towards health and wellness. Interpersonal integration relies on
the idea that the brain needs personal connections to grow and develop. The actual
neurological processes involved in interpersonal integration is quite complex, involving
many parts of the brain, energy flow, the mirror neuronal system, and resonance circuits,
among many other things (Badenoch, 2008; Siegel, 2006, 2007b, 2010). The basic idea is
that, due to the inherent structure of the brain, experiences and relationships flow
through, affect, and shift the minds of each other.
When two minds feel connected – when they become integrated – the state of
neural firing within each individual can be proposed to become more coherent.
Literally, this may mean that the corresponding activations between body proper,
limbic areas, and even cortical representations of intentional states between two
individuals enter a state of 'resonance' in which one matches the profiles of the
other. (Siegel, 2010, p. 254-255)
The awareness of interpersonal integration is paramount in the field of
psychotherapy. It supports the intentional creation of the therapeutic relationship. The
therapist's own self-awareness and mental health is imperative to the healing relationship.
The conscious development of mindsight enables a therapist to be with clients and
maintain a health promoting empathic awareness – to “hold and understand what we are
holding” (Badenoch, 2008, p. xxiv). The capacity for interpersonal integration speaks to
the power of interpersonal regulation and the ability to “model health promoting states
for clients” (Badenoch, 2008, p. xxiv). Interpersonal integration “evolves into a form of
internal integration in the patient . . . It may be that as interpersonal attunement initiates a
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new form of awareness that makes intrapersonal attunement possible, new self-regulatory
capacities become available” (Siegel, 2006, p. 255).
Dance/Movement Therapy
The American Dance Therapy Association defined dance/movement therapy
(DMT) as “the psychotherapeutic use of movement as a process which furthers the
emotional, cognitive, social and physical integration of the individual” (Levy, 2005, p.
11). It is a holistic approach to healing rooted in the idea that mind and body are
inseparable and that emotions reside in the body. Thus, changes in the body affect
changes in the mind and vice versa (Berrol, 1990, 1992; Levy, 2005). DMT has been
used since its inception as a tool to promote healing in people diagnosed with mental
illness, mental disabilities, and physical disabilities (Levy, 2005).
In this section I will describe DMT in relationship to neurobiology, brain injury,
and mindfulness. I will also describe the practice of Authentic Movement, which is a
practice in itself as well as a DMT technique. The history, form and structure, and
information of teaching and modifying Authentic Movement will be included in this
discussion.
Dance/Movement Therapy and Neurobiology
Berrol (1990, 1992, 2006) and Chambliss (1982) have used neurophysiological
principles to scientifically link body and mind in support of the efficacy of dance
movement therapy. Chambliss (1982) utilized the triune theory of brain evolution (brain
stem, limbic system, cortex) and Gendlin's focusing theory to suggest movement as a
preferred method of integrating the three parts of the brain. She suggested each “brain”
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speaks a different language and communication between them occurs nonverbally,
proposing movement, the original means of communicating, as the ideal unifying vehicle.
Berrol (1990, 1992, 2006) expanded upon that idea using advanced knowledge of
neurophysiological research. “Simply stated, psyche and soma are linked by an intricate
system of interactional neuronal networks, interdependent in function and operation”
(Berrol, 1990, p. 259).
Berrol (1990, 1992) further described the reciprocal connection between motion
and emotion, the idea that emotions are stored in the body and when musculature is
shifted, psychic attitude changes as well; the reverse is also true. “Movement can serve as
a mediator, intervening to organize and/or reorganize the neurologic underpinnings of
cognitive, physical and emotional function to facilitate behavioral change and enhance
well being (Berrol, 1992, p. 28).
Dance/Movement Therapy and Brain Injury
There is limited literature regarding the application and effectiveness of DMT
with people diagnosed with ABI or TBI. Berrol (1990) and Rutland-Brown et al. (2006)
identified a need to approach rehabilitation from an interdisciplinary holistic approach
due to the wide range of possible impairments that affect all areas of human functioning.
Berrol (1990) stated:
Programmed stimulation and facilitation of the [central nervous system] CNS
through sensory-motor receptors are important to cognitive, physical and
emotional reorganization in the aftermath of severe head trauma. Sensory systems
assist in the retraining of lower-order brain system functions and in their re-
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integration with the higher centres. Inherently linked to sensory modalities,
rhythm and movement directly stimulate basic receptor channels, i.e. kinaesthetic,
proprioceptive, tactile, vestibular, auditory and visual. An effective conduit for
accessing and engaging sensory processes and integrating them with behaviouralemotional responses, dance/movement is a potent therapeutic mechanism for
enhancing overall psychomotor function. (p. 259)
A case study of a client who sustained a temporal lobe injury was used to
demonstrate the ability to apply DMT principles in a rehabilitation setting (Berrol, 1990).
To address cognitive, emotional, and physical goals, the therapist introduced various
interventions including explorations of varying postures, pushing and weighted
movements, experimenting with eye focus and music, locomotion types and speeds,
mirroring or echoing movements, and alternating leadership roles through movement.
Initiating and creating movement proved difficult for the client and necessitated attention
from the therapist in encouraging and fostering this ability and expanding the movement
repertoire. While DMT was considered beneficial to the client's rehabilitation, Berrol
acknowledged the application of DMT to those diagnosed with brain injury would be
most beneficial to those who were higher functioning in terms of the “ability to follow
simple commands and to perform previously learned tasks” (p. 264) which enables an
active and intentional involvement in the process.
Dance/Movement Therapy and Mindfulness
A common thread among dance therapy pioneers in the creation of their own
unique styles involves bringing nonjudgmental awareness and attention to body,
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movement, and expression, demonstrating the inherent mindfulness present in DMT
(Adler, 1987, 1992, 2002; Levy, 2005; Whitehouse, 1956,1958; Wyman-McGinty, 1998).
Marian Chace, often called the mother of dance therapy, didn't label her technique as
mindful. Yet she incorporated an interpersonal mindfulness in which she used mirroring
to reflect the motion and emotion of her patients, allowing them to see themselves in her,
fostering a conscious awareness of their existence (Levy, 2005). The incorporation of
verbal processing further illuminated mindfulness, as clients were encouraged to name
feelings, images, and inner attitudes stirred up through the movement process (Levy,
2005). Movement-in-depth and Authentic Movement are two types of dance/movement
therapy techniques that involve fostering an ability to move non-judgmentally, following
inner impulses and sensations while consciously tracking the process (Adler, 1987, 1992,
2002; Gjernes, 2003; Musicant, 1994; Wyman-McGinty, 1998).
Authentic Movement
History. Born from modern dance improvisation, Jungian theories, and the desire
to uncover inner authenticity through non-judgmental movement, the practice of
Authentic Movement is defined by its origins (Levy, 2005, Wyman-McGinty, 1998).
Mary Starks Whitehouse, dancer and dance therapist, was the first to create, practice, and
outline a methodology for Authentic Movement, or as she called it, “movement-indepth,” by integrating her own experience as a modern dancer and movement improviser,
with her personal involvement in Jungian analysis (Adler, 1987; Gjernes, 2003; Levy,
2005; Wyman-McGinty, 1998). “In the deepest sense, movement is the flow of energy
that belongs to all livingness” (Whitehouse, 1956, p. 37). Her interest centered around her
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belief in movement as a vehicle for self-expression and communication, as a tool to dive
into the unconscious realms of personality and illuminate them in the present moment
(Levy, 2005).
Janet Adler (1992), a student of Whitehouse and founder of Mary Starks
Whitehouse Institute, said “Authentic Movement is an immediate expression of how the
client feels at any given moment. The spontaneous urge to move or not to move is not
checked, judged, criticized, or weighed by the conscious mind” (p. 122).
Chodorow, another dance therapist and protege of Whitehouse, said the practice
“fosters a physical embodiment of the dialogue between the conscious and unconscious.
Practitioners can 'be moved by the stream of unconscious impulses and images, while at
the same time bringing the experience into conscious awareness” (as cited in Gjernes,
2003, p. 54). This the idea of “moving and being moved,” a juxtaposition used by
Whitehouse (1958) to describe her approach, is the heart of Authentic Movement:
The core of the movement experience is the sensation of moving and being
moved. . . . It is a moment of total awareness, the coming together of what I am
doing and what is happening to me. It cannot be anticipated, explained,
specifically worked for, nor repeated exactly. (p. 43)
Levy (2005) identified the major tenets of Whitehouse's theory as “1) Kinesthetic
Awareness, 2) Polarity, 3) Active Imagination, 4) Authentic Movement, and 5)
Therapeutic Relationship/Intuition” (p. 53). Within this structure, Whitehouse guided
clients through the movement-in-depth process, encouraging them to move from inner
impulses, sensations, and images while she witnessed. She also recognized the
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importance of verbalizing the experience in order to bring consciousness to the
movement (Levy, 2005; Gjernes, 2003). Her theory, a model she herself refers to as
potentially misleading in that personal experience, pain, and struggle are necessary
elements of learning to apply the process, still reflects the way she broke down the
process of Authentic Movement and taught it to her clients.
Wyman-McGinty (1998) said:
Whitehouse emphasized the importance of learning to wait for what she referred
to as the inner impulse to move, rather than attempting to direct or plan the
movement. Movement which originated in this way was described as 'authentic
movement' to distinguish it from more ego-directed planned movement. To
support this process, Whitehouse worked to create a space of quiet inner focusing
in which movement could emerge from an inner place. (p. 240)
Janet Adler expanded and clarified the practice of what she referred to as
Authentic Movement (Adler, 1987, 2002; Gjernes, 2003; Wyman-McGinty, 1998). Adler
shifted the focus of Authentic Movement from the original mover oriented perspective, to
one actively including the witness's experience, specifying the importance of the
relationship between both mover and witness (Adler, 1987; 2002; Wyman-McGinty,
1998).
Form and structure. The relationship between the mover and witness is
paramount as it is the “. . . constant external container” (Adler, 1987, p. 182) required to
begin an Authentic Movement practice. The practice usually begins in a dyadic
relationship to allow for the creation of safety, trust, clarity and intimacy between mover
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and witness (Adler, 1992). The relationship between mover and witness is both reciprocal
and interdependent, with each person's experience being completely dependent upon the
presence of the other (Adler, 2002).
Authentic Movement is simple, yet requires a strong ego structure. The mover
moves non-judgmentally guided by inner impulses. The witness observes, carrying the
majority of work in the beginning as he or she strives to see the mover while becoming
aware of any personal projections or judgments. The witness is responsible for
maintaining an outer consciousness, creating physical safety, monitoring the time, and for
maintaining his or her own psychological safety (Adler 2002). This intentional presence
of the witness allows the mover to explore his or her unconscious impulses more deeply.
This process eventually enables the mover to develop an inner witness, thus increasing
conscious awareness. The outer witness simultaneously develops the ability to internally
witness his or her own sensations, thoughts, and feelings in response to external
witnessing and containing the space for the mover (Adler, 1987, 1992, 2002). As mover
and witness move toward increasing their conscious awareness, they actively develop
their inner witness. The simultaneous development of the inner witness is the link that
connects mover and witness; both are increasing their awareness of self through the
participation in this specific intentional relationship (Adler, 1987, 2002).
The mover moves with eyes closed waiting for inner impulses, sensations,
emotions, and thoughts to arise and direct motion. The intention of the process is to go
beneath ego directed movement to uncover one's authenticity and truth. Moving with
closed eyes allows the mover “to expand her experience of listening to the deep levels of
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her kinesthetic reality” (Adler, 1987, p. 141). The witness observes and listens, noticing
his of her own internal sensations, emotions, thoughts, and feelings in response to
observing (Adler, 1987, 2002; Gjernes, 2003). “The witness, especially in the beginning,
carries a larger responsibility for consciousness . . . She is not 'looking at' the person
moving, she is . . . bringing a specific quality of attention or presence to the experience of
the mover (Adler, 1987, p. 141).
After moving, both mover and witness speak, the mover tracking the guiding
sensations, thoughts, feelings, and impulses through language, the witness speaking to
internal responses and sensations in relationship to watching the mover (Adler 1987,
2002; Gjernes, 2003, Wyman-McGinty, 1998). Adler (1987, 2002) believed language to
be the bridge between the body and consciousness, thus an important part of developing
the inner witness and outer witness consciousness. The language used in witnessing is
specific, spoken in the present tense and in first person.
In her book, Adler (2002) described this way of speaking, as she explained the
process to a mover just finishing a moving experience:
The present tense reminds us, holds us, encourages us to remain in the embodied,
moving experience, riding it as it becomes language. Learning to speak
experience rather than speaking about it means learning how to speak without
abandoning the authenticity of the moving experience. (p. 13)
The presence of an external witness gives rise to the development of an internal
witness, as the process of learning to be conscious of the unconscious involves an
awareness and then a remembering. Together with the witness, the mover becomes aware
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of body movements, emotions, sensations, and images and learns to remember them
through verbalization (Adler 1987, 2002).
With an increasing capacity to concentrate, to listen to inner impulse, the mover
learns to recognize the channel within which the creative or authentic energy
flows. In so doing, each movement, no matter how small becomes impeccably
ordered, placed, or sensed. (Adler, 1987, p. 156)
With practice, the work deepens and prevailing elements of one's personality
guide the flow, be it emotion, intuition, thinking, or sensation. “Such development
produces a sense of clarity in relation to one's own behavior, enacted or internal” (Adler,
1987, p. 149). The longer this moving meditation is practiced, the more adept the mind
becomes at witnessing (Adler, 1987).
Authentic Movement follows a developmental progression. “This relationship
evolves within the study of three interdependent realms of experience: the individual
body, the collective body, and the conscious body. The work is developmental but not
linear” (Adler, 2002, p. XVI). The individual body involves the development of the
mover. The mover discovers his or her own authentic expression, cultivates a growing
inner witness, develops mover consciousness by moving then tracking physical, sensual,
and inner experience using present tense, first person language. Through this process, the
mover becomes able to witness another. This work is usually done in dyads. The second
realm, the collective body, involves a “. . . longing to participate in a whole, to discover
one's relationship to many without losing a conscious awareness of oneself” (p. XVII). In
this stage, people move from the dyadic structure into a circle of movers and witnesses.
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Movers move with eyes closed in the middle of the circle as witnesses witness from the
periphery of the circle. In the third realm, the conscious body, the circle expands, the
form gains clarity.
Personality shifts toward experience of presence, empathy shifts towards
compassion, and, in moments of grace suffering becomes bearable. Practice
towards presence develops into moments in which the body as a vessel is
experienced as empty. (Adler, 2002, p. XVII – XVIII)
It is in this third realm that the relationship grows from movers to witnesses to the
encompassing of a Divine, collective energy that flows through and from body and
universe.
This thesis will focus on the first realm of Authentic Movement.
Teaching Authentic Movement: In her book, Adler (2002) wrote about the
evolution of the discipline, describing in depth the multi-layered architecture of the
practice. She included her words and instructions to the movers in her presence and the
mover's words in response. The detailed descriptions do not seem to be intended as a
teaching tool or as training for one interested in teaching Authentic Movement. Instead it
appears to be an offering of information regarding the theory and practice. It seems that
in order to teach, one must first do.
From my perspective, the discipline of Authentic Movement is a PRACTICE. . .
Thus the witness/teacher learns directly through the experience of practice as a
mover and practice as a witness, daily or weekly, year after year after year. In
addition, in depth therapy in which one's body is a full participant as well as in-
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depth study of psychological phenomena strengthen the preparation toward the
responsibilities of teaching others. (Adler, 1997, p. 10-11)
Thus, the literature regarding teaching the practice suggested an engagement in
the work as a necessary foundation. In addition to personal participation in the practice,
Adler (2002) deemed those trained as dance/movement therapists or body-based
psychotherapists as the most appropriate teachers of this work. Adler (1997) does make a
distinction between teachers of Authentic Movement and therapists using the discipline
as a technique. While a trained therapist is required to have the appropriate licensure and
professional training, Adler (1997) still suggested that a personal involvement in the
practice would enhance the therapist's ability to guide the process.
Modifications of Authentic Movement. Those who practice the pure form of this
work demonstrate a well developed ego structure, the ability to concentrate, selfawareness, and a propensity for the unknown (Adler, 1987, 2002; Gjernes, 2003). Little
research has been done on the application of Authentic Movement to people who do not
demonstrate the above qualities. Musicant (1994) described her involvement in the
practice as a dance therapist and the way in which she modified the work, extracting the
basic principles she has used as the foundation of her dance therapy practice – inner
listening and witnessing.
Instead of teaching the practice in its typical form as described by Adler (1987,
1992, 2002), Musicant (1994) used the above principles, derived from Authentic
Movement, to encourage healing in her clients. She used techniques typical of dance
therapy – mirroring, theme exploration and development, body part exercises and warm-
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ups, circular group formations, sharing of gesture and physical movement that reflects
one's inner or current state of being, etc (Levy, 2005). She acknowledged that some
patients are unable to “sustain an inner focus, or [are un]-able to safely do so” (p. 95) or
to accurately witness themselves because they have not been adequately witnessed. She
found in her experience that often those who do not have some amount of inner safety
typically do not participate, or engage in a limited way during groups focused on inner
listening or sustaining focus. In regard to the process of witnessing, she broke down the
witnessing structure, asking clients to witness for brief periods of time while personally
learning to “. . . be satisfied with a little bit of their feeling seen, a little bit of their seeing
another” (p. 97).
“Authentic movement is a possibility that I carry with me into each clinical
situation. Thus the question of the appropriateness of authentic movement is continually
alive” (Musicant, 1994, p. 96).
Conclusion
The overarching question remains, can Authentic Movement be modified to address
the various needs of those sustaining brain injury? Is it safe? Is it even possible? My
ultimate curiosity in connecting this practice to this population extends far beyond my
abilities in this moment. I seek connection – wanting to connect a practice created for those
with uninjured brains to those with injured brains, to connect the theory of interpersonal
neurobiology to the discipline of Authentic Movement to support the scientific efficacy of
mindful movement. I want to scientifically validate Authentic Movement as a practice that
can heal both injured and non-injured brains because of its mindful, intentional,and
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relational focus. I worry about my deep desire to link the practice of Authentic Movement to
the objectivity of science. Why do I need to prove the power of this work? Is my bone level
belief not enough? My worries are calmed by Siegel (2007b):
In the end, our subjective lives are not reducible to our neural functioning. This
internal world, this subjective stuff of the mind, is at the heart of what enables us to
sense each other's pain, to embrace each other at times of distress, to revel in each
other's joy, to create meaning in the stories of our lives, to find connection in each
other's eyes. (p. xviii-xix)
I chose to explore literature on brain injury, interpersonal neurobiology,
mindfulness, and Authentic Movement knowing these resources would support my curiosity
and guide my research design rather than provide hard scientific evidence. Instead I hope
my literature review, along with my research, will create a foundation and framework for
these larger research questions to be asked.
In the process of reviewing this literature, I found information regarding brain
injury, interpersonal neurobiology, mindfulness, neuroplasticity and Authentic Movement
related by language and theory yet disconnected by lack of integrative research. It appears
that the process of Authentic Movement could be placed inside the theoretical framework of
interpersonal neurobiology and looked at from this vantage point.
Thus, descriptions of the development of the mind and mental health as a process
dependent upon genetics and the interpersonal flow of energy and information between
minds coincides with cultivation of the intentional necessary relationship between mover
and witness. It is this interdependent relationship that provides the foundation for mover and
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witness to increase conscious awareness as each develops into fuller, more aware human
beings. This speaks to interpersonal integration and the integration of consciousness.
Increasing conscious awareness is related to health and well-being in both interpersonal
neurobiology and Authentic Movement.
The idea that neuroplasticity is both hardwired and experience dependent could be
extrapolated and applied to Authentic Movement – as one is engaged in the relational
mindful moving experience, the brain is able to shift towards wholeness and health both
inter and intrapersonally. Concepts of mindfulness and its enhancement of neuroplasticity
parallel the mindful practice of Authentic Movement. Vertical, horizontal, interpersonal, and
consciousness integration might be achieved through a regular Authentic Movement
practice. As one dives deeper into the self, developing the ability to discriminate between
brainstem and right hemisphere somatic sensations and feelings, while using the neocortex
and left hemisphere to maintain an awareness of thoughts and later to verbally track the
experience in the present moment the brain and mind is moving toward integration.
Metacognition seems to be a scientific word describing Adler's description of the inner
witness, while mindsight might be compared to the witness's experience of both developing
an inner witness in order to compassionately and nonjudgmentally externally witness the
mover. So, while specific neurological research of the pure practice of Authentic Movement
seems to be non-existent, the parallels between theories seem to support the inherent
structures of each other.
While the scope of my literature review is limited, covering merely the basic
elements of brain injury, brain structure and function, interpersonal neurobiology, and
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Authentic Movement, it inspires questions and further exploration. An in-depth
knowledge and research of brain structure and function would be necessary to fully
examine the neurological effects practicing Authentic Movement may invoke and to
ascertain the ease and practicability of modification to those diagnosed with brain injury.
I was able to glean insight from the existing research as to formulate the way in
which I could answer the question – can Authentic Movement be modified to address the
needs of those sustaining brain injury? This insight also led to more questions. Am I
qualified to teach this work? Will I be a good enough witness? I discovered the need to
fervently engage in my own Authentic Movement practice and personal therapy in order
to ensure that I would be able to safely witness another.
Authentic Movement is multilayered and progresses through three interrelated
realms - the individual body, the collective body, and the conscious body. I found it
necessary to limit my exploration to the first realm of this work, the individual body. The
foundation of Authentic Movement, and the focus of this research, is the emergence and
development of mover consciousness within the mover. This process is historically
cultivated in a dyad to build the external/therapeutic container by creating safety and trust
(Adler, 1987, 2002). I chose to explore only this first realm to ensure the safety of my
client and myself, and to work feasibly within the amount of time available. This also
allowed me to stay congruent and authentic to the nature of this work by starting at the
beginning, working in a dyad, and focusing on the development of the therapeutic
relationship between mover and witness in effort to simultaneously develop the inner
witness.
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Can the first layer of Authentic Movement, the development of mover
consciousness, be modified to address the various needs of those who have sustained a
brain injury? As a pure form it requires much that seems incompatible with the
limitations experienced by people surviving brain injury. It is a technique requiring selfawareness, a strong ego structure, concentration, an ability to remember, and the ability
to move with eyes closed – all potential impairments for brain injury survivors.
However, the very fact that Authentic Movement engages all of these abilities, suggests
that it may also facilitate their development. In addition, the individual nature of
expressed symptoms appears to support the efficacy of Authentic Movement, as it is a
technique grounded in and guided by the individual.
The literature will serve as part of the foundation, as guidance into the process of
teaching mover consciousness to Ely, a brain injury survivor. If possible, more research
can be done applying this method to more than one client, perhaps working through the
developmental phases of the practice, and assessing the effectiveness of incorporating it
into a rehabilitation program. It is my hope this research will begin to bridge the theories
of interpersonal neurobiology and Authentic Movement so further research can be done
in regard to neurological affects of this work with brain injury survivors.
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Chapter 3: Methods and Procedures
Introduction
The methods and procedures for this research grew organically from my quest to
create authenticity and flow through the entire process. Guided by my curiosity of
incorporating Authentic Movement into a neuro-rehabilitation program and humbled by
the magnitude of this endeavor, I sought methods that would allow for a humanistically
centered, in-depth exploration of the process. I chose methods that would address my
abilities as a novice researcher, dance therapist, and Authentic Movement facilitator
while allowing me maintain the integrity of Authentic Movement as a discipline.
In the following section I will describe my choice of qualitative research methods
as a framework for this thesis. I will explain what a case study is and why I chose it, and
will discuss my use of embodied writing to collect, analyze, and present my data and
findings.
Methodology
Qualitative Research. Qualitative research is naturalistic, humanistic, processoriented, and involves both the researcher and the participant as active, interactive, and
important elements to be considered in the work (Aigen, 1993; Forinash, 2004; Mertens,
2005). Other characteristics of qualitative methods include honoring the participants'
perspective as prime importance; bringing that perspective to life through their words, art
work, movement, etc.; valuing the entirety of an experience versus studying isolated
events; and most often, using the researcher's own values, goals, and motivations to
evolve a personalized methodology (Aigen, 1993).
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I began this research with certainty of two things. The first was that my role as a
therapist and Authentic Movement facilitator would be crucial to the process. In order to
adapt and teach Authentic Movement, I needed to create safety, model presence, foster an
open and interactive therapeutic relationship, attune, improvise, and follow. My own
genuine self-awareness was crucial in my ability to be a non-judgmental witness. The
nature of Authentic Movement encourages the development of simultaneous
consciousness in both the mover and witness. The mover's inner witness is strengthened
through the relationship with the external witness. The external witness cultivates a
consciousness around seeing another while nurturing an internal consciousness of his or
her own process as it is impacted by the mover's experience. This growth in myself
would inevitably deepen during the research experience, contributing much richness and
vibrancy to my professional process as a therapist and Authentic Movement facilitator.
I also knew my client needed to be an integral force in guiding the pace, emerging
structure, and flow of our work together. A discussion with my internship supervisor
resulted in choosing Ely, the sole participant in my study. It was hoped his engagement in
an intentionally mindful movement process within a dyadic therapeutic relationship
would address his treatment goals of increasing self-awareness, improving memory, and
increasing independence. Creating a spaciousness within our sessions for Ely to assert
and nurture his independence, allowing his needs to direct the flow and pace, were of
prime importance to me. I was interested in the multidimensionality of his humanness. I
wanted to witness him through multiple lenses – through my personal witnessing, his
words, and his drawings.
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With certainty of these two things I read through the literature on research
methods. The crucial active and interactive roles both Ely and I would play in this study
fit with the aforementioned descriptions of qualitative research.
Aigen (1993) lists some components of clinical work that most easily lends itself
to qualitative methodology:
(a) recognition of the importance of the therapist's creativity, intuition, flexibility,
and self-awareness in determining therapeutic efficacy; (b) a profound respect for
the client and a recognition that it is the client's needs that determine the nature
and pace of the therapeutic process; (c) recognition of the importance of
therapeutic relationship as an important component of healing . . . (p. 19).
My heart grew into the spaces of my rib cage as I read these words. In my bones, I knew
my study would be rooted in a qualitative approach.
With an overarching methodology to guide me, I moved on to techniques.
Originally I was interested teaching Authentic Movement to a group of clients as part
their DMT group therapy. I had grand visions that this technique, used with a group of
brain injury survivors, would enable the clients to thrive on the interpersonal flow of
energy and information, nurturing both experiences of being an individual within a group
and a group member among individuals. My naïveté and desire overshadowed the reality.
Adler (1987, 1992, 2002) described the developmental evolution of Authentic
Movement as a form beginning with a mover exploring and discovering his or her
individual body and individual consciousness. The mover is able to develop
consciousness because of the external witness, thus the practice is steeped in the
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reciprocal relationship of mover and witness. This first layer usually develops in a dyad
in acknowledgment of the interactive importance of the relationship.
Adler (2002) described the life cycle of witness consciousness beginning with the
development of an inner witness and mover consciousness, to becoming a silent witness
(witnessing another mover and tracking internal thoughts, sensations, feelings,
projections, judgments and discussing them later in a supervision session with a skilled
teacher of the practice), to holding the container as a speaking witness. She named the
many responsibilities of the witness:
. . . the witness is the primary guide for the unfolding of a session. She attends to
the clarity, the safety, and the aesthetics of the physical space. She holds the
clock, holding awareness of conscious time. She is responsible for her own
psychological safety and for an awareness of her mover's (2002, p. 78).
With this increased awareness of the process, I realized the need to simplify my
proposal. My training in the Dance/Movement Therapy and Counseling Master's program
prepared me to lead groups, maintain a safe structure, and establish a strong therapeutic
container. However, a heaviness settled over me when faced with the prospect of holding
the many layers of unconsciousness for a group of survivors of brain injury; the
responsibility of witnessing a number of individual movers at the same time felt
overwhelming. I chose to conduct a case study, to work in a dyadic structure with one
client to address my newness in the field, develop my skills as a witness, to maintain the
structural integrity of Authentic Movement.
Case Study. An accurate, agreed upon definition of a case study, also called a case
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report or clinical case study, is difficult to come by. Merten (2005) identified the
difficulty in accurately defining a case study, and provided a conglomerative definition
from a multitude of scholarly opinions describing a case study as a detailed, in-depth
study of a single person or group, using a variety of data collection techniques: journal
notes, observation, interviews, pictures, conversations, etc. A clinical case study as
defined by the Columbia College Thesis Manual (2010) as a description of the effects of
a DMT approach/intervention on an individual, group, or institution. Mitchell (2000) (as
cited in H. Chaiklin & S. Chaiklin, 2005) combined the common features of case study
research and came up with this definition: “a detailed examination of an event (or series
of related events) which the analyst believes exhibits (or exhibit) the operation of some
identified theoretical principle (p. 170). My theoretical approach as a therapist is one that
combines interpersonal neurobiology, dance/movement therapy, and Authentic
Movement to aid in the healing of an injured brain. Authentic Movement, in this case
study, is deemed a DMT technique rather than an independent practice. I settled on
conducting a case study, knowing it is often not even considered research, as it is guided
by clinical theory and application, and involves the clinician and participant interacting
and engaging as they typically would in the therapeutic setting.
“Being able to tolerate uncertainty is a prime requirement for the creativity which
research and practice require” (Chaiklin & Chaiklin, 2005, p. 69). Authentic Movement
by its very nature requires a willingness to dive into the unknown, to welcome
uncertainty and follow its lead. Armed with intention, creativity, and an eagerness to
cultivate presence, I entered into this work.
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I hoped that the practice of Authentic Movement would prove to be a beneficial
and practical technique that would aid in meeting the diverse needs of my client. This
desire was congruent with H. Chaiklin and S. Chaiklin's (2005) statement of gain in case
study research – it gives the practitioner experience and skill in connecting research
findings to practice. If I could incorporate this technique into the treatment plan, I might
be able to show its efficacy over time.
Embodied Writing. As the pieces of my research design began forming a whole, I
found myself searching for a way to express the authenticity and cyclical nature of my
entire thesis process. A qualitative case study fit my values and was aligned with the
inherent nature of mindfulness in Authentic Movement. Every discussion of my proposal
found me grappling for a way to convey the experiential nature, the slowing into present
moment awareness, the relationship, and the embodied kinesthetic flow.
My thesis advisor suggested I read some articles on a technique called embodied
writing. I read through the articles, my heart quickening as I turned each page.
Embodied writing brings the finely textured experience of the body to the art of
writing. Relaying human experience from the inside out and entwining in words
our senses with the senses of the world, embodied writing affirms human life as
embedded in the sensual world in which we live our lives. (Anderson, 2001, p.
83)
This style of writing gives the thinking, sensing, experiencing body a voice. It
asks the writer to be embodied, to write directly to the living, thinking, sensing body of
the reader. It honors to flow of energy and information between minds, brains, and
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bodies. “The researcher collects, analyzes, and reports findings fully intending to invite
readers to encounter the narrative accounts for themselves and from within their own
bodies through a form of sympathetic resonance” (Anderson, 2002a, p. 40). In one
spacious moment my design fell into place, the pieces swirling outside of me dropped
into my bones. I would present my findings using embodied writing.
Embodied writing seeks to convey the kinesthetic, perceptual, imaginal, visceral,
and somatic experience of the writer in hopes of evoking a sympathetic resonance in the
reader (Anderson, 2001, 2002a, 2002b). This resonance allows the depth of the
experience to be known on an experiential and intellectual level. Siegel (1999) defined
resonance as “the mutually influencing interactions between two or more relatively
independent and differentiated entities. This resonance allows two systems to amplify and
co-regulate each other's activity” (p.336). He wrote more about resonance stating it “is the
functional outcome of attunement that allows us to feel felt by another person” (Siegel,
2007, p. 167). It offers an opportunity to step into the fullness of the human experience. If
successfully done, the resonance between writer and reader offers a type of validity.
There are seven characteristics of embodied writing.
1. Embodied writing contains true-to-life, vivid depictions intended to invite
sympathetic resonance in the readers or audience.
2. Embodied writing includes internal and external data as essential to relaying the
experience.
3. Embodied writing is written specifically from the inside out.
4. Embodied writing is richly concrete and specific, descriptive of all sensory
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modalities, and often slowed down to capture nuance.
5. Embodied writing is attuned to the living body.
6. Embodied writing includes narratives embedded in experience, often first person
narratives.
7. In embodied writing, poetic images, literary style, and cadence serve embodied
depictions and not the other way around. (Anderson, 2001, p. 87-88)
I was amazed at the similarities between the process of embodied writing,
Authentic Movement, theories of interpersonal neurobiology, and the field of DMT. This
style of writing honors the multisensory experience of humans, in their bodies, in the
world full of rich, sensational reality. Movers and witnesses of Authentic Movement seek
to deepen their awareness of the lived body by noticing sensations, impulses, thoughts,
gestures, and feelings and giving them a voice through movement and speech. A premise
of interpersonal neurobiology rests on the idea that moving towards wholeness and health
involves fostering the awareness of differing flows of information (sensory, visual,
perceptual, kinesthetic, etc.) and using this differentiation to promotes integration
(Badenoch, 2008; Taylor, 2006; Ogden et al., 2006; Siegel. 1999, 2006, 2007). In
addition to brain integration, interpersonal neurobiology is based on the belief that the
flow between minds, brains, and bodies has the capability to change the structure and
function of the brain. It is about connecting the body to the mind, consciously, which is
also a guiding principle in the ideology of dance/movement therapy. All rely on the mind
body connection, the flow of energy and information within relationships, and an
appreciation and willingness to follow the wisdom of the body.
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This method of writing aligned with every element of my proposed research.
Authentic Movement is a practice requiring a simplification and slowing of body and
mind. Intentional attention to the present moment guides the work. The process
encourages experiencing on a body level in one moment then bringing embodied
experience into the next moment through present tense language. It is about relationship.
Embodied writing requires much of the same elements – a slowing, simplification,
attention to multisensory details, a commitment to the present moment – both in the
moment and later when writing in first person, present tense language of the moment. It
brings the reader actively into the relationship. My desire to find a cyclical congruence in
my research process was supported by this technique. My role as witness could be
extended from my body into the body of the reader, as they become witnesses of the
process.
Originally, I planned to use embodied writing only to present my findings. As I
moved throughout my research, my dedication to this style of writing informed my
methods of data collection and analysis as well. Anderson (2004) described using
embodied writing to increase her own sense of self-awareness. My use of this technique
absolutely enhanced my awareness, as I became able to discern the many threads of
awareness flowing through me at any given time. I went into each session mindfully
aware I would be recording it in this manner. My commitment to this method garnered a
heightened attention to the external sensory information (sights, sounds, smells, etc.) as
well as to internal data (my own bodily responses, thoughts, feelings of myself and in
relationship to the participant). The magnitude of information I was taking in became
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recorded and stored in my body, mind, and journal entries.
As a style of writing, embodied writing is itself an act of embodiment. . . .
Writers attune to the movements of water, earth, air, and fire, which coax our
bodily senses to explore. When embodied writing is attuned to the physical
senses, it becomes not only a skill appropriate to research, but a path of
transformation that nourishes an enlivened sense of presence in and of the world
(Anderson, 2001, p. 83).
Participant
Ely (a pseudonym) is a well traveled single, white, Jewish male who is fluent in
both English and Hebrew. He is the oldest of four siblings, has no children of his own,
and is living with parents. At the time of this study, Ely was a client at a day
rehabilitation center for survivors of acquired and traumatic brain injury. I was
completing my internship at this center, gaining access to him through my student work.
Ely was chosen to participate in this study by me and my internship supervisor in hopes
that this process would address his treatment goals of increasing self-awareness, memory,
organization, independence, etc.
1993
Twenty six years old
Subarchnoid hemorrhage and related
seizures

2009
Forty three years old
Sixteen years post stroke

Acquired Brain Injury
Survival and Recovery
At 26 years of age, blood spilled into the space surrounding Ely's brain, seeping
into his brain tissue, leaving behind a ravaged trail of fatally wounded cells, a wake of
neurological devastation. The location of his injury was not listed in his charts, though
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Ely said it was somewhere in the middle and effected both sides of his brain. Two doctors
reviewed his case and were unable to agree upon a cause. His journey of recovery has
involved years of cognitive, emotional, and physical retraining to regain what was lost
during the attack on his brain. Sixteen years post-injury Ely has regained much of his
physical functioning, excluding slight impairments to his balance, he manifests full
bodily mobility and physical independence.
Ely is a high functioning, intelligent, dedicated brain injury survivor with a knack
for details, an ability to drive, navigate public transportation, and carry out a majority of
the activities of daily living including eating, drinking, ambulating, dressing, and
personal hygiene. He is inquisitive and curious and enjoys talking about his travels and
his childhood memories. The remaining cognitive casualties of his stroke include
decreased short term memory, decreased organization, difficulty concentrating and
completing tasks, slower processing, impaired self-awareness, and decreased
independence. His disorganized and tangential thought process hinders his ability to
concentrate, focus, and engage in a task from beginning to end. These cognitive
impairments impede his ability to achieve his personal goals to read more, find a job,
improve his memory and organization, and increase his independence. Ely is extremely
motivated and insightful, traits that are sometimes masked behind his disorganization.
Procedures
This case study was carried out at a day rehabilitation program for people
diagnosed with acquired and traumatic brain injury, with one client who was a member of
this program. I was fulfilling my internship requirements within this facility thus gaining
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access through my student work. Ten weekly individual therapy sessions were conducted
from August through September. Originally, the sessions were scheduled in forty-five
minute increments to match the cadence of his regular programming schedule. However,
as the processed continued, I struggled to keep our work within this time frame, as the
majority of the sessions typically lasted for ninety minutes. After discussions with my
internship supervisor regarding this issue, it was decided that this amount of time seemed
appropriate. In order to teach the process, taking into account Ely's slower processing
speed and his ability to learn and develop a sense of mover consciousness, my supervisor
encouraged me to take as much time as we needed. I discussed this with Ely, giving him
the choice to engage in the process for the agreed upon time or to approach it with
flexibility and go with the flow of the work. He opted to extend the time of each session.
In spite of this reassurance, I maintained an anxiousness about the time throughout.
Sessions involved exploring the first developmental realm of Authentic
Movement, cultivating mover consciousness through the individual body, by first
bringing awareness to and educating Ely about internal sensations, impulses, thoughts,
and emotions, and inviting their expression in movement, followed by learning to
linguistically track embodied movement experiences. These are all typical components of
individual DMT as well (Levy, 2005). While my approach to each session fluctuated and
changed depending on a variety of factors, an outline of our time together is as follows.
All ten sessions began with me leading Ely through a mindfulness exercise
designed to bring him into the present moment and into his body. It was designed to teach
the process of mindfulness. A verbal check-in usually followed this experience. We then
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moved on to a warm-up. Most warm-ups encouraged exploration of body parts in order to
increase his body awareness. Some were designed around the five senses (hearing, sight,
sound, smell, taste) in an effort to increase his awareness of and vocabulary for his
sensations. Early sessions included a mirroring/speaking exercise. This involved speaking
in present tense about movement in the present moment. This was done to assess his level
of present moment mover consciousness – was he aware of his body in space and able to
locate and identify patterns of movement? It was also done to teach him the language
used during the verbal portion of Authentic Movement. While the process of moving in
one moment and bringing that experience into the present tense through language is
different than speaking and moving simultaneously (Adler, 2002), I hoped it would at
least teach him the ability to speak in the present tense about movement.
Beginning in the third session, I introduced the actual practice of Authentic
Movement. This was done after we had engaged in the preparatory exercises:
mindfulness exercise, warm-up, and mirroring/speaking exercise (if it was included in the
session). The incorporation of Authentic Movement began the same way for the
remaining seven sessions. We stood at the side of the room, leaving the middle of the
room open for movement. I explained the process of moving by following impulses,
sensations, thoughts, feelings. I explained the idea of moving nonjudgmentally, and the
importance of making a choice to follow or not follow impulses, thoughts, feelings, etc.
Safety was discussed. Ely was encouraged to open his eyes if unable to balance or if he
wanted to move throughout the space. I encouraged him to open his eyes and find me at
any time during, before, or after the movement. I explained I would sit to the side and
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witness his movement.
The first Authentic Movement experience involved Ely moving for 30 seconds.
As I noticed his ability to witness himself shifting, I incrementally increased the
movement time to a maximum of five minutes. After Ely moved, we would sit facing one
another and engage in a discussion. He was given the opportunity to speak of his
experience first. I encouraged him to stay in the present tense. After he finished, I offered
my own external witnessing of his movement, naming mostly his observable physical
movement. Due to my newness as I witness, I chose to keep the majority of my
witnessing of my internal responses to his movement, to myself. We ended each session
by journaling. Ely was encouraged to journal or draw in the drawing pad I provided. I
provided pens, markers, oil pastels, and crayons for him to choose from. While he drew
or wrote in his journal, I wrote in my journal alongside him.
Data Collection. My data collection was filtered through the lens of embodied
writing as I believed in and trusted the wisdom of my body. Before each session, I wrote
about my own internal sensations, thoughts, feelings, and emotions. I wrote quick
descriptions of any external data that caught my attention – sights, smells, sounds. In
order to fully embody the experience, I often engaged in my own personal movement
practice for a few minutes in the space – collecting embodied information about myself,
the room, the sounds - to be stored for safe keeping until I could write about them later.
During the sessions, I used a combination of journaling and embodiment to collect the
data. As my awareness and ability to track my inner sensations, the external environment,
and Ely's movements and words developed, the amount of data available to me exploded.
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I made notes with phrases, cues, and sensation words to trigger my kinesthetic awareness
later when I would fully write up the session. While witnessing Ely's movement
experience, I often drew his spatial pathways, jotted brief notes about repeated movement
themes, and noted landmarks in his physical movement to which I felt connected or
disconnected. Most often, as his witness, I relied on my ability to collect information
through my visceral body felt sense.
My journal entries were written with as much sensory detail as possible. Some
sections were recorded in embodied writing. Other portions included short phrases or
words to help me convey the fullness of the experience.
In addition to using my body and journaling as a form of data collection, I also
wrote Ely's responses to each exercise and his witnessing of himself. In the beginning I
did not write while we were processing the Authentic Movement experience. However,
as his ability to witness himself increased, I found myself needing to write down his
words in the moment in order to capture the essence of his transformation. I asked his
permission to write as he spoke and he agreed.
My data collection also included Ely's personal journal entries recorded during
each session. He used a combination of written words and drawings.
Data Analysis. Forinash (2004) described a general approach to qualitative data
analysis involving first deconstructing the data and understanding it as differentiated
pieces, followed by a reconstruction process. The re-integration of the data is assumed to
reveal new insights and understanding. My approach to data analysis evolved organically,
involving a cycle of this method described by Forinash (2004). It began with a mind and
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body integration of data, then a deconstruction, reconstruction, and through the editing
process – another deconstruction. The end result reveals a brief overview of the process.
In retrospect, some data analysis began soon after each session. I consciously
trusted the information from my body, using this knowledge to direct my writing process.
A few days after each session, I first read my journal entries, then read and looked at
Ely's drawings and words. Next, I sat in silence for five to ten minutes, letting whatever
wanted to happen, happen. Sometimes this involved movement, other times stillness
prevailed and I simply noticed sensations arising in my body. Immediately after this
personal movement session, I typed out the entire session from beginning to end in as
much detail as possible. I wrote in first person, narrative form. These writings overflowed
with internal and external sensory information. They included exactly what I said and
did, when and why I intervened or chose a new path, my own internal thoughts, what Ely
said, his physical movements, etc. Most sessions filled 8 to 10 pages, all single spaced.
The next stage of data analysis began after all ten sessions had been completed
and written up. I began this next phase by reading over my unabridged write-ups of each
session, one session at a time. I wrote thoughts, feelings, and/or sensations I had in
response to reading, in the margins. I re-read and used different colors to highlight and
differentiate the data. I underlined sentences and words reflecting my mental chatter,
inner sensations, thoughts and feelings in one color. In another color, I underlined
everything I said and did during each session. In yet another color I underlined Ely's
exact words. And in another color, I underlined what he did and how he moved.
With the data deconstructed and color coded, I re-read the first session along with
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Ely's corresponding journal entry. Once again, I gave myself fifteen to twenty minutes to
integrate the data in my body, moving authentically with the intention of stepping back
into the experience of the first session. I was amazed at how quickly sensations, thoughts,
and body postures returned to me. It was as if my body, assigned the task of writing a
thesis, had stored everything in its cells. The first session was filled with self-doubt and
internal chatter. As I moved, this same self-doubting voice began directing my
movement. I struggled to breathe, I questioned the efficacy of my data analysis, my heart
spun wildly in my chest. At the end of fifteen minutes, I immediately sat down and rewrote the session using the format of embodied writing, intentionally capturing the seven
features outlined by Anderson (2001, 2002a, 200b).
I continued this process for all ten sessions, but not in chronological order. After
re-embodying the first session, my confidence in my research wavered as I was flooded
with the insecurities and self-doubts that were present initially. I decided to skip to the
final session in hopes that my growth as a researcher, therapist and person would restore
my sense of confidence and trust in my abilities. It also allowed me to write without the
desire to show a progression. My analysis reflected the circularity of the entire process, as
my instincts guided me away from a linear progression. Thus I started at the ends and
worked into the middle, moving from session 1 to 10, 2 to 9, 3 to 8, and 4 to 5. By the
time I finished writing each session in embodied writing, I had 80 pages.
The final phase of my analysis involved revisiting my original intention. My
desire was to modify and teach the process of Authentic Movement, focusing on the first
layer – the emergence and development of mover consciousness. I wrote this on a post-it
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and stuck it at the top of my computer screen. With this reminder, I re-read through each
session from beginning to end, in numerical order and began editing out pieces that did
not show the process of modifying and teaching, or the development and emergence of
mover consciousness. In addition to my post-it, I also relied on my visceral body
responses and awareness. If reading certain passages evoked strong kinesthetic, imagistic,
or somatic responses I trusted their inclusion in my finished product.
In asking researchers and participants to be fully present and report what is
occurring in the moment in their bodies, embodied writing requires an attunement
to living in the present moment, however frightening the prospect. As a research
technique, embodied writing allows researchers to collect and analyze data close
to the raw, lived experience itself, and encourages readers to relive the writer's
experience as though it were their own by way of sympathetic resonance with the
writings (Anderson, 1998b, 2000 as cited in Anderson 2002b, p. 40) . . . In
embodied writing, research is both art and science (Anderson, 2002b, p. 44).
Ethical Considerations
A few ethical concerns arose in the planning and implementation of this study.
The first was my competency in the multiples roles this research required. My confidence
as a fledgling therapist/researcher/Authentic Movement teacher, was questioned from the
beginning of my thesis proposal. I sought supervision and feedback from my internship
supervisor, the Departmental Thesis Committee (DTC), and two International Review
Boards (IRB) – one within the college and one from the agency where the research would
take place. Because my role in the work was so integral, I discussed my intentions and
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received feedback in order to determine if my skills as a therapist and capabilities as an
external witness were developed enough. The last thing I wanted to do was engage in this
process and harm my client. After a few modifications to my original proposal, namely
the choice to conduct a case study with only one client, I moved forward with support
and external confidence. I took a deep breath and hoped that trust in my own confidence
and sense of efficacy would emerge soon.
Another ethical issue involved the safety of the client during the research process.
Technically, a case study may not be considered research as it involves the clinical
application of therapy and occurs through retrospective analysis of data gathered from
interventions naturally occurring in the therapeutic milieu. The modification and teaching
process of Authentic Movement does not exceed the boundaries of DMT in the clinical
setting. It was agreed that, if at any time, it was found to be an inappropriate method for
this participant (as determined by myself, my academic and/or on-site supervisor), the
study would be discontinued immediately. Because Authentic Movement had not been
used with this population, it was deemed experimental and again, if found to be
detrimental, would be discontinued immediately. Additionally, the process involved
interaction with a human participant, thus involving minimal risks – risks no greater than
those inherent in the rehabilitation program already.
Conclusion
Before turning the page, I invite the reader to take a moment to pause and notice.
Notice how you are sitting or lying. Notice the breath and how it is moving. Notice any
thoughts, feelings, sensations. This is not a requirement for continuing. It is simply an
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offering to slow down and reconnect to your present state in this moment so that you are
ready to step into the role of the witness as you enter our experience through my words.

Legend to the Voices

Ely's spoken words in session.
My spoken words in session.

My inner thoughts.

An inner voice that speaks to me
calmly, trustingly, lovingly,

with as much groundedness and clarity of presence possible in those moments.
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Chapter 4
Results: Seeking Consciousness
August 4 th , 2009
A wave of heavy humid hotness hits us as we enter the conference room.

Our first session. The air, saturated with new carpet and fresh paint odors,

sticks inside my nostrils, rolling slowly down my throat like tar. It hovers in the
hollow of my throat, trapped like a caged mouse. I leap toward the window,

turning on the air conditioner. It whirls to life, loudly filling the plum colored space
with musty air and a dull humming. I see Ely standing, a lone figure engulfed by
tables and stacks of chairs. Brown shoes bubble over his toes, peering at me

mischievously from underneath the hem of his trousers. His dress shirt crinkles
into the crevice made by his hollowing chest and rounded shoulders. A white

undershirt nuzzles into the space beneath his collarbones. A black yarmulke rests
on a nest of thinning tendrils. His hair wisps around his red face, framing it in
liquid curls.

Oh gosh, what have I gotten myself into?
I have no idea what I am doing.

It's crowded in here. It's too hot. It's too loud.
Find yourself so you can be with him.
Breathe.

The air escapes its cage in the hollow of my throat and rushes into the

cells of my body. I breathe. I quickly push stacks of chairs to the periphery and
arrange tables against the wall. We sit facing each other. My heart flutters. A high
pitched voice masquerading as my own invades the space, scrambling to avoid
empty seconds. A torrent of questions snake liltingly from him, carving swift

circles in the space between us. I answer, information infused sentences burst
from my mouth. Every gem of knowledge soaking in my brain cells clamors to get
out, an unstoppable projectile spewing from my lips.

Please words, stop.
Stop.
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Breathe body, breathe.
My words, like melting icicles, drip with avoidance. I repeat everything we

have talked about in prior meetings. Everything and more. I am the caged mouse,
running in circles.

Breathe.
Calm down sweet one.
Please breathe.

He nods and tilts his head. His words flow into the room, infusing the

space with inquisitive persistence, fading as he rests his arms in his lap. I breathe,
hoping his response indicates some understanding of my confusing diatribe.

Breathe.
I breathe, tethering words to the back of my skull. I release them slowly

and invite his attention to his own breathe. We move through the body, mindfully
following the breath, noticing sensations, thoughts, or feelings living inside from
head to toe. He closes his eyes, his shoulders curl around his chest. Wiggles

ripple through each body part as it is named. Crinkles fan the corners of his eyes
as his awareness shifts from head to shoulders, to hands and downward. We

return to the breath, noticing its pathway, its rhythm. Ely inhales high in his chest,
collarbones lift his neck and shoulders into a stiff backwards arch. His eyelids
yank open and two blue eyes find mine. My words rush to fill space.

Ely gestures, his right hand revolves around his wrist in small emphatic

circles. Moments before his voice reaches me, a tenderness melts the granite

lodged in my shoulders and chest. Details of his brain injury dance into the room.
Candid observable details, laced with matter of factness, tiptoe toward me. His
right hand traces absentminded circles by his head as he speaks of his injury in
more detail than I have ever heard him speak in the year I have known him. His

head tilts as he smiles a smile that exists only on his lips. He holds my eyes in his,
resiliently bouncing his head as he speaks. One never knows. . . One could wake
up one day, go to work, and then have a stroke. No longer tip toeing, his words
pierce the air. His hand circles quicken and grow. His voice crescendos and
boldly climbs out of his body, into the room.

Do I stay with this?
Can I be with and witness
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or
do I redirect?

Is this taking away from my research or is it part of relationship building?
What does he need . . .
Time moves like a tornado, yet our seconds together seem suspended. I

glance at my watch; fifteen minutes left. Seconds stampede onto my heart, it
shudders. Jittery vibrations shoot into my limbs.

Hurry, hurry, we must hurry.

Anticipation of future failures churn like sour milk in my belly.

Wait.

Breathe.

A sweet voice whispers to me . . .

it is the first session. let it

unfold

the relationship, the process, the work.
Slow down.
I silently invite his precisely aimed words into my space.
I am here

Trust.

find me.
I hope I am enough.

His hand slows as invisible circles linger near his head. His words soften

and lose momentum. Air spins high in his throat, the tendons in his neck bulge into
long ropy lines as he arches backwards. His exhale pulls him forward and our

eyes meet as his shoulders drip into his chest. I soften and settle, my upper back
gently snuggles into the chair.
Ah yes

we can move on now.
Move on to what?

Calmness evades me in this moment. I take a new approach and invite the

joy, humility, and honor I feel to coexist with my jittery nervousness. I invite it all to
settle into my bones.

Please let this be enough.
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Enough of me . . .
enough for him.

Minutes race around us, laughing impishly as we shovel them full chatter.
Outside the room the elevator bell rings, a growling screech plummets through

the hallway; inside the oppressive air conditioner coils loudly around us. Sounds
bombard me as I sift through my own internal chatter. The muscles in my jaw
tighten, my plan of action flashes behind my eyes.

Plan

mindful body scan - check in (done)

answer any remaining questions (done)
explain the structure of the session
ask his idea of mover consciousness (done)
journal

warm-up

mirroring/speaking exercise
journal again
close.

Fifteen minutes left. Nine hundred seconds. . . 899 . . . 898 . . . 897 . . .
I'm messing up . . . I need more time

explain the structure . . . fast . . . fast . . . lightening fast.
Um, so, ok, let's, well the time, hmmm, so I'm wondering if we should just, um
hmmm . . .

Nice one Ande.

Clumsy awkward words trip over another. The neat outline, pristinely

organized in my head, manifests a jumbled sweaty knot of partial thoughts.

Breathe.
I'm sorry, let me try again. I'm going to give you a moment to journal any

thoughts or feelings you have regarding this session, your participation in the
study, how are you are feeling in this moment.

Ah . . . slowness please find me.
Way to cram everything in.

Then, we will warm-up. After that, we will move, um yes, a movement experience.

Now, this is not traditional Authentic Movement, but it is designed to prepare you
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for engaging . . . Too many words.
He journals. His upper body hovers cautiously as slow intentional words

appear on the paper. His entire body executes each letter.

We sit, side by side and write noisily to smother the silence. My hand

sweeps frantically across the page as squid-like ink captures everything I have
done, said, witnessed in him and in myself. Muscles in my hand snarl and grind
into my bones. Betrayal burrows into my wrist and spreads like sludge over my
elbow and shoulder. It pools in the hollow of my throat.

I'm sorry body.

My words catapult into my blob fish of a hand. He writes, I ooze. His slow
concentrated motion juxtaposes my crunchy, forced quickness. I see his words

forming; each letter patiently moves into his finger tips. I notice the quickness of
his pen along side the deliberateness of the ink. I lay my pen down and breathe.
The heavy humid air makes space for our bodies, beads of moisture dot

my upper lip; droplets swoosh down curved locks of his hair and roll onto his
reddened face.

A warm up?

He sprints to the middle of the space and hurls jumbles of words at me. I am

confused. My body betrays me, seeking revenge for my earlier betrayal of it. My
hands freeze into ice blocks, my fine motor skills vanish, the task of inserting a
CD in the CD player and pressing play becomes a monumental struggle.

Breathe.

Breathe into this.
Blood lackadaisically flows into my fingers and within a few seconds music

fills the room, resonating off the walls with soothing familiarity. His sentences

naturally retreat as we begin to move. He sways, weight spills from one half of his
body to the other, like sand in an hour glass. I mirror his movements and we sway

together, our upper bodies initiate, our legs involved by proxy. I guide him gently,
asking him to allow this movement to travel into and through different body parts.
He twists into free flowing spirals that begin centimeters above his hip bones. My
head floats off my spine. I feel weightless as I twist along side him. I pause and

observe. He swims, each arm pulling his torso jerkily from side to side, his lower
body sluggishly follows. The swimming stops abruptly and I see him move his
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torso forward and back, forward and back.
Movement unfolds an instant above his hip bones, his upper body bends

as a unit. Like a building designed to withstand an earthquake, he moves with a
resilience neither flexible nor rigid. I ask him to explore movement in his lower
body, pelvis, hips, legs. He collapses into his knees, squatting and rising

vigorously. The weight of his body pours into his knee joints and shoots through
the center of his patellas, a misguided laser searching for a target. My knees cry
in response, yelling for my feet. I let my weight drain into the soles of my feet. I

find the ground. I ask him to say hello to his feet, to those places making contact
with the floor. He circles his ankles, silently mouthing “hello” as he picks up each
foot and wiggles it in the air. A smile bubbles up from my belly as I enjoy the
literalness.

Is this enough?
We don't have anymore time

I have to move on.
Is he warm?

The room is a sauna – yes we are warm.
Ten minutes left . . . crap . . . seriously?

Breathe

Clumsy words describe the mirroring/speaking exercise. I demonstrate,
hoping he finds clarity by observing. I move my arms one at a time, describing my
physical movement through the space in the present tense. His right arm follows
my right arm, a literal reflection.

Do I ask him to mirror me? Is this important?
He is echoing me – is that ok?
Um . . . sure. It's OK.

My words and movement flow together. Each arm moves one at a time,

bending and straightening alongside bending straightening words. I exhale, my
voice descends with my hands. My eyes meet his, he nods and begins. Long
sentences full of rich descriptive movement lope into the room, his body
motionless. Pristine speech sketches beautiful pathways for his body to follow.

The last syllable skims his lower lip, falls onto his fingertip and pulls it into motion.
His finger traces his verbal outline so precisely. Amazement tingles through my
fingers as his clarity and articulate attention to detail dance around us. He
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speaks then moves. Right arm, then left arm. Both arms together. Clear
descriptive speech becomes diluted as more and more body parts move together,
faster, move more complicated. I mirror him; my body feels like disjointed limbs
that jaggedly skip from right arm, to criss crossing feet, to head, to arm, to

bouncing knees. A desire to simplify grows from my heart. He clasps his hands
behind his back. Crinkles uncrinkle his shirt as he stretches his arms up and
tumbles his upper body forward stiffly. Movement silences his voice. I ask him to
find an ending. He stops.

Breathe.

Almost finished.
I see him settle into his chair, his upper body collapses into his pelvis. We
breathe in synchrony. I pull out his journal as he scoots towards the table. His
fingers find a pen nestled in his shirt pocket. His upper body hovers over the

tablet, the tip of his pen floats seconds above the paper. He writes slowly and
precisely, yielding the pen into the paper with direct increasing pressure. My

hand scribbles furiously. Recent memories of early journaling fill my head, our
movements juxtapose similarly. Sludge once again fills my wrist and trudges into

my elbow. I breathe. His eyes meet mine as he unfurls his spine. Words of thanks
spill from my mouth. Words of desire, desire to please me, to infuse my research
with goodness, spill from his. Our journey begins.
August 6, 2009

Ok Ok Ok Ok
Create a ritual, calm down, stay grounded, mindful, present.
Where am I? Slow down.

OK.

My brain scrambles millions of thoughts, frying each one into hot spitting

sizzles. A body, my body, moves up the stairs, down the hallway, into the room on
its own accord. Heavy hot air slams into me. My body, on autopilot, lunges
towards the air conditioner. Loud turbine fans churn to life, clomping through

musty sludgy air. The sound invades my ears. My knees buckle and reach for the
floor, pulling my hips, torso, and head to the ground. The floor reaches up, long
tendrils wrap around my shins to anchor them down. I spread my fingers, my
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palms open wrinkle by wrinkle. I breathe. I watch my thoughts scurry, I notice
body sensations. My plan emerges as an effervescent outline behind my eyes.
Journal

Internal check-in/mindful body scan
Verbal check-in

Explain goals of session
Warm up – five senses/present moment

Mirroring/speaking exercise – sitting, upper body only (me first, then him)
Play with eyes closed, open, soft focus, the differences between
Journal
Close
My heart slows, calmed by the structure.

Breathe sweet one.

Settle into your bones – you are enough.

You are here now . . . Be here now.
I am here.

I stand and walk - heel, ball, toe, heel ball toe, heel ball toe. I release

intentions into the space on each exhale. Let this space be one of healing. Inhale.
Let this space safely contain us, our relationship, our work. Inhale. Slow down,
trust, honor this process.

I am here.

I find Ely in the program area skipping from place to place to place. He
sizzles. My heart opens. I breathe, my thoughts settle. Ely scampers towards me
and flits from foot to foot. I hand him the CD player as a low calm voice streams
out my mouth to greet him. He smiles and sinks into a simmer. We walk down the
hallway past indifferent lockers and busy windows. We chatter, spindly word

ribbons loop around us. Cool air welcomes him with a firm hand shake. He smiles.
How do I start?

Create a ritual.

I stumble, words trip quickly across my tongue.

Find yourself . . . now.
Think . . . what should I do?
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Plan – I have a plan.
I hurl questions at him, erasing any trace of silence as I fill the space with objects. I
place my bag on the table underneath the air conditioner, Ely sets the CD player
on the floor underneath the dry erase board, I set our journals on another table

and arrange the markers and oil pastels. My body sizzles. Ely stands in the center
of the room and catches my questions. He tosses them from hand to hand before
throwing answers back. Tornadoes of spoken tones twirl into my brain, whisking
away my plan, my neurons rapidly misfiring.

Am I stalling?

Breathe, slow down.
I capture a pocket of cool air and breathe it into my body. A ritual
borrowed from my own Authentic Movement practice awkwardly enters. An

imposter. Ely stands, a pillar in the midst of my whirlpool. I am a body, a brain,
disconnected as my voice runs like an engine fueled by caffeine.

What in the hell am I doing?

This is not authentic for me.
Ely smiles. You should create your own ritual.

I feel silly.

I breathe. My eyes widen as his wisdom travels towards me. My bones

settle in my skin.

Yes. I know what to do.

My sizzles simmer and we begin. I paint a picture of the next hour, my plan
emerges as scaffolding around us. Time has spun far ahead of us, I forgo the

journaling and start with a guided internal mindful body scan. He twists down to
the floor, mourning the loss of his flexibility as he muscles into an asymmetrical
cross-legged position. Beads of sweat pour down his forehead, pale pink hands
pull his legs in, his hip flexors strain underneath the weight of his legs. His knees

point like arrows up towards the ceiling. I offer a chair. He refuses. My legs ache,
new crunchy red tension snakes over my shoulders and into my finger tips.

Authentic Movement is about honoring the body's wisdom and needs, following
its signals, and making choices. He chooses to stay seated. I meet him on the

floor and guide him into his awareness of breath and body parts. Redness and
sweat swarm his cheeks and forehead. He inhales and shifts. Stiffness crackles

off his body as he twists into standing. I breathe and feel my body soften, length
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saunters into my hips, all of me hangs effortlessly in alignment. He sits in a chair,
closes his eyes, and follows my voice. I encourage an internal nonverbal
exploration of his body.

Breathe. Slow.

I don't need to make anything happen.
I invite him to notice his breath as it moves in and out of his body. His eyes
close, his mouth opens and words begin to spill out. I scoop them up and hand

them back. I ask them to wait for a moment. I invite Ely to notice his feet. His toes
begin to wiggle inside determined brown shoes. He tilts his head to the left as he

stretches and rotates each body part. We move through the body, its position in
space. His words spill over his lips, describing the angles in his knees.
Crap!

I keep pulling his attention externally.
How can I guide this without drawing him out of his internal exploration?

I scoop his words into the palm of my hand, I ask them to wait. They do not
climb back into his mouth. They adamantly name each wiggle, each stretch, each
motion of his upper body from bones to skin, to flow of breath. Internal to

external to internal to external. I am at once concerned about my inability to guide
this efficiently and amazed at his responses. He grabs hold of my inquiries, stirs
them around inside, and crafts lovely precise responses.

We teeter totter, inside outside, up and down. Tingling sensations in his

fingertips, a crackling of bones in his right shoulder. If there are sensations in his
lower body or in areas other than his fingertips and shoulders, they remain
invisible to me. I try to wring them out. He tilts his head to the left and smiles. The

rest of his body feels fine and serene. We end with a breath. I watch as a compact
brick of oxygen forces its way into his body and pushes his neck and head back.

I can't breathe.

I wonder if he is getting any oxygen.
Time spins, seconds sprint faster and faster. Fifteen minutes remain.

Please slow down minutes.
I need more time.

Let's warm up, ok? Ely walks to the middle of the room and stands, arms

hanging long against his sides. Words spiral out of his mouth as I turn on the CD
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player. The air conditioner buzzes, elevator screeches, an angry scream rumbles
through the hallway as ambient music dribbles into the room. I use the intrusive
sounds, their presence brings us into the room, into the moment. Ely moves in

relation to each sound. I glance at my watch, minutes fall fast, soldiers wounded
in an unwinnable battle. I abandon my plan, abandon the other four senses and
lead a warm-up using sounds and rhythms to infuse motion into the body. Ely
sways, twists, and bends exploring noises through movement. The music fades

leaving one empty layer of sound amidst the rest. He sits. I sit, stamp my feet into
the ground, inhale, and begin leading the mirroring exercise.

A voice coming from my belly explains the process as I did in the first

session. I lead first, he follows. Then we switch. Today, we stay seated, moving
only the upper body. My right arm moves slowly, deliberately. My words flow
alongside my movement. His turn.

He raises his right arm and opens his palm toward the ceiling. Each finger

curls in one by one. He speaks and moves simultaneously. He watches me

intently. My fingers move two at a time and he stops me, directing me to move
each finger separately. A smile tips his head to the left as he corrects my mistake.
Heat blankets my heart as I smile and follow him more precisely.

What is this like for him?

My projection? or Is he truly finding some control and independence?
He continues, his left arm joins in. Speech and movement divide – precise

words precede movement. His right hand moves to his knee, his words dive bomb.
Faltering for the first time, he speaks of moving his hand to his foot as he moves
his hand to knee. He catches this departure once and snags the truant word with
his tongue. He quickly repaints a new picture. His speech teeters into a tumble,

body parts get confused – knees are feet, shins are elbows. Crooked pathways

try desperately to connect. He straightens his left arm and places the palm of his
hand on his knee. His eyes find mine. I am finished. Stray words flutter around
our heads as our bodies settle.

He repeats the exercise with closed eyes. Movement and speech travel

alone from the beginning. More limbs enter quickly, complicated movements rush
in. His eyes crinkles as thoughts scramble from his brain through his body.

He tilts his head to the left, words stop, his hands and feet float down into
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resting. He breathes. We journal, curled over our tablets. Frantic hyper-vigilance
spills from my hand into my notebook. He pauses and tosses thoughts around

before they travel quickly through his arm and slowly appear onto his paper. The
cruel clock charges ahead, leaving us 15 minutes behind. My cells sizzle and scoot
him urgently out the door.

Is he missing his regular programming?
Will I get in trouble for keeping him longer?

Our goodbyes travel directly towards each other. I breathe. Ely breathes.
Time resumes its normal pace. I silently curse it for playing such tricks on us.
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August 11, 2009
I am early. I slide through hot heavy air and press my finger into the button

that infuses life into the air conditioner.

I must create a ritual.

I follow the low churning fans as they roll heavy air through the room. My feet
carry me around the edges, by tables and stacks of chairs.

Please let the space be one of healing, of authenticity,

one in which we get to know our experiences even deeper.
Oxygen travels in a strong stable pathway from my head to my feet. I am here.

I feel weird.

I'm judging

This ritual is necessary.

A wave of coolish warm air welcomes Ely. Soggy wisps of hair frame his

glowing pink cheeks. Warmth generated by his morning run from the train radiates
from his body. A run necessitated by lateness. He simmers, walking in half circles
as I set my bag down, plug in the CD player, and pull out two chairs. Nervous
chatter zings back and forth. My body, calm and relaxed minutes ago, feels
jittery. Tension snakes into my jaw.
I must find a ritual to calm us both down. Breathe.

Zig zagging words plaster the room in a maze of sound. Empty silence waits
outside the door. He zags, shifting weight from foot to foot, his right hand turns
emphatic circles by his jaw. I sit, he sits. I breathe into my rib cage, he breathes

high into his chest. I slip my goals for the session into a sliver of silence that has
crept in under the door. Mindfulness check-in, warm-up, mirroring exercise in

lower body, bursts of Authentic Movement. I build a structure and he softens as
it emerges between us. He smiles, his upper body melts into his pelvis, into the
chair.

We are late already. Seriously?

We move through a mindfulness exercise. I ask Ely to imagine he is

exploring his body from the inside out, simply noticing what is happening. I
encourage his words to move quietly under his skin. He swallows and smiles, his
eyelids melt together as he turns his attention inside.
His words escape.

Breathing in, breathing out. I notice my chest moving as I breathe in and out. I feel
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relaxed. I notice tingling in my fingertips. Maybe some tension in my neck. Maybe.
Crap. I can't keep the focus internal.

Do I follow?

Does this mean I am messing up OR simply making a choice in this moment?

I follow and invite his internal awareness outward. His words stumble and
stick as we move through the lower body. Crinkles crease his forehead, stiff
drying tendrils outline his narrowing face. His words hide for a one minute, a

minute stretched into the length of a day. They do not speak about his lower
body. Then ten toes ripple through well worn shoes. Words hesitantly walk out of
his mouth.

My legs feel good. Maybe some tingling in my toes. I don't know. They feel good.
Relaxed.

Sounds in the room encourage an ending. His eyelids burst apart, words

launch from his belly and catapult out of his mouth as he describes two sounds –
the fan and the motor - emerging from the air conditioner. My brain tingles. An

intricate awareness of the external environment gushes forward as he launches
into a discussion of his heightened sensory awareness in one ear due to deafness
in the other. I sit, my upper back held by the chair, my hands wrap around each
other, my brain buzzes.

I need to pull this in . . .
I am so amazed.

Focus Ande.

He tips his head to the left and nods. His lips close and he blinks.
An ending.

Seconds spin furiously ahead of us. My fingertips, like miniature suction

cups shoot at the escaping time. I rise quickly, pulled to standing by my chin. Ely
stands and a loud boney pop buckles his knee. His spine crumbles over. My

bones jump, wincing softly. His vertebrae quickly pile one on top of the other,
back to vertical. His ignorant brown shoes plod ahead. I ask if he is OK.

A jiggly smile squirms through his lips. Just a little pain from his jog here

this morning. He feels good and relaxed. Nothing needs to happen today. We can
sit, stand, relax, listen, honor our bodies and my study will benefit from that. Ok?
My fingertips lose their sticky grip on slick seconds. My shoulders tighten.
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I yank air into my belly and ask if he would like music to warm-up to. He snags my
question, wrapping it into a snug bouquet of desire. If music will benefit my study,

he wants it. I urge him to choose. We go back and forth, back and forth. Finally he
chooses music. I kneel near the CD player, Ely stands in the center, his feet move
so quickly they seem to hover above the floor. He wrings his hands with

increasing pressure and tips his head side to side. A second before my finger
softens into the play button, he speaks. A new choice stomps from his knees to
his mouth. No music. The calm comforting sounds of the air conditioner will

underly our warm-up. I inhale deeply. It smells deliciously of Ely's independence,
his freedom. My heart softens as I stand. We warm-up.

We sway, bend, and stretch quickly. Time spins furiously out of reach.
I really want to do Authentic Movement today.

I throttle through a warm-up, leading him through each body part, transitioning

when I am ready to try and catch the racing clock. A drop of sweat seeps from a
pore on his forehead. We move our entire bodies through the space and find an
ending. My heart beats quicker, my breath plunges deeper into my bones. Ely
wipes droplets of sweat from his cheek with a white handkerchief. We are warm.

We are so late.

OK – no mirroring exercise.

Authentic Movement. Go.

A sparkling pristine explanation of Authentic Movement travels from the

middle of my brain to my throat. I open my mouth and speak. The crystal clear

description gets lost in transit, hung up on a group of synapses. What emerges is
a swamp of knowledge, muddy internal chatter, and nervous fluttery words
tangled in one giant exhale.

Good job.

I fish through the blob, loudly debating its components to find something

salvageable. Ely peers at me, blinking softly. He breathes deep into his rib cage,
shifting weight from heels to toes. He rocks and gazes at me with soft forgiving
eyes. I look up at the ceiling. My knees unlock, I breathe and start over.

I was thinking we could try a little bit of Authentic Movement. We will start

here, by the air conditioner. This space in the center will be the movement space.
Before you step into the space, I invite you to make eye contact with me for as
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long or as little feels right to you. When you are ready, move into the space, and
move following . . . um, oh wait, I can't decide. Um, hold on a sec, let me think . . .

Breathe Ande.

Sorry. Yes, step into the space and if you feel comfortable and able to keep

your balance, feel free to close your eyes. Twelve billion speedy words . . . My
concise explanation now an epic novel. Oh, I am going to ask you to move for one
minute . . . any questions . . . your movement . . . Please take all the time . . .

Oh gosh, is this too much?

Twelve billion words too much . . .

We stand facing each other. The air conditioner whirls so loudly. Our eyes
meet, the connection sparks simultaneous cheek lifting grins. Warmth trickles

down my face. Ely steps into the space and begins swaying side to side. His lower
spine spirals around, twisting his torso around until his eyes are once again
connected to mine. Is this right? You will tell me if I moving the right way?

My toes curl. I exhale. Everything is welcome here, there is no right or

wrong. A goal of Authentic Movement is to move non-judgmentally, listening to
what your body needs, wants, thinks or feels. Then honor whatever emerges. He
grins. His sacrum uncurls his torso, his shoulders climb into his ears then drop
softly onto his rib cage. He moves for one minute.

My body is hard and soft. Joy steps into my bones as he steps into the

space. I am perched between two tables, mixing cement with my shoulder blades.
Each muscle fiber pinches into nervous knotted balls.

Remember

Remember

Remember

The familiarity of his swaying calms me. My shoulders soften. My toes tingle. I am
overwhelmed with profound honor to be present as his witness. Sixty stretched
out seconds pass by ever so slowly before I call his name, asking him to take all

the time he needs to bring his movement to a close. He stands and sways. I fill with
spaciousness as I imagine he is truly taking his time. His swaying slows. His eyes
travel along the floor to my feet, to my eyes.

I wonder how to gracefully transition into speaking.
Keep breathing

His brown shoes tromp heavily to his chair. We sit. Simplicity finds me as I
ask him to speak his about experience, in the present tense.
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Perhaps I need to explain more?
Is this too concise?

Uggh – too much or not enough; can I find a balance . . .
He tilts his head to the left and speaks. I begin swaying back and forth.

Oh MY GOSH! He did begin this way!

I get a sense of space, even if there isn't really. Either way, a sense of having a lot
of space to move in whatever way I want to. I don't know if there really is a lot of

space, you know, but I get the sense of a lot of space. I like the freedom to move
in any way I want to move.

A sliver of silence follows his last words. I pull a breath into my toes and

swim in its slowness. He tilts his head to the left, his upper body snuggles into his
pelvis. A smile curls into my heart.

Are you open to witnessing?

Yes, I am open to witnessing.

Please let me remember.
Please let me be enough.

Please let me say only those things that are in service of him.

I breathe into my belly. My words, riding an exhale, outline his physical

movement as he sways and twists, sways and twists. His arms unfold long and

wide as he circles around himself. I speak of the freedom I feel in my chest as I see
him turn and stretch his fingers so very far, as if they extend beyond their tips. I

draw a verbal map of traveled pathways, used muscles, mobilized joints. He nods,
smiling as I intricately describe his journey.
I remember.

We journal. I scribble furiously against his slow precise canter. His right

hand is deceitful in its slowness as I see it buzz with pent up energy and stutter as
he chooses the perfect oil pastel. Time spins. I close my journal, turn off the air

conditioner, and gather my belongings. The low droning fan ceases abruptly and
in a sliver of silence, Ely rushes to explain his picture. Words spill out as I gather
oil pastels, pens, markers, and him. We are late, urgency swirls in my chest as he
continues drawing and speaking.

Is this important?
I don't know how to stop this.
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Childhood memories pour through his fingers, onto the paper and off
again. He will not be rushed. He finishes and I shove remaining oil pastels into

their cardboard sleeve and leap at the door. We are late, twenty long minutes
behind schedule. I apologetically return him to his programming, my racing heart
follows me out the door.
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August 13, 2009
I am late. I fly up the stairs, barreling past glaring rows of lockers. My heels

burrow into the floor seconds before I enter the program area. My body stops,

quivering like mud in an earthquake. My heart thumps, frazzled energy spills from
my pores. I breathe. I move quickly through my body, shining an unsteady

flashlight onto crispy knots in my jaw, warmth beneath my skin, the tornado of air
spinning in the hollow of my throat and under my heart.

I am late.
Breathe.

I breathe into this moment, into these sensations. I breathe into my brain.
My heels release the ground and I step into the program area.

I turn the corner and my heart skitters. Ely's heavy eyes droop into sunken

cheeks. He is yellow, pale, ashen. His freshly cut hair exposes an unframed moist
face. We walk past concerned lockers and inquisitive windows. Nervous black
words climb out of me. Quick jittery words clamor from him, their quickness
contrast sharply with his appearance.

He has not been feeling well for a few days. He has a headache.
My feet stop and I spiral towards him. Worry bounces inside my chest. My

heart drops out of my body as I look into his foggy eyes. My heart stops.

I don't think we should do this today.

We can reschedule. My heart starts; it beats in waves of concern for his

well being. I am fine. I want to do this. A cloud of unusual silence surrounds us. It
fuses each bone in my rib cage into one granite shield.

I don't know what to do.

I open the door and we are bowled over by a hot humid squall of air. I dive

over it slamming my finger into the 'on' button. Heroic fans churn to life, taunting
the fiery squall. Ely wipes flat streams of sweat from his flushed gray face. His
yarmulke holds him up. I hand him the chair and he drops into the hard plastic.

It's too hot.

I'm really worried.

I talk. Words I need to be calm and stable come out writhing and wiggling. I
ask him to honor his body, to listen, to explore stillness and rest if he needs. An
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urgency propels jittery words from me. They squiggle around him and hover.
Please hear me.
Please.

Authentic Movement revolves around what you need, think, feel in the present

moment. Ely bobs his head up and down. I want to do this right for your research.
I find a clear stable sentence in my feet. You are far more important than my
study. The beauty of our work together is it allows, requires actually, for

everything you are - thinking, feeling, sensing, choosing - in the moment, to be
present. It is where we start. We can honor all of you right now in this moment.
Yes? He tips his head to the left and smiles.

I breathe.
I inhale into my toes, exhaling gentleness, trust, and peace. I offer Ely my

plans for this session, covered in pleas for self-care. I lead him through a guided
meditation, exploring his breath, body, thoughts, feelings, and sensations

nonverbally. His eyelids droop onto overworked cheekbones. He gently wiggles
each body part as I name it. I am slow and delicate, my voice softly leads him
around the edges of his being first before moving inside. I invite him to shift and
wiggle until his entire body is comfortable. A smile bulges his hollow cheeks and
he moves, adjusts, and settles. His upper back cuddles into the chair, his tired
shoes walk his feet an inch in front of his knees.
Time shouts in my ear YOU ARE LATE.

AGAIN.

Shhhhh.

Shhhhh.

I shoosh it with my right hand. Minutes fly by, time burns a hole in the
center of my palm. I decide to combine the warm-up with the mirroring exercise.
He nods and we begin.

He leads, I follow. His head turns slow circles around his neck. His words,

describing motion and sensations, come milliseconds before his movement as he
leads me from head to waist. I watch and move, feeling the presence of a

deepening relationship between his words and his movement. At his waist, motion
vanishes. I feel relaxed and soothed, cooler thanks to the air conditioner. There
is a little pain in my temple, but good. He clasps his hands together as if he is

done warming up. I feel disconnected and curious about this severance of upper
and lower body. I invite him to try this same exercise in his lower body. His eyes
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close and his feet spring into action, stepping over one another, taking turns
sliding under the chair. One snakes around a chair leg, the other unwraps and

bounces, then slithers under and through. No words. Quick antsy feet. My heart
spins in my rib cage as his feet carry his body away from his chair and into the

space. I breathe and invite words to accompany his moving lower body, hoping his
voice will naturally slow and stabilize his feet.
His yarmulke leads him back to the chair, dropping his body into its hard

plastic. His nose wrinkles as electricity fires behind his eyes. His speech is vague
and disconnected from his movement. His toes push him to standing. Heels pull

him across the space, he spins in circles on top of his toes. I see his yellow ashen
face flush with pink, his shoulders sag over his waist as his feet scatter beneath
him. He pauses. Words flop out; if I follow his words, I am lost. His feet and legs
spiral and cross. I wonder if they are lost too. I ask him to find an ending. His

heels carry him to his chair, peeling away from the carpet until he is balancing on
the balls of his feet. He tries to sit without falling. His pelvis betrays him and he
crashes, a nervous smile giggles from his Adam's apple.
Oh gosh, is he taking care of himself?
Can I trust him?

I highlight the space between speaking and moving, inquiring about his

awareness in these moments.

I'm trying to challenge myself to think of more complicated things to do,

because new things challenge the brain and cause growth, I think.

I fill with agreeable admiration of his desire to challenge and search for
ways to increase complexity. It is a pursuit I am intimately familiar with. I empty as

regret and doubt slam into my belly. I churn over my detailed explanations of this
research, of the brain.

Is he doing this to please me? Is there space to honor simplicity?

Each second fills me with new thoughts, worries, or wonders.
Air dives into my nauseous jumping belly. I exhale gentleness and self-care

for both of us as we transition into Authentic Movement. My vocal chords vibrate
a deep, slow tone that calms me as it glides into the room. We stand and move to
the side of the space. A brown table stretches long against our legs, the air

conditioner spins cool air between us. Ely collapses into the table. I offer him a
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chair. He springs into vertical, vigorously shaking his head no. I breathe.
When you are ready to begin, I invite you to make eye contact with me,

then step into the space and move following your inner impulses. Notice your

physical movement, being aware of how you move your body in and through the
space.

Will this help him create a map of his experience?
Or am I limiting and directing too much?

A goal of Authentic Movement is to follow your impulses, listen to your body,
honor it, and make intentional choices. All movement, all sounds, all of you is

welcome in this room. At the end of thirty seconds . . . words over flowing, a never
ending fountain of sound.
He nods.

Please take care of yourself.
I'm worried about his headache.

His face is so pale.

Authentic Movement can look differently depending on your needs . . .
Stop Ande.
Let go.

The table pushes against his thigh. A breath fills his chest forcing his head

backwards. His eyes find mine as a smile curves around his hollow cheeks. A smile
drops into my throat filling it with space and gentleness. He steps into the space,
one leg crossing far over the other. I breathe into my erratically flapping heart.
Quick movements pour into the space. Stringy spirals spin frantically in
the hollow of my throat. His pale face lags behind quick stepping feet.

Will I be able to remember?

Am I not trusting his judgment and ability to take care of himself?
I hope I am able to remember.

Thirty second pass. His movement slowly unfolds into an ending. His chair
finds him and our eyes meet. Trickles of sweat frame his yellowy pink cheeks, hot
tears burn the backs of my eyes. I am filled with such depth of emotion, such

gratitude to be here witnessing his journey. He speaks, bringing his own inner
witness into the present moment.

Well, I walk into the space cross legged to challenge myself. If you challenge
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oneself it can cause growth or I hope it causes growth.
Hmmm . . . maybe try “if I challenge myself . . .”

Yes, if I challenge myself it can cause growth. If one challenges oneself it is good
for the brain, due to the fact that it is new. I also swayed.
I am swaying . . .

His right hand covers his heart as he begins to rock, a slow sway starting a
second above his hip bone. So, I am swaying and there is a sense of freedom. I

don't know if there really is, but there is sense of freedom that is nice, that one
can move in any way one wants to. A sense of relaxation and space and it feels

good to move in any way one wants. It also takes a sense of initiative, if you have
to decide on challenging things to do, it takes some initiative which is good for my
treatment goals.

I listen. Nervous spiraling worries pull my attention away, my brain quickly

reviews his movement to refresh my memory. I drift in and out of this relationship.

I return to the present by grounding myself in his swaying as he speaks, mirroring
it until I feel weightless. I breathe into my toes and let his words flow into my body.
Please breathe.

Please be enough.
His words float into the space and hover. He rocks. He is upright,

coherent, alive. I breathe.

Would you like witnessing?

He presses his feet into the ground, his right hand caresses his heart.
Yes I would like witnessing.
I see you step into the space crossing one leg very far over the other. As I

watch you, I feel a sense of difficulty – I don't know if it is difficult for you and it
doesn't look like you are struggling but as I watch you, I feel my own muscles

tensing. I am holding my breath a little and am really concentrating on each step.
His smiles grows, his head bobs bouncily as I name my own sense of
difficulty and concentration.

I hope this is OK.

I see you return to the place where you began and I wonder if you are

finished moving. A sense of excitement fills my body, I do not know what is going
to happen next.
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Ely smiles and nods. His cheeks brighten with strawberry sparkles.
You turn quickly and walk crossing one leg in front of the other and kicking

your feet out to the side. I see you move your legs really quickly in many different
directions. Again I have a sense of difficulty in my body.

His smile stretches to the edges of the room, his black yarmulke tips his

head forward and back.
I see your legs slow and stop. You begin swaying side to side, reaching out

with your left arm and then your right arm. You bend your knees, then sway. I ask
you to bring your movement to a close. I see you twisting and swaying, moving

slowly backwards to the chair. I have sense, or I tell myself, you are taking all the
time you need.
We journal. I scribble. Ely draws pastel pictures with ink words scrawled

over the top. As I gather our notebooks, markers, and oil pastels, Ely tells me

about his picture . I wonder about a connection between his drawing, his words,
and our time together.
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August 18, 2009
Hot humid air tumbles into me. I greet the box in the window, inhaling

deeply as the fans whirl to life. A low hum swirls into the corner behind me, in
between the table and the plum colored wall. The room is a patchwork of stuff

and space. Air spins around me as I breathe, inviting trust, healing, and presence
into the space, into the relationship. I am ready.
We walk past unassuming lockers and windows blinking at the busy street

below. A flurry of chatter spins from both of us. It is a mixture of curiosity, small
talk, relationship building, silence avoidance, and present moment assessments.
He answers in long detailed sentences that branch off and come back, creating
long vines that dangle between us.
We enter the room and organize our belongings. I breathe stillness into my

spinning throat. I pick through his words while slowing mine. dizzy. happy.

wonderful. at peace. I invite him to listen to his body. Rampant words burst from
his belly. A cultural discussion ensues. No pain no gain, right? His right hand

carves quick circles. A sliver of silence passes between us as his eyes drop softly
towards his feet. A whisper tiptoes from his chest . . . sometimes, I don't know

what my body needs, I don't know what it is saying. His words hover between us
before they sink deeply into the marrow of my bones. His eyes meet mine, his
hands wrap around one another.

It is a learning process, a part of what the practice of Authentic Movement

attempts to develop. It is why we close our eyes and try to listen, learning the

language of the body. It takes time and patience and practice. Maybe our warmup can be centered around listening and getting to know your body?
Ely tips his head in agreement.

An uninterrupted current of energy carries us into the mindful body scan,

to a warm-up, in and out of the mirroring exercise, into an ending. Each exercise
weaves seamlessly into the next. Ely asks each body part how it is doing, what it
needs. His body answer with motion – his arms lengthen and tip like the wings of
an airplane as the spaces between his ribs yawn. I invite his words. He stretches

and bends as murky words travel alongside him. Words block the flow of energy,
his body stutters. Smooth spontaneity resumes when Ely answers his questions

in a language of pure movement. His feet respond - taking large sideways steps,
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his torso swims in liquid side curls, his arms swing in front and back. He steps
forward and back each step slower than the one before. Two brown shoes stop
inches in front of me. A rubbery body arrives a second later. His eyes meet mine
and I breathe into my belly. A breath sits high in his chest.

We move from our chairs to the space where we begin Authentic

Movement. Our session so far has been one ongoing, uninterrupted flow of plum
colored melodies, humming fans, and interpersonal energy.

He watches my eyes. My fluttering fingers help me explain Authentic

Movement as I have done before. His fingertips hang long against his legs. He tips
his head to left, nodding as I speak. A smile pushes his eyebrows and as a

lopsided grin bubbles my right cheek. Soft curls plunge his head forward into the
space. His body follows, his shoes tumble in last. Air spins in the hollow of my
throat, spinning faster and faster as my muscles tighten into a shield.

I want to protect him . . . he said he was . . . DIZZY
Trust and Breathe.

Please let him stay safe
please let me remember.

Thirty stretched out seconds weave in and around Ely's spins and spirals.
A slow voice rides on my breath and curls into his ears, it nudges him toward an

ending. Eyes, head, neck, torso, hips, legs, and feet snap around to face me. My
breath catches abruptly in my chest. His body stops in one long unit, his eyes

find mine. I'm done. Two smiles, separately connected, find our faces. He speaks.
I step into the space and move my legs forward and backward and side to
side. It feels like floating. It feels good, it feels like riding on top of waves, and the
currents. One does not have to make anything move. One's own power is there
which creates energy . . .

Mmm. . . maybe try “my own power is here, which creates . . .”
Yes. My own power is here . . . I feel a sense of excitement, I don't have to

exert my own power. . . The waves, with the air conditioner on and blowing . . . It
feels good. A sense of excitement. One feels . . .
I feel . . .

I feel a sense of excitement. I don't have to exert my own power, one can
use the energy and the currents around to move.
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Wrinkles in the palm of his right hand soften into his left. Flushed pink
cheeks bubble underneath a red smile. I offer witnessing.

The shifting tones of my voice build the architecture of his experience.
I see you look into my eyes, raise your eyebrows and smile. I feel a sense of

familiarity, this has occurred before and I smile back at you. You step into the

space, one foot in front of the other. Your head is in front of your body as you
step in the space, it looks as if you almost tumble into the space.

I hope this is not a projection.

Am I seeing him tumble or am I tumbling?

I feel weightless and dizzy as I witness.

You walk along an arced path to the chairs. As I see you step, your upper
body moves back and forth on top of your legs. I am curious. I have a sense of

lightness in my body. You move through the space like this for awhile . . .You walk
a few steps forward, stop, spin on one foot then spin on the other. Mmmm, I see

you face the tables and stretch your torso side to side, then forward and back. . .
. I ask you to bring your movement to a close and you turn to face me quickly. . .
I finish and wonder if my witnessing is too ornate. I notice the time, for the

first time today. Minutes and seconds have spun away from me. I breathe into the
air swirling in the hollow of my throat as I hand Ely his journal. Air lengthens his

spine, cushioning each vertebrae into a soft curve. A vibrant drawing flows from
his fingertips to the page and the stages of life appear on the paper.

Words stream through a soft smile. The rain goes down into the mountains,

the trees and plants sprout . . . Basically, you pick yourself up and move on,
things keep growing, you know . . .

Wonder trickles into my bones. Goose bumps follow cascading chills over

my skin.

How is this connected to our session?
So metaphorical.

People with hardships, you know like people who have had strokes, they are also
nourished through help. Nourishment like [this program], different kinds of help,
like working with you, encourages and redirects the neurons, and the neural

process in the mind and body. You know the whole right side of my body was
incapacitated, and now it isn't. Our movements in this session remind me of this.
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Moving my arms, swaying, bending, like we are the trees, getting struck by
lightning. . . .

Lightening jolts my body as images of Ely swaying back and forth flash

behind my eyes. Bolts zing through my rib cage, bouncing into hard bones. Ely

smiles. He stacks his journal on top of markers on top of oil pastels and hands me
the precariously balanced pile.
His shoulders sink and settle into his skin, his neck grows longer. He pulls a

breath into his belly. I breathe. Exhales escort us into the hallway, around the

screeching elevator, past inquisitive lockers and snooping windows, flowing us
into an ending of separate directions.
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August 20, 2009
I move lightly through the purply space. The air conditioner hums lovely

cool air through slatted teeth, through the crowd of inanimate things, into my
skin. I welcome the presence of the unknown in this moment, in our session. I

inhale focus and grounding, healing and trust. I exhale. My bones are ready, the
room is ready, I am ready.
We start quickly. Nervous chatter is abnormally absent. We sit and focus

efficient streamlined sentences at each other. Ely outlines his morning in crisp

vowels and consonants. Exercise, Bartenieff Fundamentals, dance therapy. The
activities of his morning have been plentiful. I guide him through a mindfulness

exercise revolving around the five senses, orienting him to himself in the present
moment. His eyes and mouth close as he nonverbally explores his breath, body,
sounds, smells, tastes, and touches. A sliver of a smile nudges his eyes open.
They drink in the space with obedient curiosity.

Wow, he really stayed nonverbal and internally focused today.

I race the clock, combining a light warm-up with the mirroring exercise.
Mirroring and speaking breaks his flow . . . why are we doing this today?
Think Ande.

To increase his awareness of his lower body . . . only lower body . . . yes.

Seconds scurry by as his feet jump into action, wrapping around the chair,

bouncing across the floor in a quick, complicated canter. His spine presses into
the back of the chair, curling behind his pelvis. His upper body is frozen. My

heart flutters as my eyes bounce from one leg to the next. I invite his words to
accompany his legs. His legs stop as movement filled sentences arrange and
rearrange themselves behind his eyes. His legs lag far behind his words,

sometimes attaching to their description, sometimes adventuring off on their own.
His lower body stops abruptly as his torso springs into side stretches, his arms
softly carve gentle circles in the space. I ask him to experiment. Moving and
speaking with eyes closed, repeating with eyes open. I ask about his experience.
When my eyes are closed, I am trying to get a sense of the space and am

trying hard to keep my balance. I am also trying to visualize the different things I
want to do in my mind. With my eyes closed I visualize first. I have to think more
about what body parts can move in different ways. It is a new world due to the
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darkness and learning how to move. A closed world because of the darkness.
How does this relate to mover consciousness?

Is this important and necessary or is it breaking the flow?
Wait? Did I forget about his lower body?

My toes curl into the floor trying to unhook my brain from this discussion.
An enticing conversation tempts us into new and interesting territory, important
but far off the path we are following. I gently lead us back.

What guides you through this dark world during the warm-up?

Well, my senses. The arms on the chair provide physical touch and safety. The air
conditioner blows on me, I can determine where I am at in space if I move to one
side or the other. It hits the skin in a different place. And I use your voice and
guidance. And I use my memories.

The complexity and depth of his description zaps my synapses with

electric shivers. Silence seeps into my throat as I imagine using the air conditioner
to locate my body in space.

Have I been selling him short?
This is present moment awareness or maybe mover consciousness – right?

He tips his head to the left and smiles. A desire for him to be more directive
in our sessions gnaws at my rib bones. I introduce Authentic Movement with a

twist. I offer him two choices. He swats them away like pesky flies. I ask him to
take a minute and make a choice. A smile wraps around his ears as he shakes his
head at me. He pulls a shallow breath into his chest and exhales his answer. I

would little more guidance during the Authentic Movement, if that is ok for you?
Holding onto the heels of our initial sensation filled minutes, I offer him a

paper filled with words. I ask him to choose a word that either describes a

sensation he is feeling now, has felt in the past, or is drawn to exploring today.
Ten fingers tighten around the white paper. His eyes slide diligently over each

letter as his feet carry him away from me. Two elbows snap straight, the paper
floats into the brown table as vibrations shoot like lightening from his fingertips
through his arms, into his body. My heart pops, thumping into my rib cage.

What is happening?

I am a little scared.

Why am I scared? I don't know.
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Do I let this go . . . or is it the ultimate expression of Authentic Movement?
My heart squeezes as he vibrates above the floor. A soft timid voice

tiptoes from me. What is your word? His vibrations stop as a voice starting in his
toes, steps into the room.

My word is tremor. Actually vibration. But it reminds me of tremors – is that ok?
I blink. My throat feels tight. My eyelids won't stop blinking.
Breathe.

It reminds me of seizures. Seizures I have had in the past, not now, in the past.

BREATHE.

Would you like to explore this vibratory, tremor sensation during
Authentic Movement?
Yes.

Five fingers motion him over to our beginning spot. A discombobulated

explanation of Authentic Movement quivers out of me. Pieces of it retain clarity
and he nods at familiar words. I struggle to describe my intentions.

Please brain – slow down.
I string words into chunks, fitting them together in a real-time puzzle. Ely

assists. We volley instructions back and forth until we are both clear. I ask him to
use his word as inspiration, as a seed from which to grow and explore. The goal is
to follow, or choose not to follow, any impulses, sensations, feelings, thoughts
that come from this word. He nods. Our eyes meet.

Our eyes feel held by an ethereal thread. I look into them and wonder. A

lump in my throat turns over and over as I peer into windows holding the
deepness of his life. Minutes and seconds stop, our eyes hold on.

I wonder if this will be the movement for today.
Is he confused? Did I confuse him?

His eyebrows lift, bunching his forehead. Protective shoes hug his ankles.

He stands, his eyes close. Times swirls like a tornado. I feel anchored to floor as I
see Ely lengthening into the ceiling and ground at once. His eyes open and find
me. I will begin now. I pull a breath deep into my feet and nod.

Expectations build in my belly. He moves contrary to them, shining a

spotlight into my awareness as I realize I have expectations. They disintegrate as
he moves. I watch, my bones watch, my skin settles into my bones as movement
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flows from him. It pours from his bones through every cell of his body and spills
out. His movement holds time at bay, the room morphs into minute-less space. I
ask him to find an ending and he does, maintaining a mesmerizing timelessness.
His eyes find mine, we smile.

Waves of shock ripple through me as he speaks of his experience. Shock

waves spotlighting expectations I created. Expectations unmet. He describes an
experience I am not aware of. He speaks. I listen.
I walk, I sway. Up, down, side to side.

Umm . . . what? I do not remember this.

It gave me a sense of flexibility. The flexibility caused by moving in any way one
wants.
In any way I want . . .

As I was moving throughout space, I was thinking about relaxation . . . At ease,
unencumbered, relaxed, nothing to worry about. The slower the movement, the
more attuned one is. Sometimes my swaying was slower.

I don't remember any swaying.
Did I forget?

No.

I don't know what he is talking about.

The faster I went the more fleeting; slower felt more permanent. I think movement
is comforting, especially in these movements. It is a way to internalize what is
about you, around you, introspective.
Thunder explodes in my body.

Why is this not connected?
Did the sensation word trigger a trauma?
Is this why this is so different?

I breathe deep into my belly as I our eyes meet. A smile lifts his eyebrows.
He leans forward in his chair as I ask if he would like witnessing. He nods.

I see you step into the space, one foot in front of the other, leading with

your head. It feels familiar, reminding me of our session on Tuesday. You take a
few steps until you are near the chairs. I see you walk, or shuffle rather, forward

almost to the partition, back to the wall, and then back to the partition. You stop
in the middle and hop on your right foot. Hop on your left foot.

A smile bursts onto his face, his head bobs up and down vigorously. His
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hands wrap around each other, shaking with what I imagine is excitement.
I am curious about this moment. I see you walk again to the partition,

leading with your head as you turn and walk the other way. When you reach the
wall, I can't remember exactly what you do, do you remember? Mmm, I think I
recall you stretching – is that familiar?

A smile swims onto his face, he nods.
Oh yes, I remember. . . I see you stretch side to side and bend forward.

You walk slowly towards the partition and tables. Your arms wrap around each
other and tightly into your body.

Sadness climbs into my throat as I witness this moment both as he was

moving and now again, as I speak. My skin snuggles me tight, hugging loneliness
and loss into my belly. I do not share this with him.

You walk almost to the table, stop and rise up onto your toes then squat

down. You repeat this three times. I am filled with amazement as I watch you rise
onto your toes and squat down without wobbling. I have a sense of control and

stability in my legs. I see you stand and turn towards me and meet my eyes. I see
you smile. I smile too.

I breathe into my belly as I finish. His chest expands with air as he leans

forward. My brain spins with wonder as neurons snap and sizzle. I breathe and

extinguish the sparks. I catch a glimpse of my watch as I find our journals. Shock
burns my blood, blasting me back into a world where time boils rapidly. We are

late. I breathe and hand Ely his journal. Pictures and words drift onto his page. I
scribble furiously, my hand matching the erratic pace of my heart.
Ely blocks my speed with a deep rumbling voice. I stop and listen. Like an

artist, his words build a frame around his portrait. . . . unwanted out of control

seizures. . . In the past. Today, guided in-control movements gave me a sense of

serenity, like light at the end of the tunnel. It is, to a certain extent how I feel now,
how I want to feel in the future, and how I have felt in the past. A smile rides a
breath to his belly.
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August 25, 2009
A thick chartreuse odor ambushes me in the hallway. It reeks of bodily

fluids and despair. I slog through. The odor uses tiny fists to beat its way into me.
I find the door and claw my way into the room. New carpet and fresh paint smells
overwhelm my nose, the tiny fists replaced by balloons of solvent smells. I am

grateful for their presence. I shake my head, rattling away the unusual entrance,
and begin to move through my ritual. My eyes find the clock on the wall. The
hands are frozen at 10:15.

The clock is frozen?
How ironic.

Time literally stands still as the world outside rushes on. Literally stands
still. I walk through the space and breathe. Welcome healing energy and trust.

Inhale. Trust. Exhale. Trust. Inhale. Trust. This word rides insistently moves from
my feet to my fingertips. It wraps around my heart. Trust. I wonder about its
presence in my body today. I wonder.

TRUST
Ely and I chatter quickly as we walk past rows of beaten down lockers and

sad windows. We turn the corner and collide into a pungent human made obstacle
course. The thick smell, a gluey obnoxious fog, invades every nook and cranny. A
member of the elevator crowd butts in between us. He spits words at us and we

attempt to dodge them gracefully. He nips our heels, begging for conversation. A
bright being in a wheelchair careens into us. We jump out of the way into another

who hurls a gurgled piercing scream in our faces. I am a suffocating pin ball being
bounced and battered. Ely's fingers flitter quickly, the muscles in his jaw tighten
and relax. Streams of sweat fall down his face. The door hurriedly beckons us. I

claw it open and we leap in. I slam it shut and lean back into it, breathing the new
carpet and fresh paint smells deep into my bones.

What is going on today?
Ely stands in the center of the room, his neck lost in his shoulders.

Sometimes I wonder why I am even here. He pastes a lackluster smile on his face.
It does not tug at the corners of his eyes, it does not raise his cheeks. His eyes

glisten. I peer into two deep pools of melancholy, mystery, and things to share.
Profound sadness pours into my chest. Although the disruptions in our
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commute put us minutes behind schedule, I challenge the frozen clock and trust
the spaciousness of this moment. I invite Ely to say more. He speaks in parallel
sentences. His heart forms a sentence of his truth and sends it outward. The
other sentence is rote, full of carefully crafted lexicon. I want to swat this

sentence out into the hallway, my heart stops me. Trust. Trust welcomes both
sentences into this room.
The frozen clock jabs me in the ribs. My watch shakes as seconds rush by.

Is this enough?

We need to move on.

A pause full of grace slips in between his sentences. He nods, smiles, and
gestures to the chairs. I breathe into the pause and exhale the plan for the day.
Stability anchors us as we settle into a routine. Mindfulness check-in. He names
sensations in his fingers, uses his hands to explore his lower body. It is familiar

and reminiscent of previous sessions. I guide his attention towards sounds in the
room to modulate from internal to external awareness. His eyes open abruptly,

his voice bursts from his mouth. He smiles as he describes the sounds of the air
conditioner as a comfortable flatness he has gotten used to and enjoys. He

smiles, pointing to his strong, stable, straight trunk. Feelings of relaxation are
present alongside a little bit of stress in his feet. He wraps each body sensation in
a translucent balloon and releases it into the space.

His FEET. He named sensations without me attempting to elicit them.
Something is happening today.
I am tingling.
I poke, curious if he is able to discern, on a body level, relaxation versus

tension. His response dazzles me, my heart sparkles. Well, my heart is not

pounding, like it was earlier due to my jog here. Yes, my body gives me the

message that I am relaxed when my heart is not pounding like it was earlier.
Wow.
My feet drink in the floor, my head buzzes. His shoulders soften as he

walks his heels an inch in front of him. Faded leather bounces away from black
rubber soles pressing deeply into carpet. I gather his spoken sensations and lead
a warm-up. He flutters, finding resonance in tingling fingers. I try on his

movements first before experiencing the sensations in my own way. Strength and
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stability manifest in his body as pressure. His hands knead his thighs like dense
bread dough. He moves smoothness by decreasing his pressure into soft

caresses. His fingers gently graze the pale skin of his hand and arm. He tries on
fluidity as his fingers trace a line from shoulder to fingertips and beyond. Ely

sways as his fingers lead the bones of his arms into a swim. The soles of his shoes
lead him through space, maintaining a solid connection with the floor as his torso
twists and his arms spiral. He chooses to flutter again. His sternum initiates,
flutters radiate from this bony landmark like a rainbow of brightly colored

ribbons out and beyond his fingertips. They slow naturally, his arms drop lightly
to his sides, his feet turn a half circle until he faces me.

I am moving as a bird, fluttering through the air, riding on currents, being carried.
Not having to exert one's own energy. It gives me feelings of support.

My heart smiles softly, the corners reaching
into the edges of my collarbones.

We flutter in our unique ways to the side of the room, carried by currents

of churning fans. I introduce Authentic Movement. He smiles, meets my eyes and
dives into the space. I will move for two minutes.

Um . . .
ok.

He runs with abandon, a long curve from his tailbone to his head rolls his body
over his legs as he races to the partition.

He is moving too fast. What if he can't remember?
Can I remember?

Uncomfortable prickles in my belly irritate the voice whispering in my head.

My eyes watch him as he moves, my heart listens to the warm whisper.

Trust.

Trust in this.

Trust now.

From somewhere deep in my bones, I Trust. My fears settle, still present
but held by my skin. I watch his movement unfold from my perch in between

tables. Two movement filled minutes pass, my heart races and slows, races and
slows as each second turns into the next.

Please let this be ok.
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TRUST.
Thunder growls in my belly. A moment before it claps, he naturally slows

into an end. The last second turns over and Ely's eyes meet mine. He stands near
his chair, his short wispy curls peek out from underneath his yarmulke, framing
his face. Strawberry painted cheeks compliment redness pooling in his fingers.

Our eyes remain connected, his hands move together in front of his sternum and
he bows. I feel warmth in my fingers as I bow. He tilts his head and smiles. I ask him
to speak about his experience, perhaps tracking his physical movements to help
orient and provide landmarks. I ask him to speak in present tense, bringing the
experience into this present moment, increasing consciousness. I ask him to
speak the way we practiced speaking during the mirroring exercises.
Stop words.

Let him speak already.
Trust.

Words stream from his mouth, carving his adventure in the space between.
Stillness seeps into my cells as I listen.
I did many movements today.

Yes, yes, yes you did.

Moving about in many different ways. It is reflective of one being in a

forest. Are you speaking of yourself? Yes. Ah . . . maybe try “I am in a forest.”
I am in the forest, like a deer searching for berries tasty, healthy, and

sweet. I am looking for them, going back and forth, back and forth, side to side.
Sometimes I see something. I stop. I look, I eat them. . . . I'm searching back and
forth for berries, perhaps they will be under this bush. They have a sweet smell

and I am breathing in the deep smell of the blossom that hasn't beared fruit . . . As
you saw, I was searching back and forth, swaying up, jumping up to see if there

were any berries. In all seriousness, I was able to look for them by moving about
the way I did. The branches scratch you as you look. All in all it was a very
enjoyable, a very healthy work out. Very healthy.

Oh my gosh . . .

Stillness intertwines with traveling goose bumps. They run over my body in

waves as I sit and absorb his words, revisiting his movement in my imagination. I
pull a breath from behind me deep into my belly, exhaling it off to the side.
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Would you like witnessing?
He tilts his head to the left and treads his feet. Yes, I would like witnessing.

A smile wraps around his ears. I breathe through my skin.

Trust.

My words find the edges of his experience. He colors the spaces between.
I see you run into the space toward the partition and table. I am stepping
through the branches, going through crevices, going deep down into places
people haven't been before. Your steps are heavy, I hear them as you run

forwards, backwards, in circles. I'm searching for an open space, spaces that

haven't been explored by people ever, those deep places. You kick your legs out
in front of you, turning circles, kicking behind you. I hate to say it but I am moving
the branches out from in front of me.

You walk, slowly, towards the air conditioner and look up. I notice myself

taking a deep breath as your pace slows down. I am seeing the berries in
different places. You repeat this a few times, walking slowly in different

directions, pausing and looking up. I see you jump up and stretch your neck and
chin upwards. I feel a sense of excitement in my body, in my chest, as I see you
jump. I am also aware of my neck and its length. You jump, run to a new space,

jump again, run to a new space. Yes, I am jumping up to reach berries that I see.
Then I am seeing more berries and running and jumping to get them.

I see you sway, bringing your arms wide and straight in front of you as you

place your hands together, palms touching. You bend down and it looks like you
are poking down around your side, the other side, and in front of you. I am
looking for the open space, reaching down to find the berries. I am looking for

those open spaces that have not been touched by humans before, those deep
places.

I see you run again, similar to the way you were running in the beginning.

You run to the tables, turn a little circle, jump in the air, and turn back around.
You move to the chair. Your eyes find mine as your hands press together in front
of your chest. I see you bow forward. Warmth fills my heart as I bow in response.

I can't believe this just happened.

He witnessed himself in my words.
We journal. Time leaves us choking in cloud of dust. I scribble as waves of
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goose bumps continue to wash over me.
Have I been cutting off his process by ending it early?

I breathe. A smile opens my heart and I am filled with wonder.
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August 27, 2009
Raindrop tears rest behind my eyes. One by one tears drop in shimmers . .

. drip drip dripping. My heart struggles to beat, it sinks in a pool of empty.
I am leaving after this session

Can I be present today?

driving to a funeral

My heart hurts.
Soft places in my body pour into room. Soft cool air hesitantly welcomes

me in. I travel around the space, inhaling and stepping, inviting healing into the
room. I invite presence. Trust. Authenticity.

Something is missing.

My bones hold emptiness. They ache.
What is missing?

Cool, gentle air follows me, perching on my shoulder as I complete my
ritual. It tickles my ear and beckons me to follow. I follow and find the air

conditioner with downcast eyes. Its silence deafening. The room is not hot. It is
not needed. On a whim my finger softens into the button, the fans roll around
themselves and spin a low lovely hum into the emptiness. I snuggle into their hums.
My bones settle. I breathe my own presence deep into my body.

Trust.

You have found yourself.
Be with him.

We find our chairs. We chatter. A cautious chatter. We form fragile

sentences, stringing them along an invisible tight rope. Our time together must
end soon. Worries sprout and multiply in his head, bouncing in his skull until they

spin into a tsunami between us. His hands flutter, flinging worries into the storm. I
invite his worries into my left shoulder and hold them. They are familiar and

remind me of my own worries spinning in the hollow of my throat. Is he enough,
has he done enough, is he right or wrong? I cradle them in the space underneath
my collar bone. I thread reassurances to him, hoping they will find a spot to land. I
offer my own gratitude for his participation in this work. I will miss him.

I will miss you. One other, on the other side of this relationship, will feel the

same way.

My heart, floating in its pool of tears, finds a life jacket. Laughter bubbles
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from my throat, bouncing into the chuckles from his chest. The tsunami of
worries spin to the corner and his cheeks soften, his fingers clasp in front of his
belly.

The clock snickers, its hands immobile. Seconds sprint ahead, daring me to

try and streamline this session.

Breathe. Be here now. Follow him.
My heart leads, guiding him into his breath, deeper into his body. His face

wrinkles in concentration as we move from head to toe. His hands glide over his
thighs as I verbally guide him to explore his lower body. Creases in his palms

press into khaki pants. His right hand finds his heart as we follow the growing and
shrinking of his breath. My right hand finds my heart. I provide space for him to
speak, in movement or words, before we warm-up.

His eyelids melt into each other. His head falls forward pulling his torso

along, as if he is falling asleep. His black yarmulke jerks the top of his head up
and back. It falls forward again, again, and again. Time stands still. Muscles

around my chest tighten, thick tar slides into my throat. I can't breathe. One
rebellious minute passes, finding motion in the frozenness of time.

Is something wrong?

He did have a headache – is he having another stroke?
Breathe Ande.

My internal alarm screeches in tune with the high pitched squealing

elevator bell. Black tar in my throat suffocates worries brewing in my belly. A
squeaky voice hesitantly streams from my nose . . . What is happening for you
right now?

Silence. As if a cocoon has been spun around his body, my wire of shrill

words are unable to reach him. His head falls, torso follows. Black yarmulke jerks
him upright. Silence.

I don't know what to do. Where is he? Where did he go?.
I'm scared. Really scared.

Find someone to help.

My feet float inches above the floor. He breathes a long deep spiraling

breath into his belly. He blinks. Words ride his breath as it spirals from his belly.
In my upper torso, I took the time to rest and it feels rejuvenated. I also got in
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touch with parts I didn't know I had. I feel relaxed.
His words dissolve the sludgy tar in my throat, oxygen swims madly into my

lungs. My feet sink into the floor while muscles gripping my rib cage relax into a
tender hug.

Ahh. . . OK. He is back.

I attempt to elicit body sensations that tell him he is relaxed. He spoke so clearly
of them in the session before. His body retreats to its cocoon. He spins

tangential stories filled with past memories. I'm relaxed when I'm running on the
treadmill. I'm relaxed now. Serene. At peace. Is there a difference? How does

your body let you know you are feeling relaxed? I keep fishing until I catch a little
piece of awareness. My body has time to slow down. I feel relaxed when my body
has time to slow down.

What should I do?
WE ARE ALREADY LATE

I can't be late today.

Breathe Ande, breathe.

Be here now, in this moment with him.
I lasso two minutes before they sprint ahead. I lead Ely through a

progressive muscle relaxation, curiously intent on uncovering awareness of
present body sensations, an awareness that has been vibrantly present in

previous sessions. I substitute this exercise for our traditional warm-up. I wind a
succinct explanation around him and begin encouraging his muscles into tension
and release from face to toes.

I feel very at ease when we release, to the point of almost being off guard.
At weakest point , exposed.

Vulnerability nestles in the muscled armor of my jaw and shoulders. His

eyes find mine and we connect in ease and weakness. My rusty jaw bone creaks

side to side, crumbling away red crunchy build-up. The humming fans witness our
softening, their presence comforting.
Ely scoots forward on his chair and uncoils his lower body into standing.

Nervous chatter accompanies us to the side of the space. His mischievous brown
shoes hug his feet as they shift weight from side to side. Distracting words

stumble in between us. The two toned fan captures our aimless chatter in its low
vibrations.
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I inhale and explain the process of Authentic Movement. His head bobs.
The tsunami of worries spin into him. How do you want me to move? I exhale the
twirling torrent back against the wall. I invite him to listen to his body, follow

impulses, make sounds if he wants to make sounds. I welcome all parts of him into
this moment, into this space, into our relationship. His eyes hold mine. His shoes
turn and teeter at the edge of the unknown. All parts of me are welcome here.
The “e” slips off his bottom lip and his head turns, his whole body stacking

on top of his feet. His head passes through vertical and continues on, pulling his
neck, torso, legs, and feet into the space. He moves for three minutes.

I am moving in space as a fish. Searching for food and escaping predators.

A barracuda. I'm not a barracuda, but one in the water is pursuing me. I don't
want to be his next meal. I am going into different crevices where he can't fit.

When I notice he is not there, I sprint out and look for food. . . . My speed and
alertness have increased which is a big issue. Many prey disguise or mimic their

surroundings. Many people in new situations can't tell the difference, they don't

know that prey disguise themselves. Therefore, speed and alertness is important
in understanding surroundings.
My heart is heavy.
I am the fish being pursued. There is a lot of stimuli in this place.
Yes.
I have learned and studied my surroundings and know what to look for. I've
learned to adapt and evade them, to move on. One has to learn to move on . . . I
have to learn to move on . . . Yes, I have to learn to move on. I am swaying back
and forth like a plant. I'm also going under rocks. Do you remember where you
are in the room or in movement when you are going under the rocks? Yes, I am by
the wall, here. There were certain openings – I would go through these openings.
What did this movement look like?
He re-embodies movements from his experience.
My heart softens.
When I'm doing this, I'm visualizing a coral reef . . . . I created myself and
developed different movements I haven't done before. I have to think of ways to
move differently. It's like a puzzle being built as you are moving. You don't have
the picture in front of you, but you are building it as you go along. A puzzle in
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progress, you know.
Mmm . . . would you like witnessing? I want to tell you about my movements.

Oops. I thought he was finished.

We are late . . . Please slow down time. Please.

I am doing poky movements when I am picking off sponges from fire coral. Ok, I
am done now.

We are late, late so very very late.

I can't be late today. Should I skip my witnessing? What do I do?
NO. Slow down. Breathe.

Witness him, it is important, it is part of the process.
The low hum of the air conditioner vibrates, I have a sense of being held
and supported from the inside out. The room contains us, two bodies on this
journey in this moment.

Would you like witnessing? Yes. Yes. Yes I would like witnessing.

My eyes catch my watch. Ely's voice lurches. You didn't see that. It's ok.
We have time. I fight my desire to rush.
Trust him Ande.

Take this time.

I breathe into my knees, finding a deep calm voice resting in my belly. I

offer witnessing.

I see you walk into the space, leading with your head, arms to the sides.

You walk from the wall to the partition over and over again

As I witnessed during his movement and as I witness him now I am
mesmerized and calm as I see him walk slowly, timelessly, from one end of the
room to the other.

I see you begin to kick your legs in front of you, then behind you. You

start running. I am swimming and kicking things out of my way. I see you move

toward me, close to the air conditioner. You turn and swim with your arms. I am
curious and wonder if you are on an adventure today.

As I watched him, from my place wedged between two tables, my own

memories of swimming, weightlessness, and love of water wash over me.

I see you swim to the corner and turn. Your arms come together palms

touching. You quickly spoke your arms and hands down to your right side, left
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side, in front of you. It is a quick motion and I am amazed at how quickly you move
from standing, to squatting, to standing while twisting. Is the place you speak of –
when picking sponges off the sea floor? Yes, I am picking up sponges off the sea
floor, being careful of not to touch the fire coral.

You repeat this movement then move quickly towards me. Our eyes meet

and you ask if you are finished. I give you the choice of ending or continuing. I
see you enter the space the same way you did when you began and walk the same
pattern from the wall to the partition. You swim and repeat the spoking movement
from earlier. I ask you to find an ending, taking all the time you need. I see you

move ever so slowly towards me, as you bend and scoop things up. I tell myself
you are picking something up; I don't know if this is your experience. You reach
down one last time and pick something up, hold it in your hand and examine it
from all angles. You walk to table, open your palm, and shake it a little. I tell
myself you are releasing whatever you are holding onto. Our eyes meet.

I fling his journal at him seconds after my last words leave my mouth. I

vibrate with urgency. He refuses to be rushed. He carefully chooses each oil
pastel, pressing it deliberately onto his paper. My hand vibrates, unable to

release words, nervous about the time. My heart does not want to hurry him, it
beats steadily. My energy surrounds him like a snow plow. His feet yield into the
ground, his pelvis grows roots around his chair as his torso curls over his paper.
He will not be plowed. My heart is grateful for this refusal. It thumps beside his
stability, his choice to take up this time.

One hour and thirty minutes. Forty five minutes late. Two thousand, seven
hundred seconds behind.

I do not know how to make this more efficient.

Take up this time. You have permission. I do not know what else to do.
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September 1, 2009
Exhaustion blankets my body, a solemn weariness wrapped so tightly

around my skin that coaxing the slightest motion feels like waddling through an
ocean of clay. Billowing warm humid air cordially greets me. My heart lightens, my
bones settle into a ritualistic ease. I breathe and release carefully created

intentions into the space. I inhale and spread my arms wide, liquid wings opening
from my sternum. Air leaves my lungs and I fold into myself, my spine curling over
internal emptiness. Each vertebrae unfurls, capturing spaciousness as I
straighten. I am ready.

Take up the time

as much as we need.
I will not rush.
I'm scared

I hope this is ok.

He talks. Quick words. I catch and throw back. We sit as cyclonic chatter

surges from his throat. He asks for more sessions, more time to do it right.

Sadness trickles over my forehead, into my eyes, my nose lights on fire as I stuff
tears back into my body. Jittery energy spins around him. His right hands quickly
rises, settles, rises again. His head jerks from side to side. I acknowledge his

fears, breathing them into my bones and exhaling them back out. I direct slow

intentional words towards him. I hope their flexible strength will penetrate the
thick cloud of worry blanketing him.

Everything you are right now is enough.
I have all I need and more.
Please listen.

Anticipation of an ending looms menacingly. I pull air deep into my belly,
exaggerating the expansion of my lungs to encourage air to move in and out of

my body audibly. He tilts his head to the left, swirling worries pause and hover as
he automatically breathes alongside me. A shallow high breath poofs his chest.
We exhale, our air scoops suspended worries into a pile and lowers them to the

floor. We breathe. He settles, his upper back greets the back of the chair. Piled
worries scoot under my chair. Our eyes meet and we begin a mindfulness
exercise.

I guide. A voice in my heels travels up and out offering an invitation to close
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eyes and follow his breath. We travel through the front and back surfaces of the
body. I ask him to notice any sensations.

A sensation? I feel a sensation of support on my upper back, support from

the chair. Hmmmm . . . . like a feeling of pressure? No. I would rather call it
support.

Present, conscious sensations suspiciously enter the room. Support
nuzzles into his upper back, tingling flitters his fingers. His ten fingers spread

wide, pressing into his lower body as I ask him to explore his sacrum, hips, and
legs. He tilts his head to the left. His mouth opens, full of empty sound. I toss

descriptive sensation words to him, hoping one will fit. Yes, I feel light, gentle, and
feathery. Chatter invades the space as discussion of body sensations blubbers
forth. I breathe. Ely breathes, his chest rising in synchrony. Swirling chatter halts.

Find your feet.

In a low voice, I invite his breath into his feet, into the places making

contact with his shoes, with the floor. I am dipping my feet in black ink and
pressing them onto white paper.
An outline of his right foot appears as he traces its sole with his finger. He

circles his ankle, his right foot following obediently. It stops, falls to the floor, and
bounces. His left foot disappears into stillness.

Is he aware of his left foot?

Pent up chatter spills into the space. Brain injury . . . rehabilitation focused on

the weaker right side, overcompensation . . .The stroke was in the middle causing
damage to both sides of the body, but it primarily affected the right. Tingles
race over my skull, my face and into my shoulders. His wisdom flows forth,

honesty brews as his words reveal a neglected left side. I ask him to imagine
dipping his left foot in ink too, pressing a black outline into white paper. Two

feet, two outlines, one floor eager to support. I see him knead the floor with his
right foot, then left, stiffly rolling from toe to heel. His hands press into his knees,
a visible line of weight streams from his palms, down his shins, ankles, feet, into

the floor. I invite him to release his hands and maintain a connection to the floor.
His hands peel off his knees, skin, blood, muscle, bones. Arms float up

with feathery lightness. He tilts his head to the left, his feet yielding into the
ground. He settles back into the chair, his legs enlivened as his lower body
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nudges his upper body into alignment.
A warm-up bubbles from a fizzy spring of named sensations, sensations

afraid of being forgotten. My heart softens as I dip into this gurgling well of Ely's
body knowledge. The sensations arrange themselves before us, like stepping
stones – gentleness, support, pressure, tingling, light, soft. Ely chooses to

embody gentleness first. His fingers brush his cheeks and skin and as I watch,
overcome by an image of a mother. His gentle brushes remind me of being

mothered, being taken care of. He brings support into his body by pressing his
hands into his legs, his hands into the table, the sides of his arms into the wall.

The weight of his body spills into each surface. He uses his fingers to embody
tingling and I invite the tingles to move into different body parts and carry him
into the space. He walks. His feet and shins kick and quiver, turning him in small

circles that grow louder. Fast jagged circles. I breathe as I feel a dizziness creep
over me. He explores lightness and softness as his feet quiet, a sway curls into his
legs. His fingertips trace soft patterns onto his skin. His eyes close as his fingers

brush his cheek over and over again. My shoulders melt. I do not want to end this
experience. His hands linger on his cheek bones, his eyes open. He breathes into
his belly. I follow.

The air conditioner hums a two-toned lullaby as a calm, slow explanation

of Authentic Movement moves from me. It feels familiar and necessary. My eyes
catch the frozen clock, I check my watch. Time furiously races towards an
unknown finish line. We are late.

Take up time.
Breath nudges sounds from my vocal cords. My words snag branches of

worry as I invite him to move for five minutes.

It's OK. Take the time.

Our eyes meet. We inhale in synchrony. Breath releases and he bows his
head, turns, and walks slowly along the wall to the corner. I inhale his slowness,
my feet step backwards into a chair lodged between two tables. I sit, witnessing
movement unfold, layer by layer.

Five minutes stroll by filling up the length of a second.

Too long?

Have I made a mistake?
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I breathe into my feet. Ely turns, his eyes find mine. Oxygen fills my chest,
my ribs invite spaciousness as I look into his eyes. Smiles wander onto our faces.
He lowers his eyes and bows. I bow too. A breath spins high in his chest.
Would you like to speak of your experience?
His head falls to the side, eyes close.

Silence

Silence
Silence
Silence

Silence
Jagged unwelcome silence.

A minute stretched into the length of a day drifts between us. The pile of
worries explodes, an unwarranted volcano of fear blows my chair off the ground.
Um?

Is he ok?

Did I make a mistake?
Is five minutes too long?

Is he having another stroke? Um?
Breathe . . . keep breathing.
He tilts his head, his forehead and cheeks squash his eyes into a squint. I

am trying to remember. His head bobs hastily, his eyes pop open. An inhale

pushes his body back. My chair drops to the floor, worries deflate as my feet
reconnect with the ground. I breathe and listen. He begins.

My movements today were reflective of several different possibilities.
Some can possibly be described as an explorer. He has come to a new land. Are
you talking about yourself? Yes. OK. I have come to a new land . . .

Yes. I've come to a new area . . . I haven't seen before. I must be careful not

to step in any holes. It may be an area filled with sink holes, I don't know.

Therefore I step back and forth, side to side, testing the ground to see if it will
support my weight. Also there is lots of debris. I don't know what is underneath
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all the debris. That is why I don't take a straight route. I cut across on the
diagonal, that may or may not be there. At times I feel there is some strong

ground underneath me so I hop a little bit, knowing full well it will support me. I
begin to sway back and forth. Sometimes I'm walking a bit awkwardly or

unexpectedly. . . I have to be cautious. At times I think I see something so I stop
and wait, when it is safe, I move. That said, I have come to the conclusion, that at
this present moment, everything is safe and I have come to rest. I don't need to be
wary, I am safe.

My heart softens, the muscles in my jaw relax. I wiggle my shoulders, the

bones move easily.

One must try, one must take chances in life. I must try. Yes. I must try, I
must take a chance in life. Otherwise, I may not move ahead. One should be wary
and cautious but one needs to continue on this wonderful path, journey, to rest
and move forward. That is the goal.

A sliver of silence wedges in between us. His palms brush his thighs as he

leans forward, the weight of his upper body drips through his hands into his
knees, down his legs and into the ground. I breathe. He tilts his head and smiles.

I am so honored to be here.

Would you like witnessing? Yes. I would like witnessing.

His eyes tug the corners of his mouth in a smile.

I speak, consciously creating a map of his physical movement from the

moment he enters the space until he steps out. A triangular pathway materializes.
A deeply rutted triangular path traversed five times, each journey around it
combining old and new. I speak, he nods and smiles. His eyes sparkle. My

curiosity is named as I imagine his adventures and wonder about his journey. The
sparkle brightens his eyes, he speaks, filling in my map with his adventure.

You reach the diagonal, turn, pause for a moment and face the corner. I

see you walk along the same line. Except it is different this time. Your left leg
crosses over your right, then right over left as you move towards the corner. I feel
myself smile as I wonder how you are able to walk like this, crossing your legs so
far in front of each other while keeping your torso and upper body so stable. I

am brought to my own core in this moment. I am wondering, if this is one moment
you speak of when you say “sometimes I am walking awkwardly or unexpectedly.”
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Yes. The first time around, I noticed soft spots so I'm trying to avoid them.
A few muddy places were found . . . some secure spots . . . have branches and
stones that can support my weight.

Ah, I see. You walk, crossing one foot in front of the other until you are in

line with the door. I see you squat down, your elbows rest on your knees, your
hands cradle your chin. It also looks like you are turning your head.

A smile prances from his eyes to his mouth. Oh, I didn't mention this but I

was gauging my surroundings. Is it dangerous, are there wild animals? Is it safe
out there? Can I venture out to see more of the area without getting hurt?

I arrive at his final trip around the triangle. His experience vividly moves

into this moment and we straddle the space between past and present, witnessing
from our chairs. My voice, originates from the soles of my feet and slides along
the floor, next to the wall to meet him. It stops in front of him, a low resonance
grows, asking him to take as much time as needed to bring his movement to a

close. A pause settles into his body. He moves towards the partition and, for the
first time, steps out of the triangular ruts. His head pulls him into the middle of
the triangle. He walks back and forth, back and forth, methodical deliberate
steps coloring inside the outline of his pathway.

I am at the end and need to explore those areas I haven't covered yet. I am

filling in the square.

We smile and breathe. Our fingers curl over our chairs as we tuck ourselves

in and scribble away. Ink spills furiously out of my pen, my left shoulder senses

stillness. I see Ely's upper body hovering over his tablet, a oil pastel clutched in
his fingers. Energetic spirals race up and down his arm; his hand motionless. My
instructions to journal in the present tense have built an insurmountable road

block between his hand and his paper. I exhale lenient instructions, asking him to
simply write about his experience. He pulls a breath into his rib cage, pictures
tumble from his fingertips, words appear on the page.
An hour and thirty minutes jets by us. I breathe and allow the fear of

Oops.

lateness to exist in me. We close our journals, tuck oil pastels into card board

boxes, pens into shirt pockets. We step into the hallway filled with screeching
elevators and faceless screams. We walk together, smiling as we part ways.
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September 3, 2009
The End

I fly up the stairs and slam my left arm into the sharp edge of the railing as I
peel around the corner. The weight of my body pours into the column. Solid

blackness imprints itself into my forearm, an inverted triangular dent filling with
liquid purple. I melt into the corner pushing myself into and away, spiraling over
and around. My legs churn down the hall. I arrive at the room in pieces – feet,

legs, pelvis, torso, head. I throw the door open and pounce. I slice through the
warm musty air, my finger softens into the plastic button. A low hum radiates into
the space with soothing familiarity. I inhale and turn, my eyes lingering on the

frozen clock, skimming tables, hopping over chairs. I walk around the periphery.
Let this space contain us.

let this be a place of healing, of authenticity, of relationship. Of Trust.
Oxygen flows into my lungs and spreads my arms from my sternum

outward beyond my fingertips. I exhale and gather. I slide the door open and
slither out, trapping the healing energy inside. I retrace my steps down the
hallway, past the battering ram at the head of the stairs and onward. I am ready.

Wait. Is this how it ends?

We walk. A brigade of wounded lockers leer at us, proudly displaying

scratches and dents; windows blink big rectangle eyes, staring coldly at the tear

stained street. Our words bounce into and off each other. I am a step in front of
him; I turn my head quickly and often, catching his eyes, our mouths drawing into

exaggerated curves. Air spins high in my chest, sweaty curls cling to his reddened
face. We walk. Past the stairs, around the corner, sidling past the elevator crowd,
their curious gazes follow us down the hallway. My heart bumps. The door. The
space holding our ending. Ely and I teeter, our manic chatter spinning faster. I
open the door and dive into the vortex. Invisible silence seeps into my core.

Calming energy swoops around us and into the hallway. His eyes latch onto mine
and together we step into an ending that will live through us in profoundly
different ways. Our last session.

I will ask him what he needs.
I will trust it to unfold from there.
Does this mean I'm lazy?
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The hum of the air conditioner embraces us in lovingly. Stacks of chairs
pile around the edges of the plummy room, the many tables lounge about. A gray
partition reaches luxuriously across the room, an accordion arm creating a cozy
container. A crowded yet comfortable cove of grey and plum. We begin.

Nervous energy dances around us. His weight spills back and forth, right

to left. His hands wring quickly in front of his belly. A bead of sweat rolls along
his temple. He flits from subject to subject, asking so many questions. Nestled

inside each question, I hear an inaudible whisper – was he, is he enough? I ache to
ease his worry, each answer a yearning from my soul . . . yes, yes you are enough,
more than enough. My sounds materialize, a dense current meant to comfort and
relieve splits into a discombobulated melody. Each note is like a drop of oil
avoiding his body of water. I breathe, my efforts are futile and originate in part
from my projections of his experience. We must begin our end.

Our journey is enough . . . we are both enough.

A low calm resonance grows from the soles of my feet and slices into our

frantic chatter. I see him settle, slowly swaying until his weight rests somewhere in
the middle. His hands relax, pulling his arms long against his sides. We sit

together, grateful for chairs welcoming our bodies. I give him options, too many
options. They cascade into the space, floating above his ears.

Breathe.
Find your feet.

He snatches at them as I recognize my mistake. He wraps each option into

a snug bouquet of desire, desire to please me, to make sure he has done enough.
I sit, breathing into my feet, into the floor, into the ground. I conjure up every

energetic intention in my body and send them silently towards him. Somber slow
sounds grow from his throat, coloring the space between us. A vocal painting of
his brain injury.

Is he avoiding? Are we avoiding?
Incapacitated . . . To the point of infancy . . . Ande . . . help me . . . me

remember . . . guide me . . . into saying the right things.

OK. New approach.

Under the guise of my research, I attempt to convince. Pleading sentences
drip out of me. We exist in parallels; two beings traveling independently, never
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crossing, never connecting. My brain laughs at the impossibility of my actions. My
unsilenceable longing continues.

My research will benefit the most by . . . It will really help my study if . . . It is

most important that you choose the most beneficial . . .

Am I being manipulative?

I would like to do Authentic Movement. Would that be better for you?
Which option will help you the most, your research? I would like to do Authentic
Movement.

Um . . . ok.

Is he doing this for me?
I don't know what else to do. Let this be beneficial for him too.
He rises quickly, pulled to standing by the top of his black yarmulke. Long

legs and feet dangle beneath him. He grasps the chair with both hands, moving it
toward the table. I glance at the clock frozen at 10:15. Hands literally
standing

still.
I breathe.

Time spins on.

No more preparation, no more time. Today we will trust our preparation,

our processes. Today we will trust the unfolding of the unknown.

But first a body part warm-up. Flippant frozen seconds propel me
forward, I swat them away like irritating mosquitos. This sole preparation is

perhaps the most important part of our journey today, maybe every day. We
move through the space. I follow him as he moves from head to feet, following the
map of his structure. We circle, bend, rotate and stretch. He leads I follow. In

spite of my intention to move slowly, buzzing energy shoves verbal cues out of my
body. We are rapidly out of sync. He jumps from one body part to another as I
race along side him.

Slow down.
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Breathe.
I mirror his movement. A cacophony of arms, shoulders, heads, fingers,

and ankles stir speckles of air around us.

Is my own fast energy causing this?

We non-verbally acknowledge our final warm-up by consuming all available
space. The skin tightens around his eyes. I imagine I am seeing his neurons firing,
generating complicated movements to blanket the room with. My heart. Beats.

Blood empties and fills each chamber, sadness and joy, honor and gratitude, in
and out, in and out. His eyes catch mine, we tilt our heads in synchrony. Our
parallels finally intersect.

I will miss him.
No words. He walks towards the side of the room. The elevator bell rings.

A screech ripples through the hallway. I walk, intentionally pouring weight into my
feet. I stand in front of him. The air conditioner sends soothing whispers from its
perch. His yarmulke rests on a nest of thinning hair, his dress shirt crinkles into

crevices made by his rounded shoulders. Two separately connected breaths fill
us, mine pulls low into my belly, his swells his chest, lifting his breastbone.

I explain the process as I have done before. His eyes tug the corners of his

mouth, a soft smile washes over his face. Our eyes meet and I feel my cheeks
rising. Gratitude surges through me and pools in the hollow of my throat.

Please let him use this time for himself.
Have I done enough?

I see his chest rise, his exhale greets my ears as he turns to face the
movement space. I'll try to make this interesting. He blinks, his legs carry him

forward, trotting along the wall, pulling his pelvis, torso, upper body, and head
forward in pieces, onward into the unknown. Into the end.

Breathe.
It will be enough.

Five minutes pass. He stops on his own, steps around the chair and finds

my eyes. I see his shoulders rise, his head tips to the left. Sadness filled
appreciation sweeps over me.

I wonder what this witnessing will look like.
I hope this is enough.
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He speaks in long sentences, vague and specific. My focus wanders, I
watch my awareness float away into hazy worries. I summon my awareness back
by asking specific questions, consciously inviting focused attention into the

moment. We wade, sifting through debris, co-creating a map of his journey, a
physical map he fills in with image and adventure.

The last movement was about incorporating different things right. . . . The
movement I used incorporates many facets of memories, life, many things I have
been a part of or would like to take part in.

Can you describe the movements you are doing at this point?

Yes, I walk and am walking on water, or swimming that is. I am moving and I
enter the water. I move my arms and legs to swim, walking on water. I tried to walk
on water by swimming. Mmmm . . . I am walking in water by swimming. Yes, I am

swimming from shallow to deep in the waves. . . it is not a pool, it is an ocean. So,
there are tidal waves. As I am swimming, I am pulled or pushed out to sea. I am

pushed and pulled out again. In the meantime, I'm swimming to get out. On one
hand, I happen to enjoy the waves. I feel I am getting more power due to the fact
that there are waves and I'm able to incorporate the power in my movement. I feel I
can guide the speed and the power of the movement.

Focus Ande. Breathe.

So, swimming is like walking on water. It is reminiscent of learning how to
walk. How one begins to learn how to move from crawling to . . . How I learn to

move . . . how I learn to move from crawling to walking. Since I am surrounded by
water, I'm trying to incorporate the power of the waves to my benefit. First of all .
..

Do you remember where you are in the room when you are feeling ability

to use the power of the waves? I think I stopped here to try and get thoughts
about where to go – forward, backward. . . . and on and on and on.

Mmmm, are you still describing your movement experience? Yes but I am
trying to add things for your research. Ah, I see. It will be more helpful for my

research if you simply describe your experience as it is happening in the moment.
Is this a mistake?

Ok . . . I was separating the water with my hands. Guiding my way through
possible objects in water. Globs of seaweed can tangle your legs. So you push it
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away and move on . . . and on.
I'm so tired.

The very fact I have come into contact with these obstacles gives me

thought, I have to think of what to do next . . . That uses your brain, it's a good
thing. That's why, at times, I float on my back and rest.

I want him to stop.
Uh – I don't know if that is ok.
My eyes are so tired.

Debris, metaphorically, is an obstacle to progress, it is a blockage . . . Too

much debris can hinder your movement and inhibit you from moving on. . .

Do you recall what movement you were doing as you are evading the
debris? Yes, I was bending and ducking and moving around. It was a nice swim I

had. Utilizing different articles. Optional and perhaps necessary life preservers.
Gives you . . . Gives me . . . gives me a chance to latch on when I'm tired,

exhausted, needing to recuperate so then I can push on forward. You can look
at it literally and metaphorically.
Are you still talking about the movement experience? I'm still talking about

the movement, yes, but I'm trying to incorporate it into something else.

His words fade as he looks into my eyes. Silence expands into the pause. I

breathe and hold the air in my chest.

Please be finished.

I wish for an ending. Am I horrible?
He tilts his head to the left and nods. His breathe tumbles into his rib cage. Relief
floods my body, infusing tired heavy muscles with tingling energy. The muscles
clamping my jaw and shoulders in mock alertness ease their grip.
Would you like witnessing?

He exhales. His shoulders soften as he rests his hands in his lap. A smile
gingerly crawls onto his face. Yes. I would like witnessing.
I speak. My words drop like bread crumbs marking the trail of his body in

space. Ely finds himself in my words and completes the puzzle. Together my

outer witnessing and his inner witnessing materialize into an undersea adventure

complete with water walking, swimming, coral, diving, and sunken ship exploration.
He swims along side me, remembering .
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I see his hands grapple in the space around him, delicately brushing walls,
chairs, tables. His arms spiral, long windmill movements swim him away from the

wall as he ventures into the center. He presses his hands into the gray partition,
traverses a diagonal pathway back to the air conditioner. He presses both hands
into the corner, creating a triangle with his body, the wall, the floor. Weight spills
into his palms as he kneads the wall. His fingers yield, saying hello to the purple,
saying goodbye as they pull apart. His right hand melts into the wall. The right
side of his body follows and tendrils, a blushing ear, blue shirt, pale skin, and

khaki pants introduce themselves to the plummy cottage cheese surface. A wave
of sadness washes over me and curls into the hollow of my throat as I witness.

Salty tears fill my eyes. I hold this witnessing as my own as I'm not sure if sharing it
will benefit him.

I see you walk along the wall, around tables, chairs, the garbage can, and

pause in front of the door. You extend your arms and press into the door frame.
In my journey through the coral reef, I found something, something that

had stopped years ago. It's a ship, an old ship, so I'm pressing to find a way to get
inside. It's been here for awhile, it can be dangerous. I'm here by myself, so I

explore parts of it, but if I'm going to come back, I need to bring someone with me.
So I press against the wall to see how sturdy it is.
Do you end up going inside the ship? Yes.

We continue this back and forth witnessing until I reach the end of his

movement.

A deep breath saunters into my body. His words ride the air flowing from
his mouth. Our eyes meet, his hands rest in his lap, his shoulders sink. We sit. The
quiet hum of the air conditioner surrounds us, time frozen on the wall behind us.

Our bodies initiate an ending. No words. His eyes tug his mouth into a small curve,
he blinks as he turns his chair into the table. I place his journal in front of him. He
pulls a pen out of his shirt pocket, I open the oil pastels. Our upper backs curve
over our papers and we write.

How do you want me to incorporate this – there is so much stuff?
I breathe. Mmm . . . write or draw any sensations you are feeling in this

moment. Anything important or needing to be said.

Seriously? Anything important?
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After ten sessions I should be able to focus this question.
One hour and forty minutes of frozen spiraling tornado time. A stream of

words laced with hopes for my future swims out of his throat. Thank you's free
style out of my mouth and dive towards him.
thank you

We shuffle towards the door. Slightly in front of me, he turns his head
quickly, our eyes meet as we step into the hallway. The elevator screeches, a man
walking on his knees scoots past us. Down the hall, past the elevator crowd,

alongside stoic lockers. The windows blink melancholy eyes as we pass. His eyes

catch mine. We pause, held together by some ethereal thread. We breathe, blink,
and exhale. Our ending finds us. A small smile crawls onto his face. He turns and
walks away.

I breathe.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
Our human mind is both embodied – it involves a flow of energy and information
that occurs within the body, including the brain – and relational, the dimension of
the mind that involves the flow of energy and information occurring between people
– from the writer to the reader, for example. Right now this flow from me as I type
these words to you as you read them is shaping our minds – yours and mine. Even as
I am imagining who you might be and your possible response, I am changing the
flow of energy and information in my brain and body as a whole. As you absorb
these words your mind is embodying this flow of energy and information as well.
(Siegel 2007, p. 5)
I invite the reader to take a moment to breathe and settle.
I began this study interested in the possibility of modifying and teaching Authentic
Movement to one person surviving a brain injury. In ten sessions, I attempted to teach Ely
the process of developing an awareness of emerging mover consciousness. As this research
was conducted using qualitative case study methodology, I will leave the comparison to
other studies and research up to the reader (Merten, 2005). I would like to offer my thoughts
regarding the process, knowing that my personal bias, involvement, and embodied
experience informs my discussion.
Research Question
I believe, in my bones, that Ely was able to engage in a modified version of
Authentic Movement and, over the course of ten sessions, began developing his inner
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witness which evoked his ability to develop mover consciousness. His emerging mover
consciousness was shown throughout, but most clearly within the interchange of our
witnessing, beginning in session seven. As this may be biased by my obvious bone level
belief that this occurred, I will describe what I consider direct evidence of mover
consciousness.
Early on in our experimentation with Authentic Movement, Ely's witnessing of
himself was vague, lacking specific details of physical movement or imagined adventures,
and often couched in third person pronouns. He had difficulty staying in the present tense.
As our sessions progressed, he was increasingly able to use present tense language and to
use “I” instead of a third person pronoun. As his ability to stay in the present tense and to
take self-ownership grew (using “I” instead of “one,” for example), he began speaking of his
physical movements within his imagined adventures. Sometimes he described the
movements he engaged in during Authentic Movement on his own. Other times, I would try
to elicit this awareness by asking questions about specific movements. His responses
increased in congruency to my own external witnessing further along in our sessions. Soon
after he demonstrated increased consciousness during his own witnessing, he began to locate
himself in my words. As I spoke of his physical movement, he filled in the gaps with his
experience – usually describing what he was doing in his adventure during the stated
movements. I interpreted his ability to remember his movements, adventures, and location in
my words as further evidence of increasing mover consciousness.
Adler (2002) documented this back and forth type of witnessing early on in the
mover's journey, acknowledging that sometimes the mover needs the external reminder in
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order to begin developing their conscious awareness. However, her inclusion of this back
and forth witnessing is minimal in her writings. In my own Authentic Movement practice,
this type of witnessing structure is not typical. If it occurs, it is brief. In regards to my
research process, the back and forth witnessing emerged organically and I felt it was an
important element in his development of mover consciousness.
Teaching and Modifications to Authentic Movement. The nature of this research
does not determine cause and effect. I can not say with certainty my therapeutic
interventions and modifications of the process led to his ability to develop mover
consciousness. I can't prove my preparatory exercises were necessary or beneficial as this
variable was not controlled by comparison. What this research does is paints a qualitative
picture of mine and Ely's experiences. It presents a humanistically centered, embodied
picture that captures the many nuances of the lived experience. It is offered as my approach
to my research question, and as a possible beginning into the ways one might approach
future research.
First of all, my role in the process was illuminated and questioned, by myself and
by my advisors, from the beginning. In spite of my readings on the role and responsibilities
of the witness and the incredible importance of maintaining a solid personal presence, I
failed to integrate the magnitude of these responsibilities in my body prior to beginning the
research. It was something I could not know, on a body level, until I actually engaged in the
work. I had to first develop an awareness of what it meant to be not present and ungrounded. I knew intellectually that I had to hold the space, to create a safe therapeutic
container, to externally witness Ely throughout the session. With this in the forefront of my
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mind, I entered the first session unprepared for the bombardment of self-doubt. I was
overwhelmed not only by the presence of self-doubt but also by my awareness of it. I
witnessed my process, the anxiety, the fear of failure, the weight of responsibility I felt to
him and to myself. I was only minimally able to let it go and be fully present in the moment.
I felt able to lead the session but was not truly able to empathize and attune. When
reflecting upon this first session, I realized the absolute need to find a way to ground myself.
Through trial and error, I created a ritual – entering the space early, taking a moment to
reflect upon my inner sensations, thoughts, feelings. I set an energetic intention for the
room. As I developed my ability to notice my present moment state, I was a better
facilitator. I was able to follow his cues more clearly. My flexibility, creativity, and intuition
expanded and I felt like a whole person instead of a brain lugged down by a misbehaving
body. In essence, I was present to a fuller sense of myself. By the end of our work together, I
was able to enter, acknowledge my current state, no matter what it was (frazzled, relaxed,
sad, content), and meet him in his experience. I became more present and grounded. My
observations lead me to believe Ely did too.
I also began to notice the flow between us and could consciously interpret the
information I was receiving. There were clear moments when I felt I was serving as an
interpersonal regulator. For example, as Ely spoke faster, moved quickly, and breathed high
into his chest, I consciously took deep audible breaths hoping he would naturally follow me.
Almost always, he did. Had our work continued, I wonder if naming this interpersonal flow
between us might have led to increasing his intrapersonal awareness, thus contributing to his
ability to self-regulate and to practice Authentic Movement in its fuller form.
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I felt it was important to break down the process, creating a structure in order to
engage in the unstructured experience of engaging in Authentic Movement. Even if we
ended up following a different path, the initial structure seemed to provide a focus, a
stabilization. I wanted him to be aware of my intentions and goals, and would tell him my
plan for each session every session. As we progressed through the sessions, I modified and
made changes – eventually eliminating the moving and speaking exercise and replacing it
with longer warm-ups focused on increasing awareness of body sensations and learning
about other sensations. Within this structure, there were days when we did not have time to
complete things or when I decided to add in an exercise based on events earlier in the
session. Whenever I added or eliminated something from my original structure, I always
checked in with Ely.
In regard to modifying the process, I tried to break down the parts and teach them to
Ely as preparation for engaging in Authentic Movement. Initial sessions were structured
both as assessments and as teaching. I decided that body awareness is essential in
developing an inner witness, and later mover consciousness. Without awareness of the
physical container of experience it seemed impossible to develop the ability to reflect upon
one's experience while experiencing. Thus, all the initial exercises were geared toward
increasing his level of body awareness. I began with a mindful guided meditation to teach
him how to focus his attention internally and to assess his ability to concentrate. I wondered
if this helped develop his inner witness. I wanted to introduce the language of Authentic
Movement in these guided meditations, so that he might become familiar with the different
streams of information in his body, thoughts, feelings, sensations, hoping later on, when I
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asked him to move in response to these, he would have a reference to return to.
I learned so much from these guided meditations. My cues often led to his verbal
response. If I asked him to notice any thoughts, feelings, or sensations in his body, he would
follow my directions by naming, out loud, the thoughts, feelings, and sensations. I initially
criticized my ability to lead this exercise efficiently, wondering why I couldn't guide him
through a more internally focused, non-verbal process. As we continued, I shifted my
perspective as I understood that his responses were always mindful and connected to my
questions, thereby accomplishing the goal of the exercise.
This experience also gave me insight into how he was processing information. I
noticed his ability to name specific sensations in his upper body. He rarely named sensations
in his lower body. As I asked him to bring his attention to his lower extremities, he typically
began using his hands to explore, using touch to increase his kinesthetic awareness.
The next exercise I introduced was a mirroring and speaking exercise. For the first
two sessions, I began this exercise by moving one arm slowly and describing the movement
in the present tense. Ely mirrored my movement and listened to my words. Then he led the
exercise, moving while describing his motion in the present tense while I mirrored him.
When I felt he understood the exercise, he would lead and I would follow from the
beginning. I included this exercise to assess his present moment mover consciousness and to
teach him the language used when witnessing oneself after an Authentic Movement
experience. I asked him to speak in the present tense and describe his movement in detail. I
was aware that it is an entirely different process to move and speak about movement in the
present tense then it is to move first then remember, bringing the movement experience into
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the present moment. Still, I hoped that practicing speaking in the present tense about
movement would prove useful later on during the witnessing of movement.
It was through this exercise that I created a fuller picture of his level of conscious
body awareness and the ways he took in and processed information. He seemed more able
to move and speak simultaneous when moving his upper body. When focusing on his lower
body, his speech was vague and often disconnected from his movement. He also had a
tendency to think first, speak about a very detailed movement sequence, and then move. I
eventually phased out this exercise as I interpreted his thinking as blocking his flow and
ability to move spontaneously. Thus, its overall importance was in teaching the language of
Authentic Movement witnessing and assessing his level of consciousness.
As I analyzed the data, I wondered if my interpretation of his level of conscious
awareness and knowledge of body sensations were accurate. I was trying to elicit specific
kinds of answers from him, wanting him to cultivate an awareness of internal sensations,
thoughts and feelings from the inside out. I wonder if this desire caused me underestimate
the skills he already possessed. During one session, he described, in exquisite detail, his
ability to use the external environment to propriocept. He used the feeling of the air
conditioner blowing on him to help him locate his body in space, his position in the room.
He relied on his kinesthetic awareness of the chair on his arms to provide touch and safety.
He used the sound of my voice to guide him through the experience. While I busy searching
for his awareness of his internal body sensations, I sometimes missed his well developed
awareness of the external environment to provide clues for his body awareness. I wonder if
his awareness was always present, if he was always demonstrating present moment
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consciousness, just differently than I was able to perceive it.
Another preparatory exercise that became a staple of later sessions was a warm-up
centered on body sensations. It seemed he already had the capacity to discern his thoughts
and a few of his feelings, however, his verbal descriptions of body sensations were limited. I
began each warm-up with sensations he had already named, tingling in his fingers for
example, and then introduced new words for him to play with and experience. I also asked
him to explore these sensations in different parts of his body, hoping his awareness of his
body would increase. Did his ability to consciously embody different sensations, especially
in his lower body, contribute his Authentic Movement experiences becoming so rich with
metaphors, imagined adventures, and movements?
I also consciously chose to limit the amount of time Ely moved during his Authentic
Movement experiences. Initially he moved for one minute. I shortened the amount of time
during the next session to 30 seconds to see if the shorter time would enable him to witness
his experience with more detail. He then initiated an increased movement time, stating he
would move for two minutes. Eventually, he moved for five minutes. Did beginning with a
shorter amount of time support of limit his ability to engage in the process?
Another modification involved giving him the choice to move with his eyes open or
closed. Traditionally, Authentic Movement is practiced with eyes closed in order to foster
greater listening to internal thoughts, feelings, sensations. However, due to his difficulty
balancing, I was concerned about his safety. I also wanted to trust his ability to make the
choice as to whether or not he felt safe moving with eyes open or closed. Sometimes he
chose to move with his eyes open, sometimes with his eyes closed.
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In witnessing Ely, I verbally described his spatial pathways, his physical movement,
every observable detail that I could remember. Adler (1987, 2002) spoke about this in
regard to the ability to externally witness and to the implications external witnessing has in
relationship to the mover. Often the outer witness feels a need to name every detail,
movement, gesture, etc. (Adler, 2002). She said naming all of the gestures can be of service
to the mover. It allows them to be seen clearly, enabling the mover to take themselves
seriously. With this in mind, I chose to speak in as much detail as possible to help him locate
himself in space. I relied on his body language and verbal cues which indicated interest,
comprehension, misunderstanding, etc., to guide me into speaking less or more during each
witnessing. For example, often if I spoke of seeing him engage in challenging or difficult
movement or of times when I felt a sense of difficulty in my own body, Ely would lean
forward, smile, and nod vigorously. His entire face would lighten up. I interpreted this as a
sign I was on the right track and that my words were resonating with his experience.
Adler also (1987, 2002) stated clearly that the witness should speak only of the
movement after and if the mover has spoken of it first. With this in mind, I made the choice
to disregard this tenet of Authentic Movement and named all of Ely's physical, observable
movements whether or not he had spoken of them. Due to his impaired short term memory,
I decided it was important to speak of his entire journey, creating a complete physical map
for him, hoping to help increase his conscious awareness and improve his memory. I did ask
Ely's permission to speak of his full experience in order to foster safety within our
relationship. As I am a novice witness, I chose to limit my verbal witnessing of my internal
sensations, instead speaking mostly about the observable details. I spoke briefly of my
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internal sensations only when confident it was in service to him. Again, I used his body
language and verbal cues as guidance as to what and how much to speak.
I tried as often as possible to check-in with Ely throughout each session. These
check-ins are implicitly indicated in the results section, as I often mentioned our frequent
chattering within each session. However, I acknowledge these check-ins more explicitly in
this discussion as our work together was based on creating a safe, trusting relationship in
which Ely could assert his independence. I frequently brought up our relationship and asked
about his feelings regarding interventions I had made or things I had said. During our
conversations, I often asked about the dynamics of our relationship, wondering if he was
trying to please me, questioning the developing therapeutic intimacy of our relationship in
light of our limited time together. While it was impossible to process the dynamics
completely due to our limited amount of time, I chose to trust his responses in the moment.
From the beginning I wanted Ely to be an integral part of the process, making
choices, actively participating in the flow of our work together. I felt this was important in
his recovery and addressed his treatment plan. Often, decreased independence is a result of a
brain injury. This is one of the reasons I was interested in incorporating Authentic
Movement within a neuro-rehabilitation treatment plan. It is a practice that is guided both
consciously and unconsciously by the mover.
Insights Gained from the Process of Embodied Writing. Through the data collection
and analysis process, the use of embodied writing revealed some interesting insights in
regard to this research. The connection between the role of the researcher and the role of the
witness became illuminated. I also was struck by seemingly insignificant details that
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insistently repeated in my results section – namely the presence of the air conditioner and
the issue of time.
The connections between the role of the researcher and the role of the witness, as it
relates to this study, are many. In both roles, I strove to maintain a non-judgmental stance in
regard to the process. As a researcher and witness, I was intimately immersed in the process
while maintaining an awareness of the process itself, and an awareness of self in the process.
In both cases, I was a participant observer, yet not participating in the traditional sense.
Throughout each session I alternated between engaging and moving alongside Ely and
sitting off to the side actively witnessing. Even in the more participatory moments, I
engaged with an awareness and intention to gather data and intervene in response to my
perceived information. Over time, I also grew into both roles. I grappled through the
unknown process of being a researcher as I grappled through the process of learning to
witness another. In the end, I was able to find some trust in my abilities to do both, to
maintain integrity and honesty, to acknowledge my vulnerability alongside my strengths.
As I reflected upon the process of writing the embodied writing portion of this
thesis, I was struck by the constant presence of the air conditioner. Each time I erased it, my
heart raced and my belly churned until I brought it back in. In reflecting up my writings of
each session, I realized the air conditioner, and my perception of the space in general,
signified my shifts and growth over time. It began as a loud, ugly, annoyingly necessary
amenity that lived in the overly crowded, suffocating space. It seemed to reflect my
inadequacies as a researcher and witness. I tried to enter the space early enough to turn it on
in hopes that by the time our session was to start, the room would be cool enough for me to
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shut if off. It refused to be manipulated in this manner; it refused to used and then ignored.
Somewhere along the way, it changed, or perhaps, I changed. It's presence became soothing
and welcoming, gentle and flowing. Ely often chose to move to the sounds of the fans
instead of music. He spoke of using it to locate himself in the room.
Its impact became clear to me during the 8th session. The room was cool; yet it felt
alien and empty until I turned on the fans to re-establish the familiar equilibrium. In that
moment, I was aware of its significance and pondered the interesting shift that had occurred.
However, in reviewing my embodied writing of the sessions, I realized that the shift began
much earlier, in the 4th session. I wondered why I was not conscious of this change until
much later. By the final session, the room had transformed into a cozy cove while the air
conditioner embraced us with love. This transformation paralleled the decrease of critical
voices and thoughts from beginning to end. It seems, as I became more present, grounded,
and trusting in myself that my perception of the space shifted.
I also struggled with the issue of time throughout this entire research process. My
typical internal timing is relatively quick. I found it difficult to surrender into the slowness
required to engage in the research, to guide the therapy sessions, and to compose this thesis.
It seems I am blessed with an internal motor that spins furiously, worrying that there will not
be enough time. In attempt to deal with my fears of timing, I talked with my supervisor. She
granted permission to extend the length of our sessions, while explaining to me the
reasoning behind the need to take up more time. Not only did she allow more time, the time
boundary was flexible as she asked me to “take as much time as you need.” Ely also agreed
to this flexibility. Interestingly, in writing up each session, it wasn't until the very end of the
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8th session that I even allude to the fact that I had been given permission to take up time.
In spite of this temporal spaciousness, I was unable to let go and surrender. I
maintained the time anxiety throughout. It was an anxiety I was aware of and attempted to
acknowledge and let go. There were moments when Ely explicitly slowed me down – in his
refusal to journal faster, to leave the space quicker, in moments when he would catch me
looking at my watch and would say “You didn't see that.” There were also moments of
timelessness – most often these moments were peppered with fear and doubt, as in the 6th
session when I was afraid my intervention had triggered a trauma. I also noticed that when I
was aware of the frozen clock or of time standing still, I was often flooded with worry.
Within the ten sessions, I was able to find few moments of surrender in which time ceased
to taunt me; it was in these moments that I felt most present in my ability to flow alongside
Ely. During the writing of this work, it was also in those rare moments that I was able to let
go and give myself permission to honor my own timing, that I was able flow alongside
myself and allow the research to emerge in written form.
Connection to Existing Research
I hope this study spurs more research regarding using Authentic Movement within a
brain injury rehabilitation treatment program. From this experience, it seems to be an
approach that can be modified and used to address and support the unique needs of
individuals surviving brain injuries. The process of Authentic Movement supported my
ability to individualize the sessions and tailor my interventions to meet the unique needs of
Ely. It also enabled me to nurture and create a healing relationship; it consistently reminded
me to trust the healing process, to trust the wisdom of the body which in turn empowered
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Ely to make independent decisions. The inherent structure of Authentic Movement placed
Ely at the center of his healing. Brain injury survivors are often dependent upon others for so
many things, to put a little bit of control, trust, and power back into their hands seems so
important. I feel my trust in his ability to heal helped develop his own sense of self-trust as
he began making more decisions and choices throughout our time together. Hopefully future
studies will examine the use of Authentic Movement a groups of brain injury survivors, to
see if it is indeed a technique that will support the individual healing process within a group.
To the best of my knowledge, there have not been any previous studies done that
examine the modification and teaching process of Authentic Movement to survivors of brain
injury. My hope is that this research might be a springboard for connecting the research
between the fields of interpersonal neurobiology, Authentic Movement, and DMT. Within
the scope of this study, I have attempted to conduct, analyze, and interpret through these
three lenses. They seem connected by conceptual language – all three state the importance
of interpersonal and intrapersonal attunement and relationships, flow of energy, information,
life, movement. All three incorporate some form of mindful awareness. All three work
under the assumption that healing occurs through relationship, that being seen and witnessed
is important and supports growth, and that the mind and body are reciprocally connected.
Limitations
As I have mentioned throughout this discussion, I am not an unbiased researcher. By
naming the subjectivity inherent within the process, I hope the process will be witnessed for
what it was. I relied solely on my ability and knowledge of facilitation, data collection,
analysis. While I did receive outside support and supervision from supervisors, advisors, and
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an Authentic Movement practitioner, I still filtered the entire process through my own
personal lenses. I relied on my body, my memory, my experience of events to collect the
data. I did not use a video camera or audio recorder. It is possible that my memory is not as
accurate as I think it is, or that my body knowledge is less reliable that I believe it to be.
My newness as a therapist, researcher, and Authentic Movement facilitator also
limits the effectiveness of this study. Could someone with more expertise and skill have led
the process with more confidence and ability? Did my naivete allow me to take risks,
question assumptions, develop new approaches, and perceive events in a way an expert
could not have?
There are limitations inherent in the structure of my research. As it was a case study
with a single participant, the findings are not generalizable. The nature of brain injury also
renders this applicability to other survivors difficult. Each injury in each individual ranges in
severity and manifested symptoms; it is impossible to say that my modifications and
teaching of Authentic Movement would work for every person surviving brain injury. What
they might do is serve as a model to one interested in applying this to another client or group
of clients, perhaps giving them a starting place from which to work.
This research was only conducted for ten sessions. H. Chaiklin & S. Chaiklin (2005)
stated that is impossible to truly measure change without the luxury of time. However, I did
have the luxury of engaging with this client on a regular basis over the course of a year
during my work as a DMT intern. While I was not his individual therapist, I was engaged in
many facets of his treatment program including life-skills, vocational groups, cognitive and
memory training, leisure and recreation, as well as a facilitator of DMT and verbal therapy
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groups. Thus, our relationship had already started and our individual work together moved
quickly as I worked to foster the deepening of our relationship. How did the unique nature
of our relationship color what happened in our sessions?
It did become clear as Ely and I progressed that more time was needed within each
session. A symptom of brain injury is slower processing speed. I decided to use 45 minute
increments to fit within the structure of the rehabilitation program Ely was attending. I did
not take into account his slower processing speed, the slowness of the process in general,
and the implications of developing consciousness. Authentic Movement requires a slowing
down. I struggled to accept this slowness both in my natural timing and as a facilitator. I felt
a responsibility to him to maintain the structure and regularity of his treatment program. As
Ely became more familiar with the practice and was able to witness himself more fully,
more time was needed.
My heart believes in the ability of the brain to heal. I began this study aching to
know if the application of Authentic Movement to survivors of brain injury would enhance
neuroplasticity, if it would lead to increased horizontal, vertical, interpersonal and conscious
brain integration. I want to know if the structure and function of the brain shifts. I would
suggest that Ely's ability to learn and engage in the process, his increasing awareness of
body sensations, the clarity of his self-witnessing that emerged in later sessions, his ability to
follow my regulatory cues are all evidence of neuroplasticity. Brain scans and professionals
in the fields of neuroscience are needed to assess the actual changes in the structure and
function of the brain.
Future Studies
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My suggestions for future studies would be to increase the number of sessions and
the duration of time within each session. I wonder if a more flexible time boundary would
be appropriate initially until the researcher/facilitator/therapist begins to get a feeling for the
amount of time the client needs. I would suggest at least an hour and a half. I also would
encourage the facilitator/researcher to find ways of being grounded and present, to use the
first session to co-create a ritual with the client that serves as a way to bring both people into
the moment, into the process, into the relationship. I also would suggest an additional
method of recording data. I relied solely on my body, my memory, my notes. I wondered
about using an audio and/or visual recording device. However, I did not want the presence
of this object to hinder the spontaneity and authenticity. Perhaps if this study were carried
out longitudinally, a recording device would become part of the process and be forgotten
eventually.
In order to move this work into neuro-rehabilitation treatment programs where group
treatment is the norm, it would be necessary to conduct studies with groups to see if the
practice of Authentic Movement could be modified and taught to a variety of individuals
surviving brain injury simultaneously.
Summary
Whitehouse and Siegel both mention flow – the flow of movement through all
livingness, the flow of energy and information. This universal flow connects mind and body,
mind and mind, mind and brain. The language used to describe the constructs and processes
of interpersonal neurobiology, mindfulness, and Authentic Movement is similar. As stated
in the literature review, the information regarding brain injury, interpersonal neurobiology,
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mindfulness and Authentic Movement seems connected by language yet disconnected by
lack of integrative research.
I began this study interested in the ability to modify Authentic Movement to
address the various needs of those who have sustained brain injury. More specifically, I
chose to explore this question within the first layer of Authentic Movement, developing
mover consciousness, and teaching it to one client diagnosed with brain injury. My
purpose was to see if it was possible. If it was, larger questions could be asked. I believe
this case study offers evidence that mover consciousness can be taught, using minor
modifications of the original structure of Authentic Movement.
As I circle into an ending I am left with many questions for future research. How
does the severity, nature, and/or location of injury effect the ability to learn and engage in
modifications of the technique? Is it possible to increase self-awareness through mindful
movement in those lacking self-awareness? I believe Ely demonstrated increasing selfawareness by his evolving ability to increase awareness of body sensations in his lower
body, as he developed the ability to witness his movement process from a first person
perspective – using “I” instead of “one.” How does the influence of a witness affect the
structure and function on the brain from an interpersonal neurobiological perspective?
Can Authentic Movement be used as a way to encourage brain integration in an injured
brain? Does practicing Authentic Movement encourage neuroplasticity for the brain
injured population?
My personal motivation looms large as does my love of mindful, authentic
movement and my desire to believe in the plasticity of the brain as an eternal symbol of
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hope. The variability and individual nature of each brain injury, of each brain, of each
individual mind renders the modification of Authentic Movement for those diagnosed with
brain injury uncharted territory. My journey with Ely serves as a rough map. Is it possible on
a larger scale with different clients? If so, will the modifications transform it into a technique
much different from its origins? If possible, is it an effective method of enhancing the
quality of life for a brain injury survivor? If possible . . .
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Appendix A
Definition of Terms
Authentic Movement: a mindful movement exploration between a mover and a witness
which encourages the development of consciousness. The mover moves from an intention
of mindfulness, non-judgmentally guided by inner impulses in the presence of a witness.
The witness holds the space and is responsible for maintaining an outer consciousness.
After moving, both mover and witness speak, the mover tracking the guiding sensations,
thoughts, feelings, and impulses through language, the witness speaking to observed
physical movement and to internal responses and sensations in relationship to watching
the mover (Adler 1987, 1992, 2002; Gjernes, 2003, Musicant, 1994; Wyman-McGinty,
1998).
Acquired Brain Injury (ABI): “an injury to the brain that has occurred after birth and
which is not hereditary, congenital or degenerative” (The Brain Injury Association of
Illinois, BIAIL, n.d., para. 12).
Dance/Movement Therapy (DMT): “the psychotherapeutic use of movement as a
process which furthers the emotional, cognitive, social, and physical integration of the
individual” (Levy, 2005, p. 11).
Embodied Writing: embodied writing seeks to convey the kinesthetic, perceptual,
imaginal, visceral, and somatic experience of the writer in hopes of evoking a
sympathetic resonance in the reader (Anderson, 2001, 2002a, 2002b). This technique
gives the feeling, sensing, thinking, visceral body a voice.
Interpersonal neurobiology: a multidisciplinary neuroscientific approach to therapy
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suggesting the brain and mind develop through a combination of genetics and
interpersonal relationships and that the flow of energy and information within and
between minds allow for change in the structure and function of the brain (Badenoch,
2008; Siegel, 1999, 2006, 2007).
Inner Witness: a form of self reflection involving the evolving ability “to perceive the
self even as we are experiencing an event” (Siegel, 2010, p. 32). It is the development of
of conscious awareness of experience, the intrapersonal skill needed for the emergence of
mover and witness consciousness (Adler 1987, 1992, 2002). The inner witness is the
common bond between movers and witnesses.
Integration of Consciousness: refers to the ways in which attentional processes direct the
flow of energy and information of the mind. It involves “cultivating the capacity to
flexibly direct our attention to the internal and external world in ways that promote wellbeing and interpersonal harmony” (Badenoch, 2008, p. 37).
Interpersonal Integration: complex neurological processes that allows the flow of
energy and information between minds to affect and shift the other. “When two minds . . .
become integrated – the state of neural firing within each individual can be proposed to
become more coherent . . . corresponding activations between body proper, limbic areas,
and even cortical representations of intentional states between two individuals enter a
state of 'resonance' in which one matches the profiles of the other. (Siegel, 2010, p. 254255)
Lateral Integration: lateral integration broadly refers to the notion of synthesizing the
connections between the right and left hemispheres (Badenoch, 2008; Taylor, 2006;
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Siegel, 1999, 2007b, 2010).
Mindfulness: the purposeful, non-judgmental focusing of one's awareness on the present
moment experience (Siegel, 2006, 2007a, 2007b).
Mover consciousness: through the interpersonal relationship with a witness and the
intrapersonal development of an inner witness, mover consciousness is the ability to
engage in a movement experience, remember the fullness of this experience (thoughts,
feelings, sensations, memories, physical movements), and speak about it afterwards using
first person, present tense language (Adler 1987, 2002).
Neuroplasticity: the brain's continual ability to change structure and function through the
growth and modification of neural synapses and the potential growth of new neurons
(Badenoch, 2008; Siegel, 1999, 2006, 2007a, 2007b, 2010).
Present Moment Mover Consciousness: the ability to verbally identify movement,
sensations, thoughts, feelings, and body location ,in space in the present moment.
Traumatic Brain Injury: a type of acquired brain injury “caused by an external physical
force that may produce a diminished or altered state of consciousness” (BIAIL, n.d., para.
12).
Vertical Integration: “the integration of the 'lower' functions of the brainstem and limbic
regions with the 'higher' operations of the frontal neocortex such as cognitive and motor
planning” (Siegel, 1999, p. 302).
Witness Consciousness: the simultaneous processes of nonjudgmentally tracking a mover's
experience while observing and tracking one's own experience (thoughts, feelings,
sensations, memories) in response to witnessing the mover. It is the ability to witness
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another, with eyes open, guiding the unfolding of the process while cultivating one's own
inner witness (Adler, 1987, 2002).
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